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Harold H. Palmer, 86, is one of the very few country doctors of
yesteryear who faithfully served his patients going about the coun-
tryside in a sleigh or carriage to make his calls. He served as a
physician for nearly 60 years, and in his last years of practice cover-
ed over 30 miles or more daily. Over the years he won a wide circle
of friends.
In June, 1956, twenty communities joined together in a giant
testimonial held in Plymouth to honor Dr. Palmer for his long and
outstanding service. He has since been honored by various groups.
He is a life member of the Grafton and New Hampshire Medical
Societies, and fraternally he joined the Masons and Odd Fellows a
long time ago.
Now enjoying retirement at home with his wife, to whom he has
been married 52 years, he looks back on years of service with great
satisfaction, and enjoys nothing better than "swapping" fish stories
with friends. He has always been an ardent fisherman. He is seen
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TOWN MEETING — MARCH 12, 1968
At a legal meeting of the inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth,
N. H. held in the Guy E. Speare Auditorium on the above date, the
meeting being opened by the Moderator, Attorney George T. Ray, Jr.
at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon, it was voted to dispense with the
reading of the 1968 warrant until 8:00 o'clock in the afternoon. He
then declared the polls open to ballot on Articles 1, 2 and 3 and to
close not earlier than 6:00 o'clock in the afternoon. All remaining
articles were to be considered beginning at 8:00 P. M.
At 8:00 o'clock the meeting was opened with a salute to the flag
led by Robert Haskell. Moderator Ray then called attention to the
new town flag which was on display in the auditorium. This flag
was donated to the town by the Royal Eagle Drum and Drill Corps;
Mr. Haskell being their leader. Following the flag salute, Rev. Bay-
ard Hancock led the meeting in prayer. Moderator Ray announced
some results of the balloting on Article 2 but explained that com-
plete results were not available at this time. It was then requested
that a moment of silence be observed in memory of Leon M. Hunt-
ress, a devoted servant of the Town of Plymouth. Again it was
moved, seconded and carried that the reading of the lengthy war-





Voted to raise $ 87,178.14
This sum to be apportioned as follows
:
Officers' Salaries $ 4,700.00
Officers' Expenses 11,932.85
Election and Registrations 1,200.00
Plymouth District Court 5,500.00




Old Age Assistance 10,000.00
Town Dump 3,500.00
Insurance 4,700.00
Motor Vehicle Permits 2,400.00
Legal Expenses & Surveys 500.00
Soc. Sec.—Withholding—Retirement 6,250.00
Zoning & Planning Board 100.00
Interest 5,005.59
Long Term Notes 13,839.70
$ 87,178.14
Article 5.—Library Trustee:
William F. Batchelder was elected for a term of three years.
Article 6.—Park Commissioners:
Philip Tapply was elected for a term of three years and Mark Syl-
vester for a term of two years.
Article 7.—Trustee of Trust Funds:
Maurice H. Muzzey was elected for a three year term.
Article 8.—Police Department Expenses for Year:
After a brief explanation by Acting Police Chief, John Cloud, and
approved by the Budget Committee, it was voted to raise and
appropriate $ 30,386.00
Article 9.—Free Public Library:
Voted to raise and appropriate 7,015.00
Article 10.—Zoning Board of Adjustment:
William H. Noyes was elected for a five year term.
Article 11.—Maintenance and Construction of Highways:
Voted to raise 69,460.00
Article 12.—Authorization for Selectmen to Purchase a New Side-
walk Snowplow and Borrow a Sum not in Excess of $10,000.00
Through the Issuance of a Note or Notes of the Town in Accordance
with the New Hampshire Municipal Finance Act :
Voted to so authorize
Article 13.—Sidewalks:
Voted to raise and appropriate 2,000.00
Article 14.—State Aid Highway Maintenance:
Voted to raise 672.90
Article 15.—Fire Department Expenses for Year:
Budget explained by Chief Guy Andrews and approved by Budget
Committee: Voted to raise and appropriate 31,445.00
Article 16.—Authorization to Build a New Fire Station on the site
of the Existing Station and Authorizing the Selectmen to Borrow
Sums Not in Excess of the Total Amount so Appropriated Through
the Issuance of Notes or Bonds of the Town, all in Accordance with
the New Hampshire Municipal Finance Act:
After a lengthy discussion, it was voted by a two-thirds majority
to raise and appropriate $80,000.00—$20,000.00 to be out of cur-
rent taxes and a sum not to exceed $60,000.00 through the issuance
of notes of the Town in accordance with the N. H. Municipal
Finance Act.
Article 17.—Repairing Existing Fire Station on Highland Street:
Article passed over.
Article 18.—Care of Shade Trees:
Voted to raise and appropriate 2,500.00
Article 19.—Sceva Speare Memorial Hospital:
Voted to raise and appropriate 2,500.00
Article 20.—Civil Defense:
Voted to raise 700.00
Article 21.—N. E. Tel. & Tel. Company:
Voted to grant the Telephone Company a right of way to maintain
its underground lines across the Town property known as Ply-
mouth Airport said right of way subject to the vote of the Town
at its annual meeting.
Article 22.—Plymouth Airport: Maintenance and Improvement:
Voted to raise and appropriate 350.00
Article 23.—Park and Recreatino Commission for Development and
Maintenance of Recreation Areas and Conducting a Year-round Com-
munity Public Recreation Program:
Voted to raise and appropriate 11,980.00
Article 24.—Authority for Selectmen to Borrow Money in Anticipa-
tion of Taxes:
Voted to so authorize.
Article 25.—Band Concerts:
Voted to raise and appropriate 700.00
Article 26.—Memorial Day:
Voter to raise and appropriate 175.00
Article 27.—Cemeteries:
Voted to raise and appropriate 300.00
Article 28.—Town Advertising—Attendant at Information Booth:
Voted to raise 300.00
Article 29.—Authorization for Selectmen to Handle Real Estate ac-
quired by Tax Collector's Sale:
Voted to so authorize
Article 30.—Budget Committee:
George H. Bartlett was elected for a term of four years.
Article 31.—White Mountains 93 Association:
Voted to raise and appropriate 300.00
Article 32.—Lakes Region Association:
Voted to pass over this article.
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Article 33.—Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency:
Voted to raise and appropriate 1,335.00
Article 34.—Lakes Region Mental Health Center of Laconia, N. H.
After an explanation by Dr. Henry Crane of the services involved,
it was voted to raise and appropriate 2,000.00
Article 35.—New Hampshire Forestry Division for the Opening and
Maintaining of Trails and Old Roads for Forest Fire Protection
:
Voted to raise and appropriate (Forestry Division to provide a
matching sum) 25.00
Article 36.—Any Other Business:
Before any action could be taken relative to a vote regarding Site
12 of the Baker River Watershed Project, it was moved, seconded
and carried that the meeting be adjourned.
The meeting was adjourned at 10 :25 o'clock in the afternoon.
RESULT OF BALLOTING FOR TOWN OFFICERS
Total votes cast — 868
SELECTMAN FOR THREE YEARS Madison W. Sears 533
TOWN CLERK Helen F. Person 808
TAX COLLECTOR Virginia M. Wood 804
TOWN TREASURER Helen F. Person 803
OVERSEER OF THE POOR Arthur L. Carpenter, Jr. 768
ROAD AGENT Fred C. Hussey 744
AUDITORS Samuel H. Dreghorn 732
Edith R. Smith 723
FOR BEANO Yes 510 No 139
A True Record: attest
HELEN F. PERSON
Town Clerk
WARRANT FOR THE 1969 ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
To the inhabitants of the Town of Plymouth in the County of
Grafton and State of New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town
affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Guy E. Speare Auditorium
in said Plymouth on Tuesday, the Eleventh of March, 1969, polls
to be open for voting on Articles 1 and 2 at 10:00 o'clock in the fore-
noon and to close not earlier than 6:00 o'clock in the afternoon, with
action on the remaining articles to be taken commencing at 7:30
o'clock in the afternoon.
Article 1. To elect all Town officers which appear on the official
Town ballot for the ensuing year.
Article 2. Shall the provisions of Chapter 287 of the Revised
Statutes Annotated, relative to playing games of Beano be adopted
in this Town?
Article 3. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to
defray Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations
of the same.
Article 4. To choose one Library Trustee for a term of three
years.
Article 5. To choose two Park Commissioners for a term of
three years each.
Article 6. To choose one Trustee of Trust Funds for a term
of three years.
Article 7. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate to defray the costs of operating the Police Depart-
ment during the current year.
Article 8. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for the support of the Free Public Library.
Article 9. To choose one member of the Zoning Board of Ad-
justment for a term of five years.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to convey by Quitclaim Deed to Riverside Lands, Inc. any and
all interest of the Town in and to the real estate hereinafter describ-
ed, the said interest having been derived by the Town by the State
Department of Public Works and Highways reclassification of old
Route 3-A and 25 on November 29, 1955 in accordance with Section
17, Part 10, Chapter 90 of the Laws of 1942:
All the right, title and interest of the Town in and to the old paved
Route 25 on the northerly side of new Route 25 and 3-A which lies
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within a line extending in a northerly direction from the south-
easterly corner of land of Kenneth Robie on the northerly limit of
said new highway a distance of 50' more or less; thence turning
and running in a general southeasterly direction a distance of 135',
more or less, to a point on the northerly limit of said new highway;
thence turning and running in a general westerly direction along
the northerly limit of said new highway a distance of 125' to the
point of beginning.
Article 11. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise for the maintenance and construction of highways.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to sell the old Nelson Snowloader and present Dodge Police
Cruiser.
Article 13. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for sidewalks.
Article 14. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for Town highway maintenance in cooperation
with the State.
Article 15. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate to defray the costs of operating the Fire De-
partment during the current year.
Article 16. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the Sceva Speare Memorial Hospital.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to extend to the authorized agents of Sceva Speare Memorial
Hospital the sole and exclusive right of first refusal on the real es-
tate owned by the Town at the corner of Avery and Cummings
streets, presently known as the Town Shed Property and to author-
ize them to execute any and all instruments incidental thereto.
Article 18. To see what action the Town will take to provide
ambulance service for the Town of Plymouth.
Article 19. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the care of shade trees.
Article 20. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for Civil Defense.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to grant to the New
England Telephone and Telegraph Company a right-of-way to main-
tain its underground lines across the property of the Town known
as Plymouth Airport an approximate distance of 2,498 feet, said
right-of-way subject to the vote of the Town at its Annual Meeting.
Article 22. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for maintenance and improvement of the
Plymouth Airport.
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Article 23. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the Park and Recreation Commission to
develop and maintain recreation areas and facilities and conduct a
year-round community public recreation program.
Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to borrow money in anticipation of taxes, and pay the obliga-
tions of the Town.
Article 25. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for band concerts during the summer of 1969
by the Plymouth Community Band.
Article 26. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for Memorial Day.
Article 27. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for cemeteries.
Article 28. To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise and appropriate for the purpose of publicizing and promoting
the natural advantages and resources of the Town through the In-
formation Booth, so-called, situate on Main Street.
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to administer, lease, rent, sell and convey or otherwise dispose
of any real estate acquired by the Town by any Tax Collector's deed.
Article 30. To choose one member of the Budget Committee for
a term of four years.
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $300.00 to be used by the White Mountains 93 Associa-
tion for publicity and other promotional activities, calling attention
to the resources and natural advantages of the membership area of
said Association which extends from Plymouth to Littleton.
Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 which is one-one hundredth of 1% of the equal-
ized evaluation of the Town, to be used by the Lakes Region Asso-
ciation for the purpose of publicizing and promoting the natural
advantages and resources of the Town in cooperation with other
towns in the Lakes Region.
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,335.00 to be used by the Pemi-Baker Home Health
Agency as Plymouth's share in helping to defray the expenses in
operating a Visiting Nurse and therapeutic service in the area.
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $2,315.00 for the Lakes Region Mental Health Center
of Laconia, New Hampshire.
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Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $5,000.00 as the Town's share of the cost of a comprehensive mas-
ter plan of the Town and to raise $2,500.00 of said sum from current
taxes and the other $2,500.00 from taxes to be assessed in 1970.
Article 36. To see if the Town will vote to become a member of
a regional planning agency to embrace the Towns in the Baker River
and Pemigewasset River Valleys. This agency will have member-
ship of at least two (2) of the Towns in these two Valleys. The ob-
jective of this agency will be to plan for and encourage regional
planning analysis, provide concensus on major problems of regional
concern and to assist in the effectuation of projects which extend
beyond the boundaries of a particular town. The agency will have
no jurisdiction over local affairs and will be primarily advisory. Two
members of the regional planning agency shall be from Plymouth to
be appointed by the Selectmen.
Article 37. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.




Selectmen of the Town of Plymouth
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF PLYMOUTH, N. H.
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the Ensuing Year January 1, 1969
to December 31, 1969 Compared with Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appro-




Interest and Dividends Tax
Railroad Tax
Savings Bank Tax











Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Fines & Forfeits, District Court






Income from Municipally owned Utilities:
(a) Water & Sewer Department
Parking Meters
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Bounties
Sale of Town Property—Books
Town Clerk Fees














































AMOUNT RAISED BY ISSUE





FROM LOCAL TAXES OTHER
THAN PROPERTY TAXES:
(a) Poll Taxes—Regular at $2








TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES
EXCEPT PROPERTY TAXES: 151,502.24















Total estimated "Revenues From All Sources Except Property Taxes" deduc-
ted from Total Estimated "Expenditures" should give estimated "Amount to





Election and Registration Expenses
Municipal & District Court Expenses
Expenses, Town Hall & Other Town Bldgs




































Health Department, Including Hospitals
Vital Statistics























































































MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS 2,400.00 1,881.00 2,000.00
SIDEWALK CONSTRUCTION 2,000.00 971.93 1,500.00
NEW FIRE STATION 80,000.00 33,638.85




BOND & DEBT RETIREMENT TAX 167.45
PAYMENT ON PRINCIPAL OF DEBT:
Long Term Notes 13,839.70 13,839.70 23,000.00
COUNTY TAXES 23,979.98 23,979.98 28.000.00




SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
1968
Town Precinct
Land $ 2,148,120. $ 1,451,210.
Buildings 9,960,604. 8,054,464.
Factory Buildings 275,010. 256,270.
Factory Machinery 137,850. 127,850.
Electric Plants 347,930. 202,620.
Trailers (48) 171,606. 83,116.
Merchants Stock in Trade 985,600. 915,660.
Manufacturers Stock in Trade 437,800. 432,300.
Boats (19) 4,920. 3,230.
Dairy Cows (126) 24,900.
Other Cattle (16) 2,350.
Pumps & Tanks 30,160. 26,645.





211 Veterans Exemptions 11,091.56
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STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
ASSESSED FOR THE YEAR 1968
Town Officers' Salaries $ 4,700.00
Town Office Administrative Expenses 11,932.85
Election and Registration Expenses 1,200.00
Municipal Court Expenses 5,500.00
Town Hall and Buildings Maintenance 1,500.00
Social Security and Retirement Contributions 6,250.00
Police Department 30,386.00
Fire Department 31,445.00
Blister Rust—Moth Extermination and
Care of Trees 2,500.00
Insurance 4,700.00





Motor Vehicle Permits 2,400.00
Dump Expenses 3,500.00
Street Lighting 13,300.00
General Expenses of Highway Dept. 69,460.00
Town Road Aid 672.90
Libraries 7,015.00
Old Age Assistance 10,000.00
Public Relief 2,500.00
Memorial Day 175.00
Parks and Playgrounds 11,980.00
Band Concerts 700.00
White Mt. 93 Association 300.00
Cemeteries 300.00
Airports 350.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 300.00
Forestry Division 25.00
Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency 1,335.00
Sidewalk Construction 2,000.00
New Fire Station 80.000.00






TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $341,322.04
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LESS: Estimated Revenues and Credits
Interest and Dividends Tax 9,996.93
Railroad Tax 450.00
Savings Bank Tax 3,590.63
Meals and Rooms Tax 6,545.00
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 664.84
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits 3,000.00
Business Licenses,
Permits and Filing Fees 100.00
Dog Licenses 750.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 25,500.00
Fines nad Forfeits—District Court 7,000.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 500.00
Poll Taxes at $2.00 2,440.00
Cash Surplus 20,000.00
Head Tax Compensation 300.00
Notes: Fire Station 60,000.00
Sidewalk Plow 10,000.00
Total Revenues and Credits $150,837.40
Net Town Appropriations 190,484.64
Net School Appropriations 252,786.77
County Tax Assessment 23,979.98
$467,251.39
Plus War Service Tax Credits 11,091.56
Plus Overlay 4,463.91
Taxes to be Committed $482,806.86
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Minus War Service Tax 11,091.56
Total Property Taxes 482,138.39
1968 Poll Taxes at $2.00 2,440.00
National Bank Stock Taxes 500.00












George G. Clark Fund $ 590.99
Plymouth Aeronautic^ Fund 512.89
1967 Levy Uuredeemed Taxes 9,763.72
1966 Levy Unredeemed Taxes 4,223.17
1968 Levy Uncollected Taxes 68,466.21
1967 Levy Uncollected Taxes 1,868.36
1966 Levy Uncollected Taxes 1,172.43
Previous Levy Uncollected Taxes 1,185.00
1968 Levy Uncollected State Head Taxes 2,135.00




State Head Taxes 1968, Uncollected 2,135.00
Collected, not remitted to State Treasurer 205.00
Yield Tax: Bond and Debt
Retirement Uncollected 88.44
Collected, not remitted to State Treasurer 123.83
2,340.00
212.27
Due to School District 187,786.77
Highway Equipment Notes 10,000.00
Fire Station Note 13,638.85
Fire Dept. Equipment Notes 12,000.00
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REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
For Year Ending December 31, 1968
Property Head Poll Total
Warrant $482,139.80 $ 7,520.00 $ 2,440.00 $492,099.80
Yield Taxes 797.81 797.81
National Bank Tax 584.80 584.80
Added Taxes 330.75 95.00 36.00 461.75
Interest 18.09 .09
Penalties 13.00 5.25 18.25
Over Payment .09 .09
TOTALS 483,871.34 7,628.00 2,481.25 493,980.59
Collected and Paid
Treasurer 414,929.37 5,403.00 1,705.25 422,037.62
Abated 1,215.67 90.00 36.00 1,341.67
Uncollected 67,726.30 2,135.00 740.00 70,601.30
483,871.34 7,628.00 2,481.25 493,980.59
LEVY OF 1967
Uncollected Jan. 1, 1968 76,695.36 2,290.00 744.00 79,729.36
Added Taxes 220.00 78.00 298.00
Interest 2,333.19 2,333.19
Penalties 197.00 77.25 274.25
TOTALS 79,028.55 2,707.00 899.25 82,634.80
Collected and Paid
Treasurer 77,061.19 2,167.00 695.25 79,923.44
Abated 99.00 540.00 204.00 843.00
Uncollected 1,868.36 1,868.36
79,028.55 2,707.00 899.25 82,634.80
Levy 1966 Levy 1965 Levy 1964
Uncollected Jan. 1, 1968 2,686.91 1,940.07 728.00
Interest 168.73 147.34
TOTALS 2,855.64 2,087.41 728.00
Collected and Paid
Treasurer 1,683.21 1,130.41 500.00
Uncollected 1,172.43 957.00 228.00
2,855.64 2,087.41 728.00
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Taxes Sold to Town
During Fiscal Year
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes























TOTALS 17,809.85 12,551.74 7,795.77
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
For the Year Ending December 31, 1968
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand January 1, 1968 $ 94,476.02
Tax Collections 529,445.15
State of New Hampshire
Forest Fire Refund $ 153.71
Gas Tax Refund (Highway) 939.61
Head Tax Refund 74.44
Interest & Dividends 9,996.93
Railroad Tax 5.04
Town Road Agent (Highway) 551.90
Savings Bank Tax 3,590.63
Salting & Sanding 1,478.30
Plowing at Armory (Highway) 30.00
White Mt. Nat. Forest Reserve Fund .17
Old Age Refund 4.50
Bounties 1.50
Room & Meal Tax 6,538.17
Plymouth Village Fire District
Water Dept.—Salaries of
23,364.90
Secretary & Assistant $ 1,117.50
Sewer Dept.—Salaries of
Secretary & Assistant 1,117.50
2,235.00







Town Meeting & Primary Election 19.00
Municipal Court Fines 12,024.28
Highway Department 501.25




Tax Anticipation Notes 160.000.00
Special Note—New Fire Station Bldg. 13,638.85
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Soc. Sec. & Withholding Refunds
Town of Plymouth, Payroll Acct.
—
Refund on Social Security
Ayer Insurance Agency—Ins. Refund
F. W. Kendrick—Town Poor Refund
Town of Campton—Town Poor Refund
Small Claims Fees—Refund




















Burner Permits $ 150.00
Out-of-Town Fires 295.86
Fires without a Permit 304.25
Copies of New Fire Station Plans 60.00
Miscellaneous Income 148.75
958.86




Cash on hand December 31, 1968 158,628.66
$896,792.50
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GEORGE G. CLARK ESTATE
Special Common Account
Receipts
On deposit January 1, 1968
in Plymouth Guaranty Savings Bank $ 443.54
Interest to April 1, 1968 9.97
Interest to July 1, 1968 5.10
Interest to October 1, 1968 7.74





Prescott Lumber Company 15.72
Batchelder Tree Service 70.00
$ 105.36
Balance December 31, 1968
in Plymouth Guaranty Savings Bank 590.99
$ 696.35
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
For the Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1968
Receipts
Dog Licenses $ 874.75
Auto Permits 1967 $ 548.54
Auto Permits 1968 28,199.49
Auto Permits 1969 527.96
29,275.99
Filing Fees—Town Meeting 1968 10.00




Paid to Town Treasurer $ 30,169.74
suor}Budcuddy
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Carl J. Britton $ 800.00
Norman L. Samaha 600.00






Arthur L. Carpenter, Jr.,
Overseer of Poor & Health Officer 200.00
Samuel Dreghorn—Auditor 100.00
Edith R. Smith—Auditor 100.00
Luther J. Pollard
—
Trustee of Trust Funds 150.00
Polly A. Forbes
—
Trustee of Trust Funds 25.00
Maurice H. Muzzey
—
Trustee of Trust Funds 25.00
$ 4,700.00
Town Officers' Expenses:
See detailed Report A 15,154.56
Election and Registrations
Moderator: George Ray 150.00
Supervisors of Check List:
Marion C. Wood 75.00
Suzanne Loizeaux 75.00
Polly A. Forbes 75.00
225.00
Inspector of Ballots: 165.00
Expenses
:













Walter Murphy—Assoc. Justice 283.75
William Batchelder 20.00
George Ray, Jr. 40.00
Philip Tapply—District Clerk 1,470.00




Charles C. Rogers Co. 281.03




Town Buildings and Rent:
White Mt. Power Co. 90.33
N. H. Electric Co-op. 1,280.00
1,370.33
Police Department:
See Detailed Report B 40,300.08
Parking Meters:
Traf-O-Teria System, Inc. 225.80
A. M. Rand Co. 58.64
Duncan Parking Meter Corp. 234.33
Robert Foote, Inc. 27.51
Certified Laboratories, Inc. 29.21
So. Shore Police Supply Co. 30.60
Labor Painting Streets 166.00
772.09
Fires:
See Detailed Report C. 30,847.02
Care of Shade Trees:




Moses Insurance Agency 559.60
Noyes Insurance Agency 952.00
Ayer Insurance Agency 3,730.35
5,241.95
Civil Defense:
Allen K. MacNeil—Director 50.00
Northeastern Comm. Service 6.75
Treasurer, State of N. H. 28.65
Kale Uniforms 219.95
Charles Greenblatt 102.23
Treat Hardware Corp. 232.42
Salisbury Civil Defense 25.00
Allen K. MacNeil 35.00
700.00
Sceva Speare Memorial Hospital 2,500.00
Vital Statistics:
Helen F. Person 187.75











White Mt. Power Co. 27.50
New England Telephone 120.00
Durgin Oil Co. 96.95
William Carpenter 139.70
Campton Sand & Gravel 90.67
A. M. Rand Co. 25.78
500.60
3,100.60









White Mt. Power Co. 13,848.13
N. H. Electric Co-op. Inc. 42.00
13,890.13
Highway Department:
See Detailed Report D 75,085.82
Library 7,015.00




C. D. Eastman, M. D. 60.00
Reginald DeWitt, M. D. 20.00
William C. Walsh, M. D. 7.50
Glenn Bricker, M. D. 40.00
Farley's Rexall Pharmacy 409.30
Austin Pharmacy 70.80
Adams Market 77.40
First National Stores 689.95
Volpe & Sons, Inc. 44.02
F. W. Kendrick Co. 315.71
Fred Speed, Inc. 10.37
Plymouth Furniture Co. 9.25
White Mt. Power Co. 18.00
Plymouth Village Fire Dist. 73.91





Durand-Haley Post #66 175.00
Common Fund 105.36
Park & Recreation Commission 11,980.00




Wakefield & Ray 385.00
Advertising:
Salary for Information Booth Attendant 300.00
Taxes Bought by Town 17,630.33
Discounts & Abatements 161.71





Hanson Bros., Inc. 31,180.50
Labor tearing down building 200.00
Warner Morrill, Inc. 268.68
Thomas Roy 40.00
Morse's Bus Service 110.05










Helen F. Person 1,881.00
Head Taxes:












Warner Morrill, Inc. 5.99
35
Merrimack Farmer's Exchange











Bond & Debt Retirement Tax 167.45
County Tax 23,979.98
Precincts 10,300.00














White Mt. Power Co. 202.04
New England Telephone 365.60
General Office Supplies 645.21
Janitor Services & Supplies 163.01
Postage & Envelopes 109.45
Secretary's Salary 4,625.00
Office Assistant's Salary 2,154.89




Town Clerk Misc. Fees 1,184.50
Town Clerk—Dog Fees 64.20
Cost of Posting, Tax Sales,
Redemption of Property 535.29
N. H. Municipal Dues 136.85
Town Reports 1,684.45
Postage of Town Reports 74.40
Assessing of Town Properties 1,646.70
5,326.39
TOTAL EXPENSES $ 15,154.56
INCOME: See Comparative Statement
Head Tax Refund 74.44
Plymouth Water & Sewer Dept.
(1/3 Clerk's Salaries) 2,235.00























Care of Prisoners 14.26
Bicycle Plates 19.00
Police School 217.50
Police Dues & Insurance 140.00


















TOTAL EXPENSES $ 40,300.08
















Station Supplies & Expenses:
General Office Supplies 69.96
Printing 48.54
White Mt. Power Co. 362.70
Heat 1,097.04





Apparatus Supplies & Expenses:
Scott Air Pack & Resuscitator 16.05





Fire Tools & Appliances 265.60
Fire Alarm System 76.32
2,610.06
Large Equipment Repairs & Expenses:
Gas and Oil 168.91
1929 Maxim Truck 16.78
1949 Mack Truck 210.44
1961 Chev. Tank Truck 162.92
1964 Maxim Truck 216.32
1953 Light Truck 40.00






Oil Burner Inspection 54.00
New Equipment & Expenses:














INCOME: See Comparative Statement:
Forest Fire Refund
Burner Permits










Road Agent $ 6,240.00
Labor 31,294.75
$ 37,534.75










Supplies & Expenses—Town Sheds:
New England Telephone 212.80





Repairs to Highways & Sidewalks:
Sand and Gravel 3,490.88












Expenses of Snow Dumping Ramp 179.35
Truck Equipment Rental—Winter 443.40
Salt & Chloride 3,298.25
Snow Fence 7.40
Chains 581.90
Miscellaneous Supplies & Expenses:
Miscellaneous Supplies 362.24
Gas and Oil 3,181.96
Tires 1,804.90
Small Tools 184.47




































INCOME: See Comparative Statement:
Gas Tax 939.61
T. R. A. 551.90
Salting & Sanding 1,478.30










Police Dept Share 3,203.85
Highway Dept. Share 3,203.86
$ 12,979.80
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POLICE DEPARTMENT—PLYMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE










Obstruction to Driver's View 10
Operating Motorcycle without Protective Head Gear or Goggles 10
Operating without a Valid License 8
Overnight Parking 7
Obstruction to Windows 6
Red Light Violation 5
Operating without Corrective Lens 5
One Way Violations 4
Operating without Lights 4
Failing to Keep Right 4
Defective Equipment 3
Operating to Endanger 3
Operating Unregistered Vehicle 3
Operating without Financial Responsibility 3
Operating without Mufflers 3
Hit and Run Property Damage ' 3
Parking Meter Violations 3
Overtaking School Bus 2
Inadequate Brakes 2
Operation After Suspension 2
Disobeying an Officer 2
Improper Parking
Failure to Display Plates
Taking without Authority
Failing to Yield to Emergency Vehicle
Failing to Stop at Railroad Crossing
Unattended Vehicle








BREAK-DOWN OF COURT OFFENSES
FOR THE YEAR 1968
CRIMINAL OFFENSES








Throwing Refuse on Highway 2
Failing to Answer a Summons 2
Displaying Fireworks 1
Carrying Concealed Weapon 1
Breach of Peace 1









PLYMOUTH FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
Report of Fire Calls for the Year 1968




Out of town 10
Mutual Aid 6
Silent (No alarm sounded) 33
Miscellaneous 7
The Plymouth Fire Department is maintained in readiness to
serve the people of Plymouth community. The men at the Ply-
mouth Fire Station stand ready at all times to assist in any emer-
gency to the best of their ability.
Respectfully submitted,
LOUIS A. SLEEPER, Chief
Plymouth Fire Dept.
48
REPORT OF THE OVERSEER OF THE POOR
For the Year Ending December 31, 1968
Paid Out for Town Poor as Per Vouchers $ 2,489.54
ARTHUR L. CARPENTER, JR.
Overseer of the Poor
49
PROPERTY OWNED BY TOWN OF PLYMOUTH
1968 Appropriations
Highway Department:
Tool House $ 1,000.00
Tar Sprayer and Kettle 100.00





Trailer at Dump 300.00
Steamer 300.00
1956 Hough Payloader 3,500.00
1963 Hough Payloader 15,000.00
1953 Snow Loader 1,000.00
1968 DAVCO Sidewalk Tractor & Plow 10,000.00
1963 Grader 15,000.00
1956 Elgin Street Sweeper 3,000.00
1965 International Truck 4,000.00
1952 Chevrolet Pickup 200.00
1966 Dodge Truck 2,000.00
1967 Dodge Truck 6,000.00
1967 Snogo Rotary Snow Remover 7,500.00
1949 Ford Tractor 900.00
Selectmen's Offices:
$ 71,100.00
4 Royal Typewriters ? 400.00
Burroughs Adding Machine 100.00
Todd Checkwriter 50.00
Furniture 700.00
1 Remington Rand Calculator 500.00
(Co-owned with Water & Sewer Dept.)
1 Underwood-Olivetti Adding Machine 175.00
1 Tax Form File 50.00
Uniform Commercial Code System 400.00
Addressograph & Graphotype 1,000.00
(Co-owned with Water & Sewer Dept.)





1929 Maxim Engine No. 1 $ 1,000.00
1949 Mack Engine No. 2 5,000.00
1953 Ford Pickup and Generator No. 5 1,000.00
1964 Maxim Engine No. 4 15,000.00
1968 Seagraves Ladder No. 1 42,600.00
1961 Chevrolet Tanker on loan from the Forest Service 1,500.00
1 Kohler Auxiliary Generator for the Station 800.00
Forest Fire Equipment (hand tools and pumps) 1,000.00
$ 67,900.00
Police Department:
1 Coin Counter $ 20.00
1 Coin Cart 10.00
1 Halicrafter Radio 25.00
2 Desks 25.00
1 Two-way Radio (Sheriff Dept. Frequency) 845.00
2 Small Steel File Cabinets 20.00
3 Standard File Cabinets 175.00
1 Storage Cabinet 45.00
1 Emergency Kit 10.00
1 Speed Timer 100.00
3 Two-way Radios (interdepartmental) 400.00
1 Base Station 400.00
4 Walkie Talkies (interdepartmental) 574.00
2 Typewriters 255.00
1 Camera (Polaroid) 75.00
1 1968 Dodge Cruiser 2,500.00
1 Public Address System 125.00
2 Fire Extinguishers 20.00
2 Riot Guns 100.00
1 Tranquilizer Gun & Accessories (for animals) 200.00
1 Tape Recorder 75 -00






Airport Land, South Side $ 3,500.00
Airport Land, North Side 1,500.00
Winter Street Park 500.00
Fox Pond Area 33,700.00
Highland Street Lot 2,950.00




For the Year Ending December 31, 1968
RECEIPTS:
Fines and Bail $ 19,656.00
Small Claims Fees and Collections 300.20
Writs 9.40
Entry Fees, etc. 29.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 19,994.60
PAYMENTS:
Fines to State of N. H. $ 6,057.00
Fines to Town of Plymouth 11,202.90
Fees to Town of Plymouth 38.40
Bail to Superior Court 600.00





Small Claims Remitted 302.20
Bonds, dues, misc. 50.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS $ 19,994.60
52
PLYMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
ANNUAL REPORT — 1968
To the Trustees of the Plymouth Public Library:
The highlight of 1968 was an Open House on October 2nd in
honor of Mrs. Eva Speare, held in the library with the assistance of
the Friends of the Library and the Young Ladies Library Associa*
tion. About eighty-five guests attended and contributed to a fund
in honor of Mrs. Speare to purchase books of local interest for the
library. A few books have already been received and we are in the
process of searching for out-of-print volumes about this part of the
country.
A summer reading program for children, with the theme of
''Roger's Rangers", culminated in a party where Smokey the Bear
provided the entertainment.
The large effort of taking an inventory of the library holdings
was undertaken in January and completed with the assistance of
fifteen members of the Friends of the Library, who contributed fifty-
five hours of concentrated labor. The Friends also purchased for us
a very efficient electric fan which makes life easier for the staff.
Eight story hours for kindergarten and second grade chil-
dren were conducted by Mrs. Charlotte Noyes. Two kindergarten
classes and a fourth grade class visited the Library with their teach-
ers. The Headstart classes made four visits.
Fifty books with very large print for people with poor eyesight
were bought by the State Library with funds under a federal grant
under Title 4B of L. S. C. A., and presented to us. Two gifts in
memory of Leon Huntress were received. One was a book on Ameri-
can Literature from Dr. Donald Whitesell, and the other was a set
of the Landmark Encyclopedia of the Nations, from Plymouth High
School.
Respectfully submitted,
ALICE B. DICKINSON, Librarian
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PLYMOUTH PUBLIC LIBRARY
Annual Report — 1968
Books on hand Jan. 1, 1968





















Requests sent to State Library
Books received in answer to requests
Records received in answer to requests
Books borrowed from Bookmobile






























REPORT OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Year Ending December 31, 1968
Income
Cash on hand, January 1, 1968 $ 121.54
Town of Plymouth 7,015.00
Book Fines 324.93
Gifts:
Young Ladies Library Association 300.00
Speare Fund 133.00
Plymouth High School—Huntress Memorial 50.00
Endowments
:
George Clark Fund 230.00
Helen Clark Fund 55.50
Other:
Sale of Book Shelves 3.00
Refunds 73.80









Travel, Meetings, etc. 23.15





Water and Sewerage 46.00
Bank Service Charges 3.99
TOTAL EXPENSES $ 8,040.16
Cash on Hand December 31, 1968 266.61
$ 8,306.77
55
CIVIL DEFENSE UNIT REPORT FOR 1968
I received a budget of $700.00 for uniforms and associated equip-
ment and ended the year with a zero balance and have 13 men fully-
equipped for duty.
The Unit received approximately 110 hours per man for training,
special assignments and general work and this is a continuing pro-
gram—the Unit is on call 24 hours per day for emergencies. The
Unit Manning Table suggests 30 men in uniform, completely trained
by 1971 and with the 8 new men that were put on the team in 1968,
I have a balance of 9 men to recruit, train and equip. I'm running 2
years ahead of schedule with all phases of my State and Federal re-
quirements
All basic training courses were completed in 1968 and 1969 train-
ing outline will consist of : 16 hrs. of Radiological Monitoring Course,
20 hrs. first aid; basic, intermediate and instructors course, 12
hrs. personal family shelter survival course and 50 hrs. marksman-
ship course ; basic, and advanced. And a never ending array of police
instruction. Each man will receive approximately 98 hrs. of school-
ing in 1969 and with special projects already scheduled plus any
emergencies that may arise, each man will spend about 150 hrs.
with the Unit this year—all voluntary work I might add. Your mon-
ey is being well spent.
We run 4 annual events each year to raise extra money for the
Unit. A deer pool, bingo night, teen dance and snowmobile race.
This year we will use one of these special projects for the "Skip"
Guinan Scholarship Fund and will have this project as an annual
affair also. We hope, as is our goal, to be able to help everyone in
Plymouth one way or another and we will not rest until we have
proven our worth.
The new faces in our Unit are
:
Robert W. Ford, Sr. Richard Manning
Leonard Hammel, Jr. Samuel Sargent
Thomas Fowler Gabriel Recos
Barry Wescott Gary Mack
My deepest appreciation to all these hard working, unselfish men
and this wonderful town for all their support in 1968 in making my
job so much easier. I shall continue doing the duties of Civil De-
fense Director in the same manner and always welcome suggestions
and/or complaints if necessary.
Respectfully submitted,
Allen K. MacNeil, Director
Plymouth Civil Defense Unit
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PLYMOUTH PARK AND RECREATION COMMISSION
FINANCIAL REPORT
For Year Ending December 31, 1968
RECEIPTS
Balance on Hand, January 1, 1968 ? 5,031.25









Theodore A. Guinan, Jr. Scholarship Fund 15,00
Office Supplies, Printing 110.00
Moving Expense—Director 350.00
Park Supplies, Maintenance, Repairs 250.22
Truck Expense 2.85
Professional Memberships 41.00
Conferences and Mileage 33.75
Special Programs 1,758.80
$ 10,649.93
Balance on Hand December 31, 1968 7,970.26
$ 18,620.19
A bequest of $1,000.00 received in 1966 from the estate of Persis
Brown for Fox Pond is on deposit in the Plymouth Guaranty
Savings Bank.
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PLYMOUTH PARK AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT
Proposed Budget April 1, 1969 to March 31, 1970
EXPENDITURES:
301 Professional Salaries




308 Local Travel & Expenses
309 Conference & Convention
310 Membership & Dues
311 Insurance
313 Heat & Fuel
314 Light & Power
315 Telephone & Telegraph







324 Repairs & Improvements
325 Motor Vehicle & Equipment Expenses
326 Chartered Buses & Transportation
327 Special Fees & Charges
328 Resale & Vending Items





103 Program Fees & Charges




PLUS: Balance on Hand April 1
TOTAL
LESS: Expenditures April 1 to March 31
Balance on Hand March 31
1967-1968 1968-1969 1969-1970
Actual Estimate Proposal

































$ 11,117.68 $ 14,587.55 $ 17,509.86
1,768.48 2,615.35 3,026.44
$ 12,946.16 $ 17,202.90 $ 20,536.30
10,417.71 14,176.46 20,536.30
$ 2,528.45 $ 3,026.44 000.00
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REPORT OF PARK AND RECREATION DIRECTOR
Major accomplishments of the Park and Recreation Depart-
ment during the past year include: employment of an experienced,
professional director; development of written job descriptions and
policy statements to govern operations; implementation of more
economical, "business-like" administrative practices; marked expan-
sion of program activities for both sexes and practically all age
levels; acquisition of new office space, a limited facility recreation
center, and some relatively expensive program equipment on a
very economical basis ; and development of increased public interest
and support for the program.
In the last six months alone, we have offered more program and
experienced greater growth than at any other time in recent years.
Thirty-one different activities were made available. Five hundred
and seventy registrations were received. Two hundred and three
different sessions were held. Ten different people were employed
on a part-time basis. Sixty-two different people provided volunteer
services. And, perhaps most important of all, the cumulative at-
tendance for program activities was 6119.
Right now, the prospects for future development of the Park and
Recreation Program are brighter than they have been in quite some
time. We have a group of interested, concerned, hard-working
Commissioners. Some very capable, responsible adult leaders are
working with us on a part-time basis. Many people with a variety
of talents and much to offer have demonstrated and expressed their
willingness to help on a voluntary basis. And, a number of other
departments, agencies, and organizations are providing the kind of
support and cooperation that is necessary if our efforts are to be
successful. We are quite fortunate and should be very grateful.
During the next year our objectives will be twofold. On the
one hand, we'll work for continued expansion and upgrading of ac-
tivities and services. On the other, we'll attempt to discover and
identify public interests and desires to serve as the basis for future
program planning. We hope everyone will lend us their support,
and we invite all to make their thoughts, feelings, and desires known.
WILLIAM H. BROADRICK, JR.








The Information Booth was opened June 29, 1968 and closed
September 1, 1968.
Miss Hazel Downing performed her usual efficient service as
attendant every week day from 9:00 A. M. to 12:00 M., 1:00 P. M.
to 5:00 P. M. and 1:00 P. M. to 5:00 P. M. Sundays
She handled inquiries from 5,745 cars carrying 17,297 people.
This is an increase of 210 cars over 1967 and a decrease of 5,851
people. It is quite evident that 1968 had smaller parties on the road.
Tourists were recorded from all states except Arkansas, Hawaii,
Nevada. North Dakota, Utah and Wyoming. All provinces of Can-
ada were represented except Manitoba and Newfoundland.
Travelers from England, Holland, France, Israel, South America,
Sweden and Germany stopped at the booth.
The Chamber of Commerce extends its gratitude to the voters
of Plymouth for their aid in supporting the booth which has proven
to be a much appreciated service to tourists stopping in and travel-
ing through Plymouth. The entire appropriation was used to help
pay the salary of Miss Downing.
Respectfully submitted,
Plymouth Chamber of Commerce
Clarence H. Jones, Secretary
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PLYMOUTH AERONAUTICS FUND—AIRPORT ACCOUNT
INCOME
Deposited February 9, 1968
Plymouth Guaranty Savings Bank $ 325.17
Deposits from March 5, 1968 to September 6, 1968 589.62
Interest to April 1, 1968 2.55
Interest to July 1, 1968 4.42
Interest to October 1, 1968 8.54
$ 930.30
PAYMENTS




Town of Plymouth 30.00
Warner Morrill, Inc. 5.99
Merrimack Farmers* Exchange 26.47
$ 417.41
Balance December 31, 1968
in Plymouth Guaranty Savings Bank 512.89
$ 930.30
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REPORT ON THE PEMI-BAKER HOME HEALTH AGENCY, INC.
During the year of 1968 our staff made a total of 1,186 pro-
fessional visits to residents of the town of Plymouth. The demand
for our services throughout the ten-town area increased so sharply
during the year that we have added two part-time Registered Nurses
to our staff.
We felt that by seeking out nurses who are willing to work only
two or three days a week—an arrangement which fills our needs
very adequately—we would be able to carry out our functions with-
out cutting into the roster of full-time help needed by institutions
in this area.
As people have become aware of the availability of therapeutic
treatments in their own homes, there has been an increased num-
ber of requests for the services of our therapists. Since July first,
it has been possible for patients to start treatments while still in the
hospital and continue along with the same therapy when they go
home. Such an arrangement has great value for those persons who
need to start therapy in the early stages of their disability.
Altogether, our first full year of operating as a Home-Health
Agency has proved that there is a need for the kind of services
which we are offering; and we are very gratified to be the channel
for filling that need.
MADELEINE VANHAGEN, Representative
for the Town of Plymouth to the
Board of Directors
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER
TRUST FUNDS OF PLYMOUTH, N. H.
RECEIPTS
Balance Check Book, January 1, 1968
Care of Lots $ 508.00
Opening Graves 1,680.00
Grading Foundations 124.00
Sale of Lots 205.00
Sale of Grave 25.00




Ayer Insurance $ 1.00
Plymouth Water Dept. 3.50
Dominick Dominick 42.75
47.25
Withdrawn from the Invested Funds of
Plymouth Guaranty Savings Bank for
purpose of buying Shares of A Mutual
Company 6,999.36
Sale of Shares 8,437.50
Dividends
:
Broadstreet Investing Corp. 202.40
Whitehall Fund, Inc. 142.12
Fidelity Fund, Inc. 371.50
Puritan Fund, Inc. 551.80
New England Fund 203.69




National Investors Corp. 86.19
Eaton & Howard
Balanced Fund 193.05




Total Receipts $ 24,152.75
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PAYMENTS
Salaries & Labor $ 4,842.34
Gasoline & Other Supplies 264.27
Lime, Loam, Grass Seed, etc. 338.31
Repairs to Equipment 166.46
Office Supplies 52.81
Plymouth Water Dept. Water Charges 21.50
New Equipment & Tools 211.41
Insurance 36.00
Liners 55.00
Snow Removal at Cemetery- 20.00
Mutual Funds Purchased 15,435.36
Garage Rental 30.00
Lawn Mower Rental 59.50
Flowers: by Contract 13.35
State of New Hampshire:
List of Legal Investments 3.00
Pemigewasset National Bank:
Vault Safe Rental 5.00
Endorsement Stamp .87
Plymouth Guaranty Savings Bank:
Transfer of Invested Funds 15.82
Total Payments $ 21,571.00
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As prescribed by law, we have examined the books and records
maintained by the Selectmen, Town Treasurer, Town Clerk, Trus-
tees of Trust Funds, Treasurer of the Library Trustees, Treasurer
of the Park and Recreation Commission, Justice of the District
Court and Tax Collector.
The records of the individual receipts were found to be correctly
cast and properly vouched. We have verified cash balances and rec-
onciled bank statements for such officials as have town business ac-
counts.
We have examined the securities in the Trust Funds. We have
inspected the surety bonds of the Town Treasurer, Tax Collector,
Town Clerk, Trustees of the Town Trust Funds, Road Agent, Chief
of Police, Town Secretary and Clerk of the District Court.
SAMUEL H. DREGHORN
EDITH R. SMITH
February 19, 1969 Auditors
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND DISTRICT CHIEF
New Hampshire is the fastest growing state in the northeast
in terms of population increase. It is also an industrialized state
and this growth is likely to continue, all of which means more fam-
ilies and homes. Our growing summer population is scattered
throughout the state with a phenomenal increase in vacation homes.
Many new homes and practically all cottages are being located
in woodlands and abandoned fields and forests crowd into the back
yard of our village streets. In a state where the forests cover 86%
of the land surface, it is necessary that everyone be aware all
through the season, which comes with the disappearance of the
snow until the snow comes again, of the need to be careful with
outdoor fires and fire sources.
The following action will help:
1. To teach our children the danger of lighted matches.
2. To never discard lighted smoking material from a car or
while walking through fields or woods.
3. To safely dispose of rubbish preferably at the town dump.
If you must burn —
a. You need a written permit from the town fire warden
for all debris burning except when the ground is covered
with snow, Cooking fires in outdoor fireplaces or in
charcoal brasiers in your own back yard is permitted on
notification of the warden.
b. The warden is forbidden by regulation to allow burning
of household rubbish on grass by householders between
9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M.
c. Have equipment on hand to control the fire before you
light the match.
4. Promptly report any fire out of control to your fire warden
or fire department.
Help to keep our town out of the fire occurrence column and save




District Chief, Hubert C. Hartwell, Jr.
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of Plymouth Village Fire District Qualified to
Vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Guy E. Speare Audi-
torium on Thursday, the 6th day of March, next, at 7:30 o'clock in
the afternoon to act on the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 3. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 4. To choose one District Commissioner for the ensuing
three years.
ARTICLE 5. To choose Auditors for the ensuing three years.
ARTICLE 6. To see what sum of money the District will vote to
raise for fire protection for the ensuing year. (Hydrant rental.)
ARTICLE 7. To see if the District will vote to authorize the Com-
missioners to borrow such sums of money as may be necessary
to pay debts of the District and to give notes therefore, coun-
tersigned by the District Treasurer.
ARTICLE 8. To see what sum the District will vote to appropriate
for purposes of constructing water and sewer facilities consist-
ing of sheds and buildings on the site of the sewage treatment
plant pursuant to the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act
as amended, said sum to be raised from the unexpended portion
of the currently outstanding bond issue.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the District will vote to authorize the Com-
missioners to negotiate and execute a contract to supply sewer-
age service to Holderness School for Boys, outside district boun-
daries, to wit, in Holderness, whereby the District will allow said
Holderness School for Boys to discharge sewage into the Dis-
trict's interceptor located on Bridge Street, at such rates and
terms as the Commissioners may determine.
ARTICLE 10. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seals this 19th day of February, in the










PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
Report of Treasurer — Sewer Department
For the Year Ending December 31, 1968
































Salaries of District Officers 550.00
Auditors 24.00
Moderator 12.00
Salaries of Clerks 1,117.50
Office Rent & Expenses 260.45









Notes and Bonds Paid 7,600.00
Other Equipment 5,616.04
Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1968 1,558.21






PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
Report of the Treasurer - Water Dept.
For the Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1968
Cash on hand January 1, 1968

























































Other Distribution Equipment 112.64
Other Expenses:
Salaries of District Officers 650.00
Moderator 13.00
Auditors 26.00
Salaries of Office Clerks 1,117.50
General Office Expenses 561.66










Water Supply Equipment 1,051.87









Cash on hand Dec. 31, 1968 4,006.26
Petty Cash Dec. 31, 1968 25.00
Outstanding Water Accounts 464.11




PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
New Construction Accounts for Sewer Lines
and Treatment Plant
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand January 1, 1968
New Construction Account $ 80,597.83
National Shawmut Bank of Boston 29,981.99
U. S. Treasury Bills Safekeeping Account 441,198.50
Interest Earned on Treasury Bills & CD's 16,374.00
Partial Payment From EDA 45,700.00
B&M Corp. Refund on Deposit 425.65




Batchelder & Murphy $ 944.10
Recording Fees:
Register of Deeds 6.62
Bond Payments:
National Shawmut Bank Interest 22,230.00
Principal 30,000.00
Bonding and Insurance:
Ayer Insurance Company 895.00
Labor and Materials:
Malcolm Cayes 3.00
V. Y. Clark 5.00
Campton Sand and Gravel 118.93
Ashland Hot Mix Corp. 74.94
Warner Bros., Inc. 79,249.14
New England Barricade Co. 27.20
R. G. Letendre Corp. 200,927.43
Crowley Associates, Inc. 148,232.88
Boston and Maine Corp. 138.42
Telephone Expense:
N. E. Telephone 152.20
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Printing Expense:
Union Leader Corp. 437.76
Engineering Services:
Whitman and Howard, Inc. 31,757.43
Administration Expense:
J. E. Currie 1,000.00
Postage Expense 10.58
Land Easement and Right of Ways 5,410.00
Loan Repayment for Original Survey
U. S. Dept. Housing and Urban Develop. 45,000.00
EDA Share of Legal Fees 2,194.37
$568,865.00
Cash on Hand December 31, 1968
Pemigewasset National Bank
New Construction Account $ 10,896.21
National Bank of Boston Account 7,939.49




PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DISTRICT
WATER DEPARTMENT
1968 Work Report
New Water Service Lines Installed: 10
New Water Meters Installed: 13
Old Water Service Lines Replaced: 3
Service Lines Repaired: 6
Old Water Meters Replaced: 11
Meters Junked: 1
Meters Checked: 43
New Water Mains Installed:
462 ft. 1 1-2 cement lined pipe Cummings Hill Rd.
95 ft. 1" copper replaced Stoney Brook Rd.





PLYMOUTH VILLAGE FIRE DIST. — Sewer Department
1968 Work Report
New Connections to Sewers: 6
Sewer Manholes Rebuilt: 1
New Sewer Manholes Installed: 3
Sewers Repaired or Cleaned: 22
895 ft. of pipes of all sizes were laid in 1968.
The Sewer Treatment Plant Project is about 85% complete at
this time and should be in operation about May 1, 1969.
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REGULATIONS — SEWER DEPARTMENT
These regulations shall be in full force and effect from and after their
approval by the Plymouth Village Fire District Commissioners of the Town






REGULATIONS OF SEWER USE
ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS
Unless the context specifically indicates otherwise the meaning of terms
used in these regulations shall be as follows:
Sec. 1. "BOD" (denoting Biochemical Oxygen Demand) shall mean the
quantity of oxygen utilized in the biochemical oxidation of organic matter un-
der standard laboratory procedure in five (5) days at 20 °C, expressed in milli-
grams per liter.
Sec. 2. "Building Drain" shall mean that part of the lowest horizontal
piping of a drainage system which receives the discharge from soil, waste, and
other drainage pipes inside the walls of the building and conveys it to the
building sewer, beginning five (5) feet (1.5 meters) outside the inner face of
the building wall.
Sec. 3. "Building Sewer" shall mean the extension from the building
drain to the public sewer or other place of disposal.
Sec. 4. "Combined Sewer" shall mean a sewer receiving both surface
runoff and sewage.
Sec. 5. "Garbage" shall mean solid wastes from the domestic and com-
mercial preparation, cooking, and dispensing of food, and from the handling,
storage, and sale of produce.
Sec. 6. "Industrial Wastes" shall mean the liquid wastes from industrial
manufacturing processes, trade, or business as distinct from sanitary sewage.
Sec. 7. "Natural Outlet" shall mean any outlet into a watercourse, pond,
ditch, lake, or other body of surface or groundwater.
Sec. 8. "Person" shall mean any individual, firm, company, association,
society, corporation, or group.
Sec. 9. "pH" shall mean the logarithm of the reciprocal of the weight
of hydrogen ions in grams per liter of solution.
Sec. 10. "Properly Shredded Garbage" shall mean the wastes from the
preparation, cooking, and dispensing of food that have been shredded to such
a degree that all particles will be carried freely under the flow conditions nor-
mally prevailing in public sewers, with no particle greater than one-half (Y2)
inch (1.27 centimeters) in any dimension.
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Sec. 11. "Public Sewer" shall mean a sewer in which all owners of abut-
ting properties have equal rights, and is controlled by public authority.
Sec. 12. "Sanitary Sewer" shall mean a sewer which carries sewage and
to which storm, surface, and groundwaters are not intentionally admitted.
Sec. 13. "Sewage" shall mean a combination of the water-carried wastes
from residences, business building, institutions, and industrial establishments,
together with such ground, surface, and stormwaters as may be present.
Sec. 14. "Sewage Treatment Plant" shall mean any arrangement of de-
vices and structures used for treating sewage.
Sec. 15. "Sewage Works" shall mean all facilities for collecting, pump-
ing, treating, and disposing of sewage.
Sec. 16. "Sewer" shall mean a pipe or conduit for carrying sewage.
Sec. 17. "Shall" is mandatory; "May" is permissive.
Sec. 18. "Slug" shall mean any discharge of water, sewage, or industrial
waste which in concentration of any given constituent or in quantity of flow
exceeds for any period of duration longer than fifteen (15) minutes, more than
five (5) times the average twenty-four (24) hour concentration or flows dur-
ing normal operation.
Sec. 19. "Storm Drain" (sometimes termed "Storm Sewer") shall mean
a sewer which carries storm and surface waters and drainage, but excludes
sewage and industrial wastes, other than unpolluted cooling water.
Sec. 20. "Superintendent" shall mean the (Superintendent of Sewage
Works and /or of Water Pollution Control) of the Plymouth Village Fire Dis-
trict or his authorized deputy, agent, or Plymouth Village Fire District.
Sec. 21. "Suspended Solids" shall mean solids that either float on the sur-
face of, or are in suspension in water, sewage, or other liquids, and which are
removable by laboratory filtering.
Sec. 22. "Watercourse" shall mean a channel in which a flow of water
occurs, either continuously or intermittently.
ARTICLE II
BUILDING SEWERS AND CONNECTIONS
Sec. 1. No unauthorized person shall uncover, make any connections with
or opening into, use, alter, or disturb any public sewer or appurtenances
thereof without first obtaining a written permit from the (Superintendent.)
Sec. 2. There shall be two (2) classes of building sewer permits: (a) for
residential and commercial service, and (b) for service to establishments pro-
ducing industrial wastes. In either case, the owner or his agent shall make
application on a special form furnished by the District. The permit application
shall be supplemented by any plans, specifications, or other information consid-
ered pertinent in the judgment of the Superintendent. A permit and inspection
fee of $25.00 dollars for a residential or commercial building sewer permit and
$25.00 dollars for an industrial building sewer permit shall be paid to the Dis-
trict at the time the application is filed.
Sec. 3. All costs and expense incident to the installation and connection of
the building sewer shall be borne by the owner. The owner shall indemnify the
District from any loss or damage that may directly or indirectly be occasioned
by the installation of the building sewer.
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Sec. 4. A separate and independent building sewer shall be provided for
every building; except where one building stands at the rear of another on an
interior lot and no private sewer is available or can be constructed to the rear
building through an adjoining alley, court, yard, or driveway, the building
sewer from the front building may be extended to the rear building and the
whole considered as one building sewer.
Sec. 5. Old building sewers may be used in connection with new buildings
only when they are found, on examination and test by the Superintendent, to
meet all requirements of these regulations.
Sec. 6. The size, slope, alignment, materials of construction of a building
sewer, and the methods to be used in excavating, placing of the pipe, jointing,
testing, and backfilling the trench, shall all conform to the requirements of the
building and plumbing code or other applicable rules and regulations of the
District. In the absence of code provisions or in amplification thereof the
materials and procedures set forth in appropriate specifications of the A.S.T.M.
and W.P.C.F. Manual of Practice No. 9 shall apply.
Sec. 7. Whenever possible, the building sewer shall be brought to the
building at an elevation below the basement floor. In all buildings in which
any building drain is too low to permit gravity flow to the public sewer, sani-
tary sewage carried by such building drain shall be lifted by an approved
means and discharged to the building sewer.
Sec. 8. No person shall make connection of roof downspouts, exterior
foundation drains, areaway drains, or other sources of surface runoff or ground
water to a building sewer or building drain which in turn is connected directly
or indirectly to a public sanitary sewer, without the consent of the superin-
tendent.
Sec. 9. The Connection of the building sewer into the public sewer shall
conform to the requirements of the building and plumbing code or other applic-
able rules and regulations of the District, or the procedures set forth in appro-
priate specifications of the A.S.T.M. and the W.P.C.F. Manual of Practice No. 9.
All such connections shall be made gastight and watertight. Any deviation
from the prescribed procedures and materials must be approved by the Super-
intendent before installation.
Sec. 10. The applicant for the building sewer permit shall notify the
Superintendent when the building sewer is ready for inspection and connection
to the public sewer. The connection shall be made under the supervision of
the Superintendent or his representative.
Sec. 11. All excavations for building sewer installation shall be ade-
quately guarded with barricades and lights so as to protect the public from
hazard. Streets, sidewalks, parkways, and other public property disturbed in
the course of the work shall be restored in a manner satisfactory to the District.
ARTICLE III
USE OF THE PUBLIC SEWERS
Sec. 1. No person shall discharge or cause to be discharged any storm-
water, surface water, groundwater, roof runoff, subsurface drainage, uncon-
taminated cooling water, or unpolluted industrial process waters to any sani-
tary sewer, without the consent of the Superintendent.
Sec. 2. Stormwater and all other unpolluted drainage shall be discharged
to such sewers as are specifically designated as combined sewers or storm
sewers, or to a natural outlet approved by the Superintendent. Industrial
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cooling water or unpolluted process waters may be discharged, on approval,
of the Superintendent, to a storm sewer, combined sewer, or natural outlet.
Sec. 3. No person shall discharge or cause to be discharged any of the
following described waters or wastes to any public sewers:
(a) Any gasoline, benzene, naphtha, fuel oil, or other flammable or ex-
plosive liquid, solid, or gas.
(b) Any waters or wastes containing toxic or poisonous solids, liquids,
or gases in sufficient quantity, either singly or by interaction with
other wastes, to injure or interfere with any sewage treatment pro-
cess, constitute a hazard to humans or animals, create a public
nuisance, or create any hazard in the receiving waters of the sew-
age treatment plant.
(c) Any waters or wastes having a pH lower the (5.5), or having any
other corrosive property capable of causing damage or hazard to
structures, equipment, and personnel of the sewage works.
(d) Solid or viscuous substances in quantities or of such size capable
of causing obstruction to the flow in sewers, or other interference
with the proper operation of the sewage works such as, but not lim-
ited to, ashes, cinders, sand, mud, straw, shavings, metal, glass,
feathers, tar, plastics, wood, unground garbage, whole blood, paunch
manure, hair and fleshings, entrails and paper dishes, cups, milk
containers, etc. either whole or ground by garbage grinders.
Sec. 4. No person shall discharge or cause to be discharged the follow-
ing described substances, materials, waters, or wastes if it appears likely in
the opinion of the Superintendent that such wastes can harm either the sewers,
sewage treatment process, or equipment, have an adverse effect on the receiv-
ing stream, or can otherwise endanger life, limb, public property, or consti-
tute a nuisance. In forming his opinion as to the acceptability of these wastes,
the Superintendent will give consideration to such factors as the quantities
of subject wastes in relation to flows and velocities in the sewers, materials
of construction of the sewers, nature of the sewage treatment process, capac-
ity of the sewage treatment plant, degree of treatability of wastes in the sew-
age treatment plant, and other pertinent factors. The substances prohibited
are:
(a) Any liquid or vapor having a temperature higher than one hundred
fifty (150) degrees F (65) degrees C.
(b) Any water or waste containing fats, wax, grease, or oils, whether
emulsified or not, in excess of one hundred (100) mg/1 or contain-
ing substances which may solidify or become viscous at tempera-
tures between thirty—two (32) and one hundred fifty (150) de-
grees F (0 and 65 degrees C).
(c) Any garbage that has not been properly shredded. The installation
and operation of any garbage grinder equipped with a motor of
three-fourths (%) horsepower (0.76 hp metric) or greater shall be
subject to the review and approval of the Superintendent.
(d) Any waters or wastes containing strong acid iron pickling wastes,
or concentrated plating solutions whether neutralized or not.
(e) Any waters containing iron, chromium, copper, zinc, and similar ob-
jectionable or toxic substances; or wastes exerting an excessive chlor-
ine requirement, to such degree that any such material received in
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the composite sewage at the sewage treatment works exceeds the
limits established by the Superintendent for such materials.
(f) Any waters or wastes containing phenols or other taste or odor
producing substances, in such concentrations exceeding limits which
may be established by the Superintendent as necessary, after treat-
ment of the composite sewage to meet the requirements of the
State, Federal, or other public agencies or jurisdiction for such dis-
charge to the receiving waters.
(g) Any radioactive wastes or isotypes of such half-life or concentration
as may exceed limits established by the Superintendent in compli-
ance with applicable State or Federal regulations.
(h) Any waters or wastes having a pH in excess of (9.5).
(i) Materials which exert or cause:
(1) Unusual concentrations of inert suspended solids (such as, but
not limited to, Fullers earth, lime slurries, and lime residues) or of
dissolved solids (such as, but not limited to, sodium chloride and
sodium sulfate.)
(2) Excessive discoloration (such as, but not limited to, dye wastes
and vegetable tanning solutions).
(3) Unusual BOD, chemical oxygen demand, or chlorine requirements
in such quantities as to constitute a significant load on the sewage
treatment works.
(4) Unusual volume of flow or concentrations of wastes constituting
"slugs" as defined herein.
(j) Waters or wastes containing substances which are not amenable to
treatment or reduction by the sewage treatment processes employed,
or are amenable to treatment only to such degree that the sewage
treatment plant affluent cannot meet the requirements of other
agencies having jurisdiction over discharge to the receiving waters.
Sec. 5. If any waters or wastes are discharged, or are proposed to be
discharged to the public sewers, which waters contain the substances or pos-
sesses the characteristics enumerated in Section 4 of the Article, and which in
the judgment of the Superintendent, may have a deleterious effect upon the
sewage works, processes, equipment, or receiving waters, or which otherwise
create a hazard to life or constitute a public nuisance, the Superintendent may:
(a) Reject the wastes,
(b) Require pre-treatment to an acceptable condition for discharge to
the public sewers,
(c) Require control over the quantities and rates of discharge, and/or
(d) Require payment to cover the added cost of handling and treating
the wastes not covered by existing taxes or sewer charges under
the provisions of Section 10 of this article.
If the Superintendent permits the pre-treatment or equalization of
waste flows, the design and installation of the plants and equip-
ment shall be subject to the review and approval of the Superin-
tendent, and subject to the requirements of all applicable codes,
regulations and laws.
Sec. 6. Grease, oil, and sand interceptors shall be provided when, in the
opinion of the Superintendent, they are necessary for the proper handling of
liquid wastes containing grease in excessive amounts, or any inflammable
wastes, sand, or other harmful ingredients; except that such interceptors shall
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not be required for private living quarters or dwelling units. All interceptors
shall be of a type and capacity approved by the Superintendent and shall be
located as to be readily and easily accessible for cleaning and inspection.
Sec. 7. Where preliminary treatment or flow—equalizing facilities are
provided for any waters or wastes, they shall be maintained continuously in
satisfactory and effective operation by the owner at his expense.
Sec. 8. When required by the Superintendent, the owner of any property
serviced by a building sewer carrying industrial wastes shall install a suitable
control manhole together with such necessary meters, and other appurtenances
in the building sewer to facilitate observation, sampling, and measurement of
the wastes. Such manhole, when required, shall be accessibly and safety
located, and shall be constructed in accordance with plans approved by the
Superintendent. The manhole shall be installed by the owner at his expense,
and shall be maintained by him so as to be safe and accessible at all times.
Sec. 9. All measurements tests, and analyses of the characteristics of
waters and wastes to which reference is made in these regulations shall be de-
termined in accordance with the latest edition of "Standard Methods for the
Examination of Water and Wastewater", published by the American Public
Health Association, and shall be determined at the control manhole provided,
or upon suitable samples taken at said control manhole. In the event that no
special manhole has been required, the control manhole shall be considered to
be the nearest downstream manhole in the public sewer to the point at which
the building sewer is connected. Sampling shall be carried out by custom-
arily accepted methods to reflect the effect of constituents upon the sewage
works and to determine the existence of hazards to life, limb, and property.
(The particular analyses involved will determine whether a twenty-four (24)
hour composite of all outfalls of a premise is appropriate or whether a grab
sample or samples should be taken. Normally, but not always BOD and sus-
pended solids analyses are obtained from 24-hr. composites of all outfalls
whereas pH's are determined from periodic grab samples.
Sec. 10. No statement contained in this article shall be construed as
preventing any special agreement or arrangement between the District and any
industrial concern whereby an industrial waste of unusual strength or character
may be accepted by the District for treatment, subject to payment therefore,
by the industrial concern.
ARTICLE IV
PROTECTION FROM DAMAGE
Sec. 1. No unauthorized person shall maliciously, willfully, or negligently
break, damage, destroy, uncover, deface, or tamper with any structure, appur-
tenance, or equipment which is a part of the sewage works. Any person vio-
lating this provision shall be subject to immediate arrest under charge of dis-
orderly conduct.
ARTICLE V
POWERS AND AUTHORITY OF INSPECTORS
Sec. 1. The Superintendent and other duly authorized employees of the
District bearing proper credentials and identification shall be permitted to enter
all properties for the purposes of inspection, observation, measurements, samp-
ling, and testing in accordance with the provisions of these regulations. The
Superintendent or his representatives shall have no authority to inquire into
any processes including metallurgical, chemical, oil, refining, ceramic, paper,
or other industries beyond that point having a direct bearing on the kind and
source of discharge to the sewers or waterways of facilities for waste treatment.
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Sec. 2. While performing the necessary work on private properties refer-
red to in Article IV, Section 1 above, the Superintendent or duly authorized
employees of the District shall observe all safety rules applicable to the pre-
mises established by the company and the company shall be held harmless for
injury or death to the District employees and the District shall indemnify the
company against loss or damage to its property by District employees and
against liability claims and demands for personal injury or property damage
asserted against the company and growing out of the gauging and sampling
operation, except as such may be caused by negligence or failure of the com-
pany to maintain safe conditions as required in Article III, Section 8.
Sec. 3. The Superintendent and other duly authorized employees of the
District bearing proper credentials and identification shall be permitted to
enter all private properties through which the District holds a duly negotiated
easement for the purposes of, but not limited to, inspection, observation,
measurement, sampling, repair, and maintenance of any portion of the sewage
works lying within said easement. All entry and subsequent work, if any,
on said easement, shall be done in full accordance with the terms of the duly
negotiated easement pertaining to the private property involved.
ARTICLE VI
PENALTIES
Sec. 1. Any person found to be violating any provisions of these regula-
tions except Article IV shall be served by the District with written notice stat-
ing the nature of the violation and providing a reasonable time limit for the
satisfactory correction thereof. The offender shall, within the period of time
stated in such notice, permanently cease all violations.
Sec. 2. Any person who shall continue any violation beyond the time limit
provided for in Article VI, Section 1, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and
on conviction thereof shall be fined in the amount not exceeding $10.00 dollars
for each violation. Each day in which any such violation shall continue shall
be deemed a separate offense.
Sec. 3. Any person violating any of the provisions of these regulations
become liable to the District for any expense, loss, or damage occasioned the
District by reason of such violation.
ARTICLE VII
VALIDITY
Sec. 1. All regulations or parts of regulations in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
Sec. 2. The invalidity of any section, clause, sentence, or provision of
these regulations shall not affect the validity of any other part of these regula-
tions which can be given effect without such invalid part or parts.
ARTICLE VIII
MAIN EXTENSIONS
Sec. 1. The department will extend its mains only in highways, streets,
and roads which are laid out in which grades have been established, and which
are dedicated to the public use.
Sec. 2. Service mains shall be laid by the department or an authorized
contractor for the department and will be the property of the Plymouth Sewer
Department.
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Sec. 3. The size and kind of pipe shall be determined by the department
in accordance with conditions surrounding the extension including the possibil-
ity of future extension or additions.
Sec. 4. Extensions shall be made only upon condition that prospective cus-
tomer and /or customers sign an agreement with the Plymouth Sewer Depart-
ment which shall provide that the customer and/or customers shall pay the en-
tire cost of the extensions and /or extensions applied for.
Sec. 5. The full amount of the estimated cost of such extensions shall be
deposited with the Plymouth Sewer Department before work will be started
on any such extension.
Sec. 6. The Commissioners may make such changes, and extensions as they
deem necessary for the best interests of the public.
ARTICLE IX
EXCEPTION TO ARTICLE VIII: MAIN EXTENSIONS
Sec. 1. Any person and/or persons may petition to the Commissioners,
and provide the proper article to the Commissioners to be inserted in the Pre-
cinct Warrant, for extension or extensions they propose. Which article shall
be placed in the Warrant and voted upon by the Precinct voters at the next
annual Precinct Meeting.
ARTICLE X
DAMAGE TO MAINS OR SERVICE PIPES
Sec. 1. Any person doing excavation work near any mains owned by the
Department shall be responsible for any damage to such mains and liable for
all costs involved in repairing or replacing such damaged pipes.
ARTICLE XI
MAINTENANCE
Sec. 1. The department is responsible for the upkeep and maintenance
of the main or common sewer line only.
ARTICLE XII
RATES
Sec. 1. The Commissioners shall establish such rates as they deem ne-
cessary for the maintenance, operation, repair and improvements to the system.
Such rates may be changed from time to time as they deem necessary.
ARTICLE XIII
USE OF PUBLIC SEWERS REQUIRED
Sec. 1. It shall be unlawful for any person to place, deposit, or permit to
be deposited in any unsanitary manner on public or private property within
the District, or in any area under the jurisdiction of said District, any human
or animal excrement, garbage, or other objectionable waste.
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Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful to discharge to any natural outlet within the
District, or in any area under the jurisdiction of said District, any sewage
or other polluted waters, except where suitable treatment has been provided
in accordance with provisions of these regulations.
Sec. 3. Except as hereinafter provided, it shall be unlawful to construct
or maintain any privy, privy vault, septic tank, cesspool, or other facility in-
tended or used for the disposal of sewage.
Sec. 4. The owner of all houses, buildings, or properties used for human
occupancy, employment, recreation, or other purposes, situated within the
District and abutting on any street, alley, or right-of-way in which there is
now located or may in the future be located a public sanitary or combined
sewer of the District, is hereby required at his expense to install suitable toilet
facilities therein, and to connect such facilities directly with the proper public
sewer in accordance with the provisions of these regulations within (ninety)
90 days after date of official notice to do so, provided that said public sewer
is within one hundred (100) feet (30.5 meters) of the property line.
ARTICLE XIV
PRIVATE SEWAGE DISPOSAL
Sec. 1. Where a public sanitary or combined sewer is not available under
the provisions of Article 13, Section 4, the building sewer shall be connected
to a private sewage disposal system complying with the provisions of this
article.
Sec. 2. Before commencement of construction of a private sewage dis-
posal system the owner shall first state his intentions to construct, to the Dis-
trict or Superintendent. The owner shall then submit plans and specifications
in the form prescribed by the N. H. Water Supply and Pollution Control Com-
mission, to the Commissioners for their approval. Upon receipt of approved
plans and specifications from the N. H. Water Supply and Pollution Control
Commission the owner shall also obtain his permit from the District before
proceeding with the construction. A permit and inspection fee of ($25.00- dol-
lars shall be paid to the District at the time the application is filed.
Sec. 3. A permit for a private sewage disposal system shall not become
effective until the installation is completed to the satisfaction of the Superin-
tendent. He shall be allowed to inspect the work at any stage of construction
and, in any event, the applicant for the permit shall notify the Superintendent
when the work is ready for final inspection, and before any underground por-
tions are covered. The inspection shall be made within 24 hours of the receipt
of notice by the Superintendent.
Sec. 4. The type, capacities, location, and layout of a private sewage dis-
posal system shall comply with all recommendations of the Water Supply and
Pollution Control Commission of the State of N. H. No septic tank or cesspool
shall be permitted to discharge to any natural outlet.
Sec. 5. At such time as a public sewer becomes available to a property
served by a private sewage disposal system, as provided in Article XIII, Sec. 4,
a direct connection shall be made to the public sewer in compliance with these
regulations, and any septic tanks, cesspools, and similar private sewage dis-
posal facilities shall be abandoned and filled with suitable material.
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Sec. 6. The owner shall operate and maintain the private sewage disposal
facilities in a sanitary manner at all times, at no expense to the District.
Sec. 7. No statement contained in this article shall be construed to inter-
fere with any additional requirements that may be imposed by the Health Offi-
cer and the N. H. Water Supply and Pollution Control Commission.
Sec. 8. When a public sewer becomes available, the building sewer shall
be connected to said sewer within ninety (90) days and the private sewage




We have audited the cash books of the Treasurer of the Ply-
mouth Village Fire District for the year ending December 31, 1968,
and have found the entries to have been correctly cast and properly
vouched.
We have examined the surety bonds of the Treasurer and Sec-
retary of the District.
We have burned fifteen (15) Water Dept. Bonds numbered 223-
237 inclusive, totaling $15,000.00; and six (6) Sewer Dept. Bonds
numbered 1-6 inclusive, totaling $30,000.00.
We have burned the following coupons:
Five (5) numbered 238-242, inclusive, totaling $50.00 - Oct. 1967
Seventy-eight (78) numbered 223-300, inclusive, totaling $780.00
- April 1968
One Hundred Five (105) numbered 1-105, inclusive, totaling
$10,237.50 - April 1968
Two (2) numbered 107-108, inclusive, totaling $195.00 - April
1968
Five (5) numbered 110-114, inclusive, totaling $487.50 - April
1968
One Hundred Five (105) numbered 1-105, inclusive, totaling
$10,237.50 - October 1968
Five (5) numbered 110-114, inclusive, totaling $487.50 - Oct. 1968
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Plymouth
in the County of Grafton in said State qualified to vote in District
Affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Guy E. Speare Auditorium
in Said District on the 13th day of March, 1969, at 8:00 o'clock in the
afternoon to act upon the following subjects:
Article 1. To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year;
Article 2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year;
Article 3. To choose a member of the School Board for the en-
suing three years;
Article 4. To choose a member of the School Board to fill an in-
expired term of two years;
Article 5. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year
;
Article 6. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, and commit-
tees or officers chosen and to pass any vote relative thereto
;
Article 7. To choose agents, auditors and committees in relation
to any subject embraced in this Warrant
;
Article 8. To see if the District will raise and appropriate the
sum of Seven Hundred Fifty-Seven Thousand Two Hundred Twenty
Dollars and Eleven Cents ($757,220.11) for the support of schools
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District and to
authorize the application against said appropriation of such sums
as are estimated to be received from State Foundation Aid Fund, to-
gether with other income; the School Board to certify to the Select-
men the balance between the estimated revenue and the appropria-
tion which leaves an estimated balance of Two Hundred Ninety-
Eight Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty-Nine Dollars and Sixty-One
Cents ($298,789.61) to be raised by taxes by the Town;
Article 9. To see if the District will vote to authorize the School
Board to make application for and to accept on behalf of the District
any and all grants or offers for educational purposes which may now
or hereafter be forthcoming from the State of New Hampshire
and/or the United States;
Article 10. To see if the District will establish a contingency
fund to meet the costs of unanticipated expense which may arise
during the year in an amount not to exceed One Thousand Dollars
($1,000.00), all in accordance with Revised Statutes Annotated
198:4-b;
Article 11. To hear reports of the School Board and School Dis-
trict legal counsel concerning the current status of construction of
new school facilities and of the litigation with Rumney School Dis-
trict
;
Article 12. To see if the District will vote to ratify and confirm
the deed given by Plymouth School District to H. Scott Coffin dated
January 3, 1969, and recorded in Grafton County Registry of Deeds
Book 1087, Page 476
;
Article 13. To see if the School District will authorize the School
Board to negotiate and execute such tuition contracts as they may
deem advisable for non-area School Districts
;
Article 14. To transact any other business which may legally
come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Plymouth this 18th day of Feb-
ruary in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred sixty-nine.
DONALD B. WHITESELL
ELDWIN A. WIXSON, JR.
PHYLLIS SUTHERLAND
Plymouth School Board
A True Copy of Warrant, Attest
:
DONALD B. WHITESELL
ELDWIN A. WIXSON, JR.
PHYLLIS SUTHERLAND
Plymouth School Board
REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Hereby submitted is my annual report as your Superintendent of
Schools.
Much has transpired since my last report and many far reaching
decisions have been made by the school district. Of greatest im-
portance of course has been the formation of the AREA High School
grades 9-12 with the adjoining towns of Campton, Holderness and
Rumney. After the years of frustration it seems good although it
has been hard work to take definite action. The school board and
building committees deserve much credit for the hours of work they
have put in to see that Plymouth has a fine educational plant. As I
have mentioned in other reports the new school should do more than
any other one thing to make Plymouth a more prosperous and grow-
ing community.
The final plans and specifications for the school have been ap-
proved and at present the project is out for bid. According to the
original schedule with the architects established in the summer of
1967, construction is expected to start in March of this year. Bids
will be opened on February 25th at the Vocational Building here
in Plymouth and the awarding of the contract should take place
shortly thereafter. As construction progresses interested citizens
may feel free to visit the site and watch their school being built.
Everyone concerned with the planning of the school including
the State Department of Education has worked hard to come up with
a plan which has enough flexibility to properly educate our children
and those of the surrounding area communities for years to come.
The high school principal in his report has explained the staff
changes that took place this year so I will not go into detail concern-
ing this. We were fortunate in securing good applicants for all new
vacancies.
The school board has been working with the teachers to develop
a realistic salary scale. Our minimum salary for this year was about
as low as any in the state. A minimum has been accepted by the
board and the teachers for the coming year which should place us in
a more favorable position when we employ teachers for the ensuing
year.
With the help of the Recreational Department and in coordina-
tion with the school board we were able to secure some Federal
funds toward the purchase of the school site. Work will begin
shortly on a master plan for the development of the playing fields
for which it is hoped more funds will be made available. It seems
to be a reasonable assumption that the new school as well as being
the public secondary school learning center for the area also will
be the center for recreation and group gatherings. The invest-
ment for the building is too great not to use it whenever possible.
Too many schools lock their doors when the students go home.
The primary concern of course is the improvement of instruc-
tion. There is no question that our school will provide a better
atmosphere in which to learn. There is no question that our school
will provide a better atmosphere in wThich to learn. We must see
that also provided is an ever expanded curriculum to meet the needs
of today's youth, and at the same time incorporate modern techno-
logical advances to help us. Already thought is being given for a
computer service to aid us in scheduling and reports to parents.
This is only a beginning.
The Title I Funds under P. L. 89-10 have been used this year
to help boys and girls throughout the school system. The psycho-
logical services and speech therapy although they cover all grades
have been most effective in the elementary area. Developmental
reading is available for grades seven and eight and teacher aides
for high school students are being used for help in English and Math-
ematics. I believe these funds are being used wisely and to the ad-
vantage of the pupils.
This has been a busy and eventful year. Reports we received
from our Sophomore testing program placed us in the upper quarter
of the 84 high schools in the State tested and in several tests we
were above the 90th percentile. Of course the evidence is not con-
clusive but I am sure it is indicative that your school is offering a
good basic education.
The school budget for next year with the inclusion of the new
school was more favorable than had been expected. The school
board and the administration have tried their best, as they always
have, to provide Quality education at a realistic cost. This, I think,
is very important in an age of ever rising prices and increased taxes.
We are all eagerly looking forward to the occupancy of the new
school. All those who have worked on the project I am sure will look
back with pride on their accomplishments. We must, however, not
stand on our laurels for a new building alone means nothing unless
interested persons include lay people as well as the educators make
sure their school is growing and keeping abreast of the times. To
this end we expect to have one of the finest schools of its size in the
state.
Respectfully submitted,
M. WAYNE BOWIE, Superintendent
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EXPLANATION OF SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY
Chapter 189, Section 48 Revised Statutes Annotated of the State
of New Hampshire, requires that the school district annual report
show the total amount paid to the superintendent of schools as per
the following quotation: "Reports. Each superintendent of a super-
visory union shall annually prepare a report of the total salary paid
to the superintendent, showing in detail the amount paid by
the state and each local school district, and their share of same.
Said report shall be filed with the school board of each school dis-
trict involved and shall be included in the annual report of the re-
spective school district as a separate entry. A like report and entry
shall be made for each assistant superintendent, teacher consultant,
and business administrators, if any is in service in the union."
One-half of the supervisory union expenses is prorated among
the several school districts of the union on the basis of adjusted
valuation. One-half is prorated on the basis of average daily mem-
bership in the school for the previous school year ending June 30th.
The salary of $11,500. which was received by the superintendent of
schools of Supervisory Union #48 during 1967-68 school year was
made up as follows: $4500.00 paid by the State of New Hampshire
and $7,000.00 pro-rated among the several school districts. Allow-
ances of $1300.00 for travel within the union was also pro-rated as
stated above.
The table below shows the portion of salary and travel charged



















I hereby submit my seventeenth annual report as Principal of
Plymouth High School.
Our staff has eleven new members this year: Mr. Melanson re-
placed Mrs. Roberts; Mr. Dyer replaced Miss Riley; Mr. Lyman re-
Place; Miss Whall replaced Miss Demarini; Mr. Goldstein replaced
Mr. O'Brien; Mr. Zych replaced Mr. Olsen; Mrs. Sterling is our new
Spanish teacher; Mrs. Montague replaced Miss Riley; Mr. Lyman re-
placed Mrs. Roberts; Mr. Dyer replaced Mrs. Ignaszewski; Mr.
Keenan replaced Miss Trosky and Mr. Raymond replaced Mr. Ryan
for the year.
The community is fortunate in securing these excellent teachers
to replace our retired teachers and those who have moved to other
positions.
The school wants to wish our three retired teachers; Miss Riley,
Mrs. Ingaszewski and Mrs. Roberts a very pleasant and healthy re-
tirement.
We are pleased to announce that Charlotte Crane has been se-
lected as a Merit Finalist.
Our Mathematics students finished third in state competition.
Twenty-seven different students received thirty scholarships worth
$7,000.00 from the efforts of our school and community. The school
wishes to thank all the people and organizations contributing to this
wonderful cause.
The estimated enrollment figures for the school year 1969-70 as
of February 1, 1969 are as follows
:
Class of 1970 129
Class of 1971 99
Class of 1972 116
Class of 1973 116
10
Graduates of the Class of 1968
Four Year College 34






I wish to express my appreciation to the school board, Superin-
tendent Bowie, teachers, students, parents and citizens for their
help and cooperation during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE C. ZOULIAS, Principal
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PLYMOUTH HIGH SCHOOL






































Net Income 1967 - 1968 $ 452.83
Taken from the Records of Miss Riley
M. WAYNE BOWIE, Superintendent
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SCHOOL CALENDAR
Supervisory Union #48, Plymouth, N. H.
1969 — 1970
September 2: Teachers' Meetings
September 3 : Schools Open
October 10: Teachers' Convention—Schools Closed
November 11: Veterans' Day—Schools Closed
November 26: Thanksgiving Recess—Schools Close 3 P. M.
December 1: Schools Reopen
December 23: Christmas Recess—Schools Close 3 P. M.
January 5: Schools Reopen
February 20: Winter Vacation—Schools Close 3 P. M.
March 2: Schools Reopen
April 24: Spring Vacation—Schools Close 3 P. M.
May 4: Schools Reopen
June 17: Schools Close
This calendar allows for 184 school days. If more than four




The following is a report of the health program for the Plymouth
schools for 1968.
This year Dr. F. D. Mclver, school physician, completed physical
examinations for 256 pupils and 28 pre-school children on kinder-
garten registration day in April.
Also on registration day Mrs. Lance, R. D. H. of the bureau of
Dental Public Health completed dental examinations for 28 chil-
dren. Mrs. Martha Chapman assisted on this day.
During 1968 the following services were made available to pupils
in Plymouth:
Crippled Children's Services sponsored speech therapy for one
child.
The Lion's Club provided eye examinations and glasses for 5
children and repair of glasses for 4 children.
The Matching Fund Dental Health Program, administered by
the Bureau of Dental Public Health, matched funds contributed
by local organizations (Rotary Club, Elks & Business and Pro-
fessional Women's Club).
This program provided children with 13 appointments with Dr.
D. W. Whitesell for dental care.
In April, Mrs. Stark and Mrs. Lance, both registered dental hy-
gienists with the Bureau of Dental Public Health, conducted a pro-
gram on dental health for the children in kindergarten thru 6th
grade.
The Salvation Army fund of Plymouth contributed $130.08 for
clothing and medical expenses for school children.
Nurse's Work
Defects Corrections
Vision Tests - 400 158 82
Hearing Tests - 130 30 16
Head Insp. - 448
First Aid - 1500+








There are, at present, 10 children receiving free hot lunch and
free mid-morning milk.
I wish to thank the people who have helped with this program
during the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
DOROTHY J. MORRIS, R. N., School Nurse
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
IN ACCOUNT WITH
PLYMOUTH TOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT
July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1968
INCOME AND RECEIPTS
Cash on hand—July 1, 1967
1967-68 Appropriations as set by
78.95
State Tax Commission i£252,276.91
TOTAL RECEIVED FROM
TOWN OF PLYMOUTH 252,276.91
Received from State of New Hampshire:
Intellectually Retarded Reimbursement 884.84
Intellectually Retarded Reimbursement 15.17
Driving Training Reimbursement 980.00
State Foundation Aid 20,331.64
School Building Aid 4.005.95
Sweepstakes 5,327.54
Fed. Reimbursement Salary Economic
Teacher 262.20
Reimbursement Title III Project 445.75
Reimbursement Title V Project 126.20
Reimbursement Title I Project 7,229.32
TOTAL RECEIVED FROM
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE $ 39,108.61
Tuitions : Elementary 995.78
High School 154,453.01
TOTAL RECEIVED FROM TUITIONS 155,448.79
Miscellaneous Income:
Rent 160.00
Sale of Equipment 104.00
Athletic Student Fund 901.83
TOTAL RECEIVED FROM
MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 1,165.83
TOTAL RECEIVED INCOME OTHER
THAN FROM TOWN OF PLYMOtrra $195,723.23
TOTAL INCOME $448,079.09
Receipts other than income (Reimbursements
for Disbursements of equal amounts,
distributed by District):
N.H. Interstate Athletic Team Expense 74.40
F. W. Kendrick Duplicate Payment 136.30
Cash—Napkin Dispenser 5.18
Headstart—Use of Facilities 102.10
Cash—Toll Calls 32.65
Hillvard Sales—Refund 21.94
State of N. Hamp.—Vocational Equipment 652.50
7-27-67 Meeting—Ballot Expenses 32.72
State of N. Hamp.—Hot Lunch and Milk Program 2,977.98
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Blue Cross Supervisory Union No. 48, etc.
(Secretary and others) 472.32
Hot Lunch Program for withholding
& Social Sec. Taxes 704.39
TOTAL RECEIPTS OTHER THAN INCOME 5,212.48
TOTAL INCOME AND RECEIPTS |453,291.57
DISBURSEMENTS
Expenses:
Interest on Bonds—$25,000.00 at 3.3% due
7-15-67—6 months $ 412.50
Interest on Bonds—$50,000.00 at 3% due
9-1-67—6 months 750.00
Interest on Bonds—$20,000.00 at 3.3% due
1-15-68—6 months 330.00
Interest on Bonds—$20,000.00 at 3% due
3-1-68—6 months 600.00
Bonds—Issue of 9-1-58 due 9-1-67, unpaid
Balance $40,000.00 10,000.00
Bonds—Issue of 7-15-61 due 7-15-67, unpaid
Balance $20,000.00 5,000.00
Plymouth Teachers College—State of N.H.
—
Elementary Instruction Contract $197,292.95
Area School Expenses 577.22
Administrative & Maintenance Expenses 230,662.48
TOTAL EXPENSES $445,625.15
Disbursements other than Expenses (Distributions
by District for which it received receipts of equal amounts):
N.H. Interstate Athletic Team Expense 74.40
P. W. Kendrick Duplicate Payment 136.30
Cash—Napkin Dispenser 5.18
Headstart—Use of Facilities 102.10
Cash—Toll Calls 32.65
Hillyard Sales—Refund 21.94
State of N. Hamp.—Vocational Equipment 652.50
7-27-67 Meeting—Ballot Expenses 32.72
State of N. Hamp.—Hot Lunch and Milk Program 2,977.98
Blue Cross SuDervisory Union No. 48, etc.
(Secretary & others) 472.32
Hot Lunch Program for withholding
and Social Security Taxes 704.39
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS OTHER
THAN EXPENSES 5,212.48
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS PER ORDERS
OF THE SCHOOL BOARD $450,837.63
TOTAL INCOME $453,291.57
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS 450,837.63
CASH ON HAND—June 30, 1968 2,453.94
The above is a true and correct statement of the transactions of the Treas-






We have today examined the foregoing account, the books of Josephine B.
Largent, Treasurer of the Plymouth Town School District, and found them cor-
rectly cast and properly vouched. We have this day destroyed bonds and interest
coupons presented for payment to the District, as follows: 5 bonds Nos. 51-55
at $1,000.00 each due 7-15-67 totaling $5,000.00; 25 coupons at $16.50 each Nos.
51-75 totaling $412.50; 10 bonds, Nos. 81-91 at $1,000.00 each due 9-1-67 totaling
$10,000.00; 50 coupons at $15.00 each due 9-1-67 totaling $750.00 Nos. 81-130;
20 coupons due 1-15-68 Nos. 56-75 totaling $330.00; 40 coupons at $15.00 each






PLYMOUTH TOWN SCHOOL DISTRICT
for the Fiscal Year July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1968
SUMMARY
Cash on hand July 1, 1967 (Treasurer's bank balance) $ 78.95
Received from Selectmen (Include only
amounts actually received) $252,276.91
Intellectually Retarded $ 400.01











Revenue from Federal Sources 10,779.25
Elementary 995.78
High School 154,453.01
Received from Tuitions 155,448.79
Misc. Income 1,165.83
Misc. Receipt Rec. for Distribution 2,234.50
Received from All Other Sources 3,400.33
TOTAL RECEIPTS 453 212.62
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR
FISCAL YEAR (Balance and Receipts) 453,291.57
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 450,837.63
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1968





This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank state-
ments and other financial records of the treasurer of the school district of
Plymouth General Funds of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal






DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
7-1-67—Balance on Deposit—Pemigewasset National Bank
Various—Town of Plymouth—1967-68 Appropriation as
set by State Tax Commission
7-7-67—State of N.H.—Intellectually Retarded Reim.
7-21-67—State of N.H.—Intellectually Retarded Reim.
8-4-67—State of N.H.—Driving Training Reimb.
9-26-67—State of N.H.—Foundation Aid
10-27-67—State of N.H.—School Bldg. Aid
12-18-67—State of N.H.—Sweepstakes
12-18-67—State of N.H.—Foundation Aid
6-21-68—State of N.H.—Home Econ. Teacher
7-12-67—State of N.H.—Title III Reimb.
7-21-67—State of N.H.—Title III Reimb.
8-4-67—State of N.H.—Title V Reimb.
12-18-67—State of N.H.—Title I Reimb.




























































TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS INCOME ( 1,165.83)
MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS (NOT INCOME) BEING
REIMBURSEMENT FOR AMOUNTS AS
DISTRIBUTED BY THE DISTRICT OF LIKE SUMS)
7-12-67—N.H. Interstate Athletic Team Expense 74.40
7-12-67—F. W. Kendrick—Duplicate Payment 136.30
Various—Cash—Napkin Dispenser 5.18
9-11-68—Headstart—Use of facilities 102.10
Various—Cash—Toll Calls 32.65
5-16-68—Hillyard Sales—Refund 21.94
6-28-68—State of N.H.—Vocational Equipment 652.50
Various—7-27-67—Meeting—Ballot Expenses 32.72
Various—State of N. Hamp.—Hot Lunch & Milk Program 2.977.98
Various—Various—Blue Cross & Blue Shield 472.32





July 1, 1967 to June 30, 1968
BEGINNING BALANCE, July 1, 1967 $ 13.45
Receipts
:





Total Receipts $ 19,155.07






All Other Expenditures 1,451.82
Total Expenditures $ 18,850.82
BALANCE, June 30, 1968 $ 317.70
Other Program Resources:
USDA Commodities Received (Wholesale Value) $ 2,743.90
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BALANCE SHEET
Fiscal Year Ended June 30, 1968
Assets :
Cash in Bank $ 317.70
Accounts Receivable:
Reimbursement Due Program 674.15
Other Income Due Program 135.00
Food Inventory—June 30 50.00
Total Assets $ 1,176.85
Liabilities :










BALANCE SHEET—JUNE 30, 1968
Assets
Cash on Hand June 30, 1968
General Fund $ 2,453.94
Building Fund 3,609.13
Savings Bank—Building 101,250.00
Accounts Due to District:
From State 94.23
From Federal Agency 1,122.48
N. H. Interscholastic 112.25
Holderness School District 438.00
Campton School District 342.78
TOTAL ASSETS 109,422.81
Net Debt (Excess of Liabilities Over Assets) 109,412.09
GRAND TOTAL $218,834.90
Liabilities
Amounts Reserved for Special Purposes:
Building Fund $ 94.23
Savings Bank—Building 101,250.00
Accounts Owed by District:
School Lunch Program—reimbursement 94.23
District Share—Teachers' Retirement 1,252.92
District Share—N. H. Retirement System 618.08




District Share F. I. C. A. 2,321.92
Adams Super Market 163.55




Status of School Notes and Bonds
Name of Building or Project for which
Notes or Bonds were Issued
Outstanding at Beginning of Year















Notes and Bonds Outstanding












Cash on hand 11/29/67 (as authorized by Vote) $ 15,000.00
at special meeting held 11/6/67 for
School Board to borrow such money
as needed)
1/ 2/68 — Cash borrowed as above 5,000.00
2/27/68 — " " " 10,000.00
4/ 3/68 — " " " 15,000.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS $ 45,000.00
DISBURSEMENTS
12- 1-67 University of Pennsylvania Press, Pamphlet 1.45
12-12-67 E. Verner Johnson, Architect, Inc. 4,271.22
12-12-67 John L. Hyde and Associates,
Appraisal S. Coffin Property 400.00
12-12-67 Batchelder and Murphy 7,960.82
12-18-67 Payment stopped E. Verner Johnson
(Ck. #2) Lost -4,271.22
12-18-67 Pemi. Nat'l Bank (charge for stop payment) 1.00
12-18-67 E. Verner Johnson Architect, Inc. (Duplicate) 4,271.22
2-27-68 E. Verner Johnson Architect, Inc. 4,271.22
2-27-68 E. Verner Johnson Architect, Inc. 5,694.96
3- 7-68 Harold Trojano, Surveyor 2,553.80
4-10-68 E. Verner Johnson Architect, Inc. 14,237.40
6- 5-68 H. Scott Coffin, option on property 2,000.00
TOTAL SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID $ 41,391.87
TOTAL CASH BORROWED TO 6-30-68 $ 45,000.00
TOTAL SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID 41,391.87
CASH ON DEPOSIT PEMI. NAT'L BANK 6-30-68 $ 3,608.13
The above is a true and correct statement of the transactions of the






Plymouth, New Hampshire 7/9/68
We have today examined the foregoing account, the books and
records of Josephine B. Largent, Treasurer of Plymouth Town
School District, and found them correctly cast and properly vouched.
We have this day checked the bank balance.
SAMUEL H. DREGHORN
EDITH R. SMITH




110.1 Salaries of Officers
135. Contracted Services
190. Other Expenses District Officers
210. Salaries for Instruction
215. Textbooks
220. Library & Audiovisual Materials
230. Teaching Supplies
235. Contracted Service—Instruction









700. Maintenance of Plant




900. School Lunch & Spec. Milk Prog.




1370. Principal of Debt
1371. Interest on Debt
1477.1 Tuition—In State
1477.3 Sup. Union Expenses—Share
1477.5 Payment into Cap. Res. Funds
1478.1 Tuition—Out of State
Contingencv Fund
1981. P. L. 89-10 ESEA

















































Sweepstakes $ 5,327.54 $ 3,484.23 $ 3,200.00
Foundation Aid 20,331.64 42,242.70 42,000.00
School Building Aid 4,005.95 6,676.59 69,275.00
AREA School (2 Years) 25,000.00




NDEA Title III 445.75 1,800.00 1,200.00
NDEA Title V 126.20
Vocational Education 262.20 650.00 650.00
School Lunch & Spec. Milk Prog. 2,977.98 3,400.00 3,400.00
PL 89-10 (ESEA) 7,229.32 7,400.00 8,000.00
Local Revenue Except Taxes:
Tuition 155,059.47 166,845.00 216,705.50
Sale of Equipment 122.00
Rent 130.00 800.00 500.00
Other—Sports Income 901.83 1,850.00 1,500.00
Sale of Property- 100,000.00 600,000.00 10,000.00
Bonds—Notes & Cap. Res. Funds:
Issues 45,000.00 2,305,000.00
Income from Invested Funds 1,250.00 50,400.00 75,000.00
TOTAL Revenues & Credits $344,549.89 $3,192,548.52 $458,430.50
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 252,276.91 252,786.77 298,789.61
Balance July 1, 1967 78.95










Description and Value of





Abar, Clayton and Pearll5A L off Rte. 3A So.
Bid*, off Rte. 3A So.
L Rte. 3A So.
School House 3A So.
and




Bldg. 143 Highland St.
L 50 Russell St.
Bldg. 50 Russell St.
L 75 Main St.Adams Locker Service,
Inc.
Bldg. 75 Main St.
Adams Locker Service, L 86 Highland St.
Inc. Bldg. 86 Highland St.
Adams Super Market Stock in Trade
Adams, W. Carleton L 117 Highland St.
Bldg. 117 Highland St.
Ahern, Henry D. & ErmaL on Rte. 3 So.
Bldg. on Rte. 3 So.
Ahern, Henry D. & Erma200A L E/S Rte. 3






























375A L E/S Rte. 3 11,220
Bldg. E/S Rte. 3 8,330
12A Dupuis Land 240
3A Thompson Land 60
4A Morse Land 80
4A Land E/S Rte. 3 80
L 4 Avery St. 830
Bldg. 4 Avery St. 7,080
377A Land off Pike Hill Rd.
25A Land Rte. 3A
L 24 Langdon St.
Bldg. 24 Langdon St.
L Fairgrounds Rd.
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd.
Land N/S Pleasant St.
45A L Rte. 25 West
Bldg. Rte. 25 West
L. D. W. Highway
Bldg. D. W. Highway
Allen, Guy H. & Ethel F.L 71 Langdon St.
Bldg. 71 Langdon St.
Allen, Emma L.
Allen, Ethel F.
Allen, Fred R. & Lyn
Allen, Fred R. & Lyn
Allen, Iva
Allen, Maurice E. and
Romola
L Rte. 25 North
Bldg. Rte. 25 North

















Allen, Russell & Mary 90A L E/S Rte. 3A
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Alessandrini, Bernardinc>
& Marion L 1 Pearl St. 660
Bldg. 1 Pearl St. 10,470 11,130
Alsop, Cullom L. & Mary Loon Lake Lot 450 450
Ames, Olive L 106 Highland St. 1,250
Bldg. 106 Highland St. 5,150 6,400
Anderson, John B. &
Rebecca Bldgs. Rte. 3 3,000
6A Land Rte. 3 11,580 14,580
Anderson, John &
Rebecca Land RR Square 4,000
Bldg. RR Square 15,120 19,120
Anderson, Manfred &
Helen L 61 Main St. 4,220
Block 61 Main St. 22,260 26,480
Anderson, Thomas &
Dorothy- Stock in Trade 500
Andrews, Guy & Maxi 3t. 1,200
Bldg. Smith St. 2,150
Bldg. Smith St. 11,750
Stock in Trade 500 15,600
Annis, William E.
& Pauline L 59 Pleasant St. 1,170
Bldg. 59 Pleasant St. 5,080 6,250
Anthony, David N. &
Gene 25A Land Rte. 3A 50
Anthony, Luther J. Jr. 2%A L 4 Weeks St. 4,900
Bldg. 4 Weeks St. 12,450 17,350
Archibald, Fortika L Highland St. 11,300
Bldg. Highland St. 84,360 95,660
Archibald, Hilda J. L 3 Hawthorne St. 1,430
Bldg. 3 Hawthorne St. 7,880 9,310
Archibald, John &
Fortika L 20 Avery St. 1,550
Bldg. 20 Avery St. 18,050 19,600
Archibald, John &
Fortika 40A Land Smith Bridge Rd
& Fairgrounds Rd. 2,000
Archibald, John F. &






L off S/S Highland St. 1,000 4,840
Archibald, John F. &
Fortika B. L 87 Highland St.
Bldg. 87 Highland St.
1,660
27,930
Bldg. Rogers St. 5,060 34,650
Archibald, R. Gordon
& Amelia 15A L N/S Bell Rd. 300
Bldg. N/S Bell Rd. 2,450 2,750
Archibald, Stanley L.
& Margaret L 25 Pleasant St. 1,080
Bldg. 25 Pleasant St. 7,810 8,890
NAME
Description and Value of
real and Personal Property
Total
Valuation
Armstrong, Charles F. L 10
Bldg.
Arsenault, Mrs. Charles 4A L
Pleasant St.
10 Pleasant St.










Atlantic Refining Co. Stock in Trade 900
Atwood, Estate of
Pumps & Tanks 1,200 2,100
Donald E. 150A Wood lot off
Avellino, Constance
Avery, Arthur E. &
Alice L.
Avery, Arthur M. &
Katherine Avery













Bailey, Merle C. &
Gertrude V.
Baker, Est. Fred
Balkam, Horace & Ruth
Barber, Mary S.
Reservoir Road
150A Wood Lot on
Plymouth Mt.
L 49 Langdon St.
Bldg. 49 Langdon St.
L Fairgrounds Rd.
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd.
L E/S Rte. 3
Bldg. E/S Rte. 3
10A L W/S Rte. 3
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3
35A L Beech Hill Road
Bldg. Beech Hill Road
100A Fletcher Land
Texas Hill Road
L Loon Lake Rd.
Trailer Loon Lake Rd.
L 16 Pleasant S.
Bldg. 16 Pleasant St.
L 40 Pleasant St.
Bldg. 40 Pleasant St.
Land 17 Broadway
Bldg. 17 Broadway
1V2A L Rte. 3A & 25 West
Bldg. Rte. 3A&25 West
L 10 Hawthorne St.
Bldg. 10 Hawthorne St.
L 4 School St.
Bldg. 4 School St.
L 61 Pleasant St.
Bldg. 61 Pleasant St.
L Loon Lake Road
Bldg. Loon Lake Road
12A L Rte. 3A South
Bldg. Rte. 3A South
L 31 Russell St.
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Barclay, Rudolph H. &
Zandra L Reservoir Rd. 690
Bldg. Reservoir Rd. 7,130 7,820
Barney, Joel & Ruth 130A L Quincy Rd. 11,850
Bldg. Quincy Rd. 30,400 42,250
Barney, Joel & Ruth 80 Cows 18,000
Other Cattle 900 18,900
Barrett, William R. 2%A L Stony Brook Rd. 2,580
Bldg. Stony Brook Rd. 13,970 16,550
Bartlett, George H. & L 24 High St. 1,300
Emily Bldg. 24 High St. 10,890 12,190
Bartlett, Kenneth R. &
Roberta L 4 Garland St. 1,350
Bldg. 4 Garland St. 13,090 14,440
Bartlett Motors, Inc. Stock in Trade 12,500
Bartram, Homer W. &
Dorothy L New Hebron Rd. 900
Bldg. New Hebron Rd. 2,520 3,420
Batchelder, Arthur M. Lot Fairgrounds Rd. 650
Trailer 5,700 6,350
Batchelder, R. Hilton &
Glenda L 14 Emerson St. 1,710
Bldg. 14 Emerson St. 14,770 16,480
Batchelder Tree Service'»
Inc. L 29 Russell St. 760
Bldg. 29 Russell St. 19,020 19,780
Batchelder Tree Service,
Inc. L 55 Main St. 10,850
Bldg. 55 Main St. 82,800 93,650
Batchelder Tree Service,
Inc. Road Machinery 2,700
Batchelder, William P.
& Elizabeth L 35 Langdon St. 1,420
Bldg. 35 Langdon St. 17,260 18,680
Batchelder, William I; 14 Wentworth St. 860
Bldg. 14 Wentworth St. 8,820 9,680
Bates, Dorothy S. L 44 Russell St. 820
Bldg. 44 Russell St. 9,770 10,590
Bates, Richard &
Margaret 3A L Cummings Hill Rd. 3,450
Bldg. Cummings Rd. 7,670 11,120
Baxter, Francis &
Cecile Trailer 500
1V2A L Cooksville Rd. 600
Bldg. Cooksville Rd. 5,360 6,460
Bayley, Arthur T. &
Amanda L 26 Pleasant St. 1,120
Bldg. 26 Pleasant St. 9,340 10,460
Bean, Ray C. & Arlene
%A L Fairgrounds Rd. 550
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 3,640 4,190
Description and Value OF
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Beaubien, George C. &
Constance L Loon Lake 890
Bldg. Loon Lake 2,300 3,190
Beauchemin, Louis 2A L D. W. Highway 4,450
Bldgs. D.W. Highway 6,800
Bldgs. D.W. Highway 15,750 27,000
Beauchemin, Louis L Loon Lake 1,510
Bldg. Loon Lake 5,530 7,040
Beauchemin, Louis 4A Land - Loon Lake 1,800
Beauchemin, Louis Western Auto Inc.
Stock in Trade 20,000
Louis L. Beauchemin
Realty Co. 2A L D.W. Highway 4,450
Bldgs. D.W. Highway 45,600 50,050
Beaulieu, Albert L. L 14 Pleasant St. 1,140
Bldg. 14 Pleasant St. 12,050 13,190
Beckley, Harold M. &
Irene 39A L River Road 1,500
Bldg. River Road 10,400 11,900
Beckley, Marion 2A E/S Old Rte. 3 970
Bldg. E/S Old Rt. 3 4,690 5,660
Beckley, Willard H. 2A L W/S Rte. 3 1,650
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 1,660 3,310
Bell, Kenneth G. 244A L Rte. 3A South 6,510
Bldg. Rte. 3A South 8,540 15,050
Bell, Kenneth & Anna 15A Land off Rte. 3A South 300
Berg, Daniel A. & Evelyn 4A L W/S Rte. 3 1,050
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 4,650 5,700
R. A. Berg, Inc. Stock in Trade 350
Beveridge, Irving C.
& Susanne L Loon Lake 1,540
Bldg. Loon Lake 4,220
L Loon Lake 480
Bldg. Loon Lake 4,250 10,490
Bickford, Gladys S. L 22 Merrill St. 1,850
Bldg. 22 Merrill St. 8,020 9,870
Bickford, Robert 0. &
Geraldine 2A L Rte. 3A South 800
Bldg Rte. 3A South 3,870 4,670
Bills, Wallace
& Lillian L Loon Lake 980
Bldg. Loon Lake 2,570 3,550
Binnette, Bernadette I. L Emerson St. 950
Bldg. Emerson St. 8,700 9,650
Bishop, Marjorie &
Sharon L Smith St. 1,410
Bldg. Smith St. 3,870 5,280
Bisson, Alfred H.
& Lorraine 259A Avery Land - Rte. 3 5,180
Bixby, Leroy C. & Eva L W/S Rte. 3 1,150
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 4,500 5,650
Blair, Herbert P. & Doris I 650
Fairgrounds Road 4,820 5,470
Description and Value OF
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H. P. & R. P. Blair Co. Bldg. Pleasant St. 1,800
Stock in Trade 250 2,050
Blair, Marguerite J. L Tobey Rd. 1,130
Bldg. Tobey Rd. 3,090 4,220
Blair, Richard P.
& Evelyn L 29-31 Pleasant St. 1,670
Bldg. 29-31 Pleasant St. 10,190 11,860
Blaisdell, Daniel C.
& Grace 10A L Beech Hill Rd. 1,250
Bldg. Beech Hill Rd. 6,000 7,250
Blake, Everett & Flora 7A Land - Hoyt's Hill 150
Blake, Lester G.
& Lorraine L 22 Highland Ave. 890
Bldg. 22 Highland Ave. 6,960 7,850
Blake, Lillian L 28 Emerson St. 1,380
Bldg. 28 Emerson St. 13,600 14,980
Blake's New Plymouth
Restaurant, Inc. L 81 Main St. 4,400
Bldg. 81 Main St. 37,640 42,040
Blake, Rolla W.
& Hattie L Highland St. 2,090
Bldg. Highland St. 5,700 7,790
Blanchard, John
& Mary Lou L Crescent St. 650
Bldg. Crescent St. 9,090 9,740
Blood, Albert H.
& Margaret L D.W. Highway 530
Bldg. D.W. Highway 3,570 4,100
Bolton, William R.
& Marjorie 64A L Reservoir Rd. 1,850
Bldg. Reservoir Rd. 2,650 4,500
Bontemps, Benjamin
& Doreen 75A L Bell Rd. 2,300
Borowski, Raymond R.
& Claire 9A Land Rte. 3A South 900
Bldg. Bell Rd. 8,550 10,850
Estate of James BosenceL ] No. Main St. 990
Bldg. 188 No. Main St. 4,440 5,430
Boston & Maine R. R. Land near Depot
Freight House and
1,100
Plymouth Grain Bldg. 1,700
Land - No. Main St. 890 3,690
Boucher, Jeanne L 2 Edmunds Ct. 700
Bldg. 2 Edmunds Ct. 8,210 8,910
Bourassa, Lawrence E.
& Theresa Ii 18-20 Merrill St. 1,070
Bldg. 18-20 Merrill St. 7,710 8,780
Bowie, M. Wayne
& Edith L Smith Bridge Rd. 850
Bldg. Smith Bridge Rd. 11,440
1 Boat 30 12,320
8
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& Arline 2A L S/S Parker St. 1,100
Bldg. S/S Parker St. 11,050 12,150
Boyce, Henry I. L 27 Merrill St. 910
Bldg. 27 Merrill St. 8,640 9,550
Boyd, Robert L.
& Katherine 4A L Smith Bridge Rd. 1,100
Bldg. Smith Bridge Rd. 8,820 9,92C
Brian, Norris A. & Ruth
L W/S Rte. 3 500
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 4,570 5,070
Britton, Carl J. Sr.
& Marilyn L 4 Pearl St. 580
Bldg. 4 Pearl St. 8,770 9,350
Brooks, John D. 2A L Fairgrounds Rd. 2,050
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 4,400 6,450
Brown, Eliza J. L Rear of 4 Merrill St. 920
Bldg. Rear 4 Merrill St. 4,150 5,070
Brown, Floyd M. L 24 Highland Ave. 1,280
Bldg. 24 Highland Ave. 10,470 11,750
Brown, Lena A. L 23 High St. 1,160
Bldg. 23 High St. 8,350 9,510
Est. Persis Brown L 3 Stony Brook Rd. 1,200
Bldg. Stony Brook Rd. 12,650 13,850
Brown, Richard L.
& Joyce L Crescent St. Ext. 900
Bldg. Crescent St. Ext. 10,520 11,420
Brown, Sylvia &
Clark, Meredith 10A L Old Hebron Rd. 750
Bldg. Old Hebron Rd. 400 1,150
Bruce, Richard & Phyllis ;
2A L S/S Parker St. 670
Bldg. S/S Parker St. 11,850 12,520
Buckland, Lee S.
& Alida L 26 Russell St. 1,350
Bldg. 26 Russell St. 14,300 15,650
Buckland, Lee S.
& Alida
L 17 High St. 1,130
Bldg. 17 High St. 13,940 15,070
Lot 11 Randolph St. 730
Burghardt, Corwin Lots 32-33 Silver St. 1,770 2,500
Burrows, Chester, Jr. Trailer, RFD 2 3,600
Burrows, Richard &
Joanne L Rte. 3 2,020
Bldg. Rte 3 8,020 10,040
Burtt, Floyd W.
& Shirley L 202 No. Main St. 490
Bldg. No. Main St. 5,960 6,450
Butterfield, Warren H.
& Priscilla Land - Highland St. 100
Caldon, Heirs of
Charles B. 20A Fellows Land 400
Caldon, Lee F. L 5 Emerson St. 1,570
Bldg. 5 Emerson St. 10,630 12,200
NAME
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L 8 Winter St.
Bldg. 8 Winter St.
L 4 Merrill St.
Building 4 Merrill St.
L W/S Rte. 3
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3
L 12 Pleasant St.
Bldg. 12 Pleasant St.
Stock in Trade
L 3 Webster St.
Bldg. 3 Webster St.
Plymouth Inn
L 52 Main St.




Off Beech Hill Rd.
10 L Cookville Rd.
Bldg. Cookville Rd.
1V2A L Cookville Rd.
35A L Downing Land
93A L Cooksville Rd.
Bldg. Cooksville Rd.
10A Hobbs Land
L 67 Langdon St.
Bldg. 67 Langdon St.
5A L Texas Hill Rd.
Bldg. Texas Hill Rd.
L 10 Bayley Ave.
Bldg. 10 Bayley Ave.
L 18 Winter St.
Bldg. 18 Winter St.
L 20 Russell St.
Bldg. 20 Russell St.
L 1 High St.
Bldg. 1 High St.
L 12 Avery St.
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Champney, Clifford R. 1A Land E/S Rte. 3



























Jr.Bldgs. New Hebron Rd.
40V2A L New Hebron Rd.
39V2A L New Hebron Rd.
L 12 Merrill St.
Bldg. 12 Merrill St.
L 1 So. Main St.
Bldg. 1 So. Main St.
L 3 & 5 Warren St.
Bldg. 3 & 5 Warren St.
%A L 1 Warren St.
Bldg. 1 Warren St.
L 7 Warren St.
Bldg. 7 Warren St.
20A Rogers Land
off Thurlow Rd.
120A Currier & Gorley
Land So. Plymouth
L 7 So. Main St.
Bldg. 7 So. Main St.
1A Jones Orchard Rte. 3
Baird Lot Warren St.
8A Russell L off Pleasant
L 153 Highland St.
Bldg. 153 Highland St.
Stock in Trade
L 25 Russell St.
Bldg. 25 Russell St.
L 23 Russell St.
Bldg. 23 Russell St.
25A Kidder Land—Rte. 3A
10A Part of Robie Land
Thurlow St.
L 9 Highland Ave.
Bldg. 9 Highland Ave.
Lot S/S Pleasant St. Ext
L 29 Merrill St.
Bldg. 29 Merrill St.
L Yeaton Rd
Bldg. Yeaton Rd.
L 58 Main St.
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Chivell, Joseph G.
& Louise 3A L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,340
Bldg. Fairground Rd. 7,260 8,600
Churchill, George L.
& Clarine L 2 Bridge St. 400
Bldg. 2 Bridge St. 3,670 4,070
Churchill, Morris & Ruthi.
Bldg. S/S Cummings H. Rd . 4,740 5,290
City Savings Bank L 79 Highland St. 3,200
Bldg. 79 Highland St. 28,950 32,150
Clapper, Ernest W.
& Winifred 5A L. Cummings Hill Rd. 1,150
Bldg. Cummings Hill Rd. 6,000 7,150
Clark, Leroy S. & Etta %A L Loon Lake Rd. 850
Bldg. Loon Lake Rd. 2,160 3,010
Clark, Roger C. & Ruth 15A L Loon Lake Rd. 1,210
Bldg. Loon Lake Rd. 3,640 4,850
Clark, Veranus L Loon Lake 2,780
Bldg. Loon Lake 1,960 4,740
Clark, Veranus
& Carolyn L 13 Hawthorne St. 1,160
Bldg. 13 Hawthorne St. 7,730 8,890
Clay, David L 39 Merrill St. 1,260
Bldg. 39 Merrill St. 3,660 4,920
Clay, David L Loon Lake 1,360
Bldg. Loon Lake 1,790
Lot Loon Lake 250 3,400
Clay, David & Ruby L 28 Merrill St. 1,950
Bldg. 28 Merrill St. 8,810 10,760
Clay, Heirs of Elmer 40A Land S/S
Old Hebron Rd. 800
Clay, Frances F. L Highland St. 3,850
Bldg. Highland St. 17,800 21,650
Clay, John G. & Jessie L 56 Langdon St. 1,810
Bldg. 56 Langdon St. 13,610 15,420
Clay, Sam L Loon Lake 1,200
Bldg. Loon Lake 1,850 3,050
Clay's News Stand Stock in Trade 14,000
Clement, F. W. 100A Pasture & Wood lot 2,000
Clement, Pauline Trailer - Reservoir Rd. 4,440 4,440
Cleveland, Carl 36A L Reservoir Rd. 720
Bldg. Reservoir Rd. 710 1,430
Cleveland, William W. 17A Land Reservoir Rd. 340
Clifford, Arnold B.
& Glenna 5A L New Hebron Rd. 1,110
Bldg. New Hebron Rd. 5,740 6,850
Clifford, Chester B. 80A L New Hebron Rd. 3,250
Bldg. New Hebron Rd. 7,030 10,280
Clifford, Earl L New Hebron Rd. 700
Bldg. New Hebron Rd. 6,620 7,320
Clifford, Earl Sr. Stock in Trade 3,000
Clifford, George R.
& Donna 2^A L New Hebron Rd. 900
Bldg. New Hebron Rd. 3,140 4,040
12
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3A L Reservoir Rd.
Bldg. Reservoir Rd.
Trailer
L 1 Wentworth St.
Bldg. 1 Wentworth St.
L 14 Russell St.
Bldg. 14 Russell St.
68A 4 Highland St.
Bldg. 4 Highland St.
L Tenney Mountain
Bldg. Tenney Mountain

















L 8 Pleasant St.
Bldg. 8 Pleasant St.
Trailer - 20 High St.
Stock in Trade
L 191 No. Main St.




L 31 Emerson St.
Bldg. 31 Emerson St.
L 12 Bayley Ave.
Bldg. Bayley Ave.
L 61 Langdon St.
Bldg. Langdon St.
L 4 Cooper St.
Bldg. 4 Cooper St.
4A L Rte. 3A South
L D.W. Highway
Bldg. D.W. Highway
1A L Cookville Rd.
Bldg. Cookville Rd.
Corson, Richard & Leila Lot - Fairgrounds Rd.
Cote, David G. & Joan L Cookville Rd.
Bldg. Cookville Rd.
Coursey, Clarence
& Betty Jane 4A L Quincy Rd.
Bldg. Quincy Rd.
1 Boat
Covill, Theodore & IleneL Fairgrounds Rd.
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd.
Cowan, Leonard & Betty L 3 Garland St.
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Crane, Henry D. Jr.
& Emily L 9 Rogers St. 1,870
Bldg. 9 Rogers St. 19,310 21,180
Cromey, Frank W.
& Margaret 33A L Rte. 3A South 2,450
Bldg. Rte. 3A South 11,900 14,350
Cromey, Frank &
Margaret y2 Int. Knight Field 900
Cronin, John y2A L Cummings Hill Rd. 100
2A L S/S Cummings Hill Rd 200 300
Cronin, John & MarjorieiA L N/S Cummings Hi Rd. 650
Bldg. N/S Cummings H. Rd. 6,490 7,140
Crowell, Edward B. 12A Weeks St. 3,520
Bldg. Weeks St. 22,930 26,450
Crowley, Robert J. L D.W. Highway 1,340
Bldg. D.W. Highway 9,620 10,960
Cummings, Iva, Heirs of
5A L Rte. 25 North 1,350
Bldg. Rte. 25 North 6,940
40A L Rte. 3A South 800 9,090
Cummings, William Trailer RFD 2 4,550
Currie, James E. &
Margaret K. L Maple St. 1,900
Bldg. Maple St. 15,550 17,450
Currier, Edwin A.
& Marie L Texas Hill Rd. 500
Bldg. Texas Hill Rd. 4,100 4,600
Currier, Mary H. L 53 Langdon St. 1,440
Bldg. 53 Langdon St. 7,010 8,450
Currier, Preston & Mary] 2,090
Bldg. Highland St. 15,200 17,290
Currier, Richard G.
& Jeanette L Chiasson Rd. 750
Bldg. Chiasson Rd. 4,880
Lot Chiasson Rd. 50 5,680
Curtis, Raymond
& Louise 3A L Hunt Road 900
Bldg. Hunt Road 3,360 4,260
Cushing, Roger, Roy
& Oscar 48A L Reservoir Rd. 1,640
Bldg. Reservoir Rd. 3,400 5,040
Cushing, Wallace C. Jr.
& Virginia 1 Boat 300
Land 41 Merrill St. 1,340
Bldg. 41 Merrill St. 1,900 3,540
Cushing, W. C. & Son Stock in Trade 1,900
Cushing, Wallace C. Sr.L 45 Merrill St. 2,160
Bldg. 45 Merrill St. 9,050
L 42-44 Merrill St. 2,460
Bldg. 42-44 Merrill St. 13,850 27,520
Cushing, Wallace C. Sr.L < 2,210
Bldg. 46 Merrill St. 10,060
L 48 Merrill St. 2,160
Bldg. 48 Merrill St. 7,680 22,110
14
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dishing, William 1 Boat 300
Cutter, Richard L Fairgrounds Rd. 600
Trailer - Fairgrounds Rd. 2,400 3,000
Daigneault, Martin J.
& Dorothy L Highland St. 2,520
Bldg. Highland St. 19,460 21,980
Davis, Abraham L. Jr. 12A L Yeaton Rd. 820
Bldg. Yeaton Rd. 1,170 1,990
Davis, Alan H. & Ann L 30 Pleasant St. 1,080
Bldg. 30 Pleasant St. 9,790 10,870
Davis, Frank K. & EdithLangdon Land - Texas Rd. 600
Davis, Frank K. & EdithL Cummings Hill Rd. 870
Bldg. Cummings Hill Rd. 6,040
L Rte. 25 North 850
Bldg. Rte. 25 North 4,510 12,270
Davis, James & Mary Trailer - Loon Lake Rd. 3,200
Davis, Raymond F. 100A Robie Lot 2,000
Bldg. Robie Lot 200
Pike Hill 2,200
Davison, Jane B. 15A Wood Lot - Bell Rd. 300
20A Land Rte. 3A South 400 700
Day, Donald, Heirs of L 32 Pleasant St. 1,020
Bldg. 32 Pleasant St. 6,990 8,010
Day, Gladys L 8 Cooper St. 1,740
Bldg. 8 Cooper St. 6,800 8,540
Day, James F., Heirs of! 880
Bldg. 28 Pleasant St. 5,180 6,060
Deachman, Harriet L 17 Pleasant St. 1,570
Bldg. 17 Pleasant St. 7,770 9,340
Dearborn, Barbara Land - Buckland Ave. 1,270
Dearborn, Dennis C.
& Barbara S. L 10 Wentworth St. 1,110
Bldg. 10 Wentworth St. 19,300 20,410
Dearborn, Earl J.
& Marion Lot 5 Loon Lake 860
Lot 6 Loon Lake 520 1,380
Dearborn, Earl J.
& Marion Lot 1 - Loon Lake 1,210
Camp 2,570
Lot 8 250
Lot 9 250 4,280
Dearborn, Earl & Marion Lot 10 Loon Lake 250
Lot 12 250
Lot 13 250
Lot 7 730 1,480
Dearborn, George L. Lot - Loon Lake 130
Dearborn, Janet C. L Highland St. 900
Bldg. Highland St. 2,790 3,690
Dearborn, Lillian L Loon Lake 450
Bldg. Loon Lake 1,800
L Loon Lake 450 2,700
Dearborn, Robert W.
& Adeline 10A L off Thurlow St. 3,300
Bldg. off Thurlow St. 8,600 11,900
15
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Deming, Lawrence E.
& Celina L 7 Wentworth St. 750
Bldg. 7 Wentworth St. 7,150 7,900
Dennis, Stephen H. Stock in Trade 4,100
Desmarais, Arthur J. 5A L 11-13 Warren St. 2,050
Bldg. 11-13 Warren St. 9,310 11,360
Detwiler, Robert R.
& Betsey y2 Int. 200A Russell & Glynn
Land off Thurlow St. 4,700
DeWitt, Reginald F. L 30 Emerson St. 1,210
Bldg. 30 Emerson St. 16,740
Lots 12-13 Randolph St. 1,460 19,410
DeWitt, Reginald F.
& Phyllis L 174 No. Main St. 3,170
Bldg. 174 No. Main St. 17,250 20,420
Dicey, Arthur R., Sr. 40A Mitchell Lot of
Bridgewater Mt. 800
Dickinson, Marion L Reservoir Rd. 930
Bldg. Reservoir Rd. 6,070 7,000
Dolloff, Grover & Eleanor L i Pleasant St. 1,370
Bldg. 9 Pleasant St. 11,330 12,700
Dooley, Eugene &
Evans, Virginia L Loon Lake 1,090
Bldg. Loon Lake 2,850 3,940
Dow Associates, Inc. L No. Main St. 10,950
Jenny Station 15,690
Stock in Trade 600 27,240
Dow, Willie B., Jr. 1 Boat 30
Downing, Edward
& Julia 15A L Fairgrounds Rd. 3,700
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 3,600
Lot Fairgrounds Rd. 560 7,860
Downing, Leslie M.
& Thelma 60A Renfrew Lot, B. Hill Rd. 1,200
Downing, Lewis R.
& Rosalie L 18 Thurlow St. 1,740
Bldg. 18 Thurlow St. 7,570 9,310
Draper Division North L 8 Garland St. 1,550
Bldg. 8 Garland St. 12,200 13,750
Driscoll, Paul F., Trustee L 4 Bridge St. 500
Bldg. 4 Bridge St. 4,710 5,210
Driscoll, William J.
& Virginia L 2 Randolph St. 1,500
Bldg. 2 Randolph St. 11,220 12,720
Drouin, Donald D.
& Pauline L 18 Highlnad Ave. 1,140
Bldg. 18 Highland Ave. 10,180 11,320
Drown, Reginald E.
& Maria 10A L Rt. 3A, South 990
Duffy, Thomas G. &
Nishma 5A L Yeaton Road 1,500
Bldgs. Yeaton Road 9,300 10,800
16
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Dunlap, Laurice & Helga









L off Right of Way Loon Lk. 1,100




















Ehrlich, Gert & Anne A.
Elliott, Donald & Carol
Elliott, Eleanor M.
L 21 Wentworth St. 1,260
Bldg. 21 Wentworth St. 10,330
Lot Beech Hill Rd. 500
Trailer - Beech Hill Rd. 4,350
Land - So. Main St.
L. 4 Maple St. 1,340
Bldg. 4 Maple St. 10,980
L So. Main St. 5,200
Bldg. So. Main St. 13,300
Stock in Trade 6,500
L 3 Cummings St. 1,530
Bldg. 3 Cummings St. 12,800
Lot 3 Cummings St. 1,500
Bldg. 3 Cummings St. 1,140
L 12% Green St. 500
Bldg. 12% Green St. 3,550
Bldg. Rear 131 No. Main St. 690
Stock in Trade 3,500
10A Part of Holmes Lot
6 A L Loon Lake Rd. 1,100
Bldg. Loon Lake Rd. 7,650
L 36 Emerson St. 1,000
Bldg. 36 Emerson St. 7,210
35A L Rts. 25 North 2,040
Bldg. Rte 25 North 8,220
L 12 Hawthorne St. 990
Bldg. 12 Hawthorne St. 10,430
L 6 Hawthorne St. 900
Bldg. 6 Hawthorne St. 7,380
L Loon Lake 3,670
Bldg. Loon Lake 4,610
L Loon Lake 920
Bldg. Loon Lake 4,680
L 56 Highland St. 2,540
Bldg. 56 Highland St. 10,580
L 73 Highland St. 1,610
Bldg. 73 Highland St. 10,640
5A L Rte. 25 North
L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,070
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 7,450
L 22 Highland St. 1,310
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Elliott, Malcolm E. &
Josephine 100A L Texas Rd. 3,290
Bldg. Texas Rd. 6,650 9,940
Elliott, Robert J. &
Carole L 1 Edmunds Ct. 670
Bldg. 1 Edmunds Ct. 4,720 5,390
Elliott, Ruby B. 2A L E/S Rte. 3 900
Bldg. E/iS Rte. 3 4,340 5,240
Ennor, Lewis M. 7A 225 No. Main St. 2,150
Bldg. 225 No. Main St. 7,810 9,960
Esty, Alan E. 75A L Hoyt Hill 1,500
Evans, Charles E. &
Elizabeth L 24 Winter St. 1,400
Bldgs. Winter St. 7,400 8,800
Evans, Donald E. &
Priscilla L 7 Avery St. 870
Bldgs. 7 Avery St 8,090 8,960
Evans, Josephine 2A L Texas Hill Rd. 920
Bldg. Texas Hill Rd. 6,400 7,320
Evans, Mary L.
Heirs of 30A L Nutting Land 600
Evans, Richard C. &
Susan L 37 Pleasant St. 900
Bldg. 37 Pleasant St. 5,430 6,330
Evans, Theodore H. &
Stella L 9 Cummings St. 1,460
Bldg. 9 Cummings St. 12,560 14,020
Ewens, Eric C. & Ellen 1A L W/S Rte. 3 1,150
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 8,250
12A L E/S Rte. 3 160 9,560
Farina, Gerritt & June L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,250
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 10,390 11,640
Farley, James Stock in Trade 32,590
Farley, James F. L 36 Langdon St. 1,520
Bldg. 36 Langdon St. 9,350 10,870
Farley, James L 14 Hawthorne St. 4,100
Bldg. 14 Hawthorne St. 22,200 26,300
Farmar, Arthur G. &
Mary 8A L W/S Rte. 3 1,570
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 12,180
Stock in Trade 400 14,150
Farr, David Trailer Fairgrounds Rd. 3,600
Farrington, Hugh &
Clara 40A L E/S Rte. 3 2,310
Bldg. E/S Rte. 3 17,930 20,240
Faust, John R. &
Cynthia 2% A L W/S Rte. 3 1,070
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 9,630 10,700
Fauver, Alfred N. L School Property 500
Bldg. School House 11,050
100A Wood Lot Texas Hill 2,000 13,550
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Fauver, Alfred N. 120A L & B Texas Hill Rd. 2,400
50A Yeaton Pasture 1,000
50A Day Farm & Mt. Lot 1,000 4,400
Fauver, Alfred N.
& Bertha 100A L Old Hebron Rd. 4,700
Bldg. Old Hebron Rd. 24,700 29,400
Fauver, Alfred N. 100A L Texas Hill Rd. 2,000
Feinen, George L 40 Highland 'St. 2,030
Bldg. 40 Highland St. 14,100 16,130
Fellows, Francis &
Maxine 2A L 8 Emerson St. 3,610
Bldg. 8 Emerson St. 17,620
Stock in Trade 2,250 23,480
Ferguson, John M. &
Bertha 7A L Rte. 3A South 1,400
Bldg. Rte. 3A South 1,590 2,990
First National Stores,
Inc. Stock in Trade 39,000
Fitzgerald, Gerald D. &
Helen C. L 80 Langdon St. 980
Bldg. 80 Langdon St. 9,470 10,450
Fitzmorris, Edward J.
& Doris L D. W. Highway 1,290
Bldg. D. W. Highway 7,320 8,610
Flanders, Clarence L Smith Bridge Rd. 5,400
Bldg. Smith Bridge Rd. 1,520 6,920
Flanders, Edna, Marion
Osborne & Dorothy L Fairgrounds Rd. 2,370
Wright Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 330 2,700
Flanders, Lawrence H. L 10 Winter St. 1,000
Bldg. Winter St. 7,980 8,980
Flanders, Lawrence L. L Rte. 3 300
L Rte. 3 400
Bldg. Rte 3 640 1,340
Flanders, Richard A. &
Edna May L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,100
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 13,570 14,670
Fleming, Stella A. L 13 Broadway 920
Bldg. Broadway 6,260 7,180
Fletcher, John L 12 School St. 870
Bldg. School St. 9,390 10,260
Fletcher, John L 104 Highland St. 1,240
Bldg. Highland St. 2,800
Blodgett Lot 560 4,600
Fletcher, Roscoe P. 65A L Yeaton Rd. 4,380
Bldg. Yeaton Rd. 6,630 11,010
Fletcher, Roscoe P. 150A Morse Pasture off
Rte. 3A South 3,000
28A Wood Lot Rte. 25 N. 550 3,550
Fligg, J. Howard &
Gertrude 2A L Texas Hill Rd. 580
Bldg. Texas Hill Rd. 5,500 6,080
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Flynn, Mrs. Robert M. L D. W. Highway 2,080
Bldg. D. W. Highway 9,060 11,140
Fogg, Alice R. L 1 Langdon Park Rd. 1,440
Bldg. Langdon Park Rd. 8,070 9,510
Fogg, Robert E. &
Irene I. 6A L W/S Chaisson Rd. 1,150
Bldg. W/S Chaisson Rd. 3,500 4,650
Foley, John C. &
Marilyn L 18 Langdon St. 1,130
Bldg. Langdon St. 9,510 10,640
Forbes, Bertram L. Jr.
& Polly L 20 Pleasant St. 1,310
Bldg. Pleasant St. 6,460 7,770
Forbes, David C. 150A L S/S Rte. 25 & 3A 3,000
Fortier, Norman W. &
Marilyn L Fairgrounds Rd. 720
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 9,280 10,000
Fosburg, Robert L. &
Euvenza L 122 Highland iSt. 3,490
Bldg. Highland St. 18,470
Stock in Trade 3,850 25,810
Fosie, Herbert C. L 17 Langdon St. 720
Bldg Langdon St. 5,860 6,580
Foster, Alice P. 40A L 150 Highland St. 5,150
Bldg. 150 Highland St. 12,030 17,180
Foster, Christabelle
Heirs of L 180 No. Main St. 1,540
Bldg. No. Main St. 16,230 17,770
Foster, Edwin J.
Est. of L 178 No. Main St. 2,100
Bldg. No. Main St. 12,960 15,060
Foster, Millicent L 49 Merrill St. &
Lots 4-5-8-9 3,540
Bldg. Merrill St. 8,470 12,010
Fracher, Edmund L. L rear 103 Main St. 1,810
Fracher, Edmund L. L 105 No. Main St. 6,280
Bldg. No. Main St. 22,740 29,020
Fracher, Mrs. Emma L 8 Gould Terrace 850
Bldg. Gould Terrace 11,360 12,210
Fracher, Henry L 103 No. Main St. 7,950
Bldg. No. Main St. 17,160 25,110
Fracher, Henry 107A L Oak Ridge Rd. 4,430
Bldg. Oak Ridge Rd. 15,040 19,470
Francesco, Louis &
Dorothy L 32 Merrill St. 1,350
Bldg. Merrill St. 12,680 14,030
Francis, Charles &
Gladys M. L & B Loon Lake 5,400
Francis, John D. Lot Loon Lake 200
1 Boat 250 450
Franconia Paper Corp. 1231A Chase, Berry &
Sargent Land 12,300
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Franusiak, Walter J. &
Pauline L 71 Highland St. 2,900
Bldg. 71 Highland St. 15,550 18,450
Freeman, Harold C. &
Glenn L 1 Cummings St. 1,490
Bldg. Cummings St. 10,260 11,750
Freeto, Neale A. &
Barbara L 7 Pleasant St. 960
Bldg. Pleasant St. 9,960 10,920
French, Beatrice &
Harriet Pray L D. W. Highway 1,350
Bldg. D. W. Highway 13,390 14,740
French, John & Hope 3A Franconia Lot 100
Frey, Robert H. & Joan 7A L Reservoir Rd. 1,180
Bldg. Reservoir Rd. 9,950 11,130
Frontenac Ski Area, Inc. 70A L W/S Rte. 3 &
S/S Parker St. 4,730
Bldgs. W/S Rte. 3 &
S/S Parker St. 23,650 28,380
Fuller, Chester &
Eleanor L 38 Merrill St. 2,000
Bldg Merrill St. 4,900 6,900
Gadd, Thomas 45A L D. W. Highway 7,910
Bldg. D. W. Highway 16,350 24,260
Gagnon, Roland Trailer RFD 2 650
Gallagher, John &
Vivian L D. W. Highway 580
Bldg. D. W. Highway 9,430 10,010
Gallinger, Janice L 11 Rogers (St. 2,190
Bldg. Rogers !St. 20,780 22,970
Gannett, Thomas B. Jr.
& Marion L on Plymouth Bridgewater
Line 1,980
Gardiner, Richard C. &
Elizabeth 5A L Texas Hill Rd. 100
Geissler, Herman A. Factory Bldg. 1,100
Stock in Trade 850
Road Machinery 1,000 2,950
Geissler, Herman P. 180A L off Rte. 3A South 4,830
Bldg. off Rte. 3A South 6,290 11,120
Gekas, Anthony G. &
Irene C. L 51 Main St. 1,280
Bldg. Main St. 11,810 13,090
General Electric
Pension Trust L 139 No. Main St.
Bldg. No. Main St.
11,530
Atlantic Station 27,520 39,050
George, Gertrude L 144 Highland St. 2,510
Bldg. Highland St. 6,590 9,100
Getty Oil Co. Pumps & Tanks 1,790
Geyer's Drug Store Stock in Trade 16,800
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Geyer, John A. & Ida L Stage Coach Rd. 2,150
Bldg. Stage Coach Rd. 26,950
Stock in Trade 1,240 30,340
Geyer, John A. & Ida L Stage Coach Rd. 1,000
Gilbert, Alfred P. &
Marion L 18 Warren St. 1,110
Bldg. Warren St. 7,850 8,960
Gilbert, O'Rundle &
Ann W. 4A L Rear D. W. Highway - 700
L D. W. Highway 200
Ell & Barn D. W. Highway 6,850 7,750
Gilbert, Owen J. L 25 Langdon St. 1,250
Bldg. Langdon St. 5,840 7,090
Gilbert, Robert M. iy2A L Chiasson Rd. 150
Gilbert, Thomas A. &
Donna L 38 Pleasant St. 580
Bldg. Pleasant St. 8,460 9,040
Gilman, Alice L 12 Randolph St. 1,710
Bldg. Randolph St. 10,820 12,530
Gilman, George &
Eleanor L 6 Crawford St. 910
Bldg. Crawford St. 9,640
Stock in Trade 250 10,800
Gilpatrick, Ralph &
Edith 100A L Texas Hill Rd. 2,280
Bldg. Texas Hill Rd. 2,220 4,500
Gisler, Joseph & Hedwig L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,510
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 6,410 7,920
Glidden, Norman B. &
Agnes L 81 Langdon St. 1,850
Bldg. 81 Langdon St. 4,990 6,840
Glover, Elmer 10A L New Hebron Rd. 1,200
Bldg. New Hebron Rd. 1,760 2,960
Glover, Harold L Texas Hill Rd. 500
Bldg. Texas Hill Rd. 2,450 2,950
Gobbler Dining Room 62A L Rte. 25 North 2,800
Bldg. Rte. 25 North 7,340
Stock in Trade 500 10,640
Godbout, Gerald L Stock in Trade 5,450
Trailer R.F.D. 2 3,600 9,050
Goodrich, James &
Evelyn L 2 Langdon Park Rd. 2,140
Bldg. Langdon Park Rd. 12,780 14,920
Goulart, Thomas F. &
Mary L Tamarack Drive 1,640
Bldg. Tamarack Drive 13,620 15,260
Gould, Charles A. L No. Main St. 210
Bldg. No. Main St. 4,430
Stock in Trade 2,000 6,640
Gould, Charles L 218 North Main St. 290
Bldg. North Main St. 2,930 3,220
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Gould, Charles A. &
Meda L Reservoir Rd. 1,070
Bldg. Reservoir Rd. 10,090 11,160
Grant, Arnold J. L Thurlow St. 1,360
Grant, Christine S. L Texas Hill Rd. 300
Grass, James & Esther L W/S Yeaton Rd. 2,350
Bldgs. Yeaton Rd. 11,300 13,650
Graves, Allard Est. of L So. Main St. 4,470
Bldg. So. Main St. 25,150 29,620
Graves, Sherburne R. L Thurlow St. 560
Graves, Theodore &
Dorothy 25A L Parker St. 2,430
Bldgs Parker St. 5,600 8,030
Gray, Althea G. L Beech Hill Rd. 100
Gray, Arthur F. &
Marcia L 48-50 Highland St. 2,000
Bldgs. Highland St. 8,570 10,570
Gray, Bernard N. &
Althea L Fairgrounds Rd. 950
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 7,010 7,960
Gray, Joseph E. &
Amanda L Smith Bridge Rd. 870
Eldgs. Smith Bridge Rd. 5,020 5,890
Gray, Lewis M. Jr. &
Elizabeth L 6 Pleasant St. 900
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 8,550 9,450
Green, Reginald P. & L 10 Broadway 910
Jane Bldgs. Broadway 5,290 6,200
Green, William &
Annette 1 Maple St. 1,800
Bldgs. Maple St. 17,960 19,760
Greene, Milton E. L 46 Pleasant St. 1,150
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 6,510 7,660
Greenwood, Gladys L Beech Hill Rd. 500
Bldgs. Beech Hill Rd. 3,560 4,060
Gregson, Robert M. &
Jill 17A L Dick Brown Rd. 340
Gross, Clarence E. &
Edith 10A L Rte. 3A & 25 West 2,050
Bldgs. Rte. 3A & 25 West 10,220 12,270
Grote, Joseph A. &
Rita E. L Rte. 3 3,550
Bldgs. Rte. 3 38,340 41,890
Guemple, Betty L. L Old Hebron Rd. 840
Guinan, Dorothy L 80-82 Highland St. 2,480
Bldgs. Highland St. 14,120 16,600
Guinan, Theodore A. Jr. Stock in Trade 25,000
Gulf Oil Corp. L So. Main St. 3,880
Bldgs. Main St. 14,360
Tanks & Pumps 9,620
Bldgs. Railroad Sq. 6,690 34,550
Description and Value OF AL
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Gulf Oil Corp. Stock in Trade 8,300
Pumps & Tanks 2,000 10,300
Gushea, Emmett & Anne L N/S Parker St. 950
Bldgs. Parker St. 7,950 8,900
Hadley, Stanley L 1 Crawford St. 520
Bldgs. 1 Crawford St. 6,440 6,960
Hale, Robert F. &
Beverly L 19 Broadway 1,040
Bldgs. 19 Broadway 9,400 10,440
Haley, Donald & Pearl 3A L Rte. 3A Trow Land
& Jones Lot 60
Hall, D. Sheldon 25A L Beech Hill Rd. 1,440
Bldgs. Beech Hill Rd. 8,210 9,650
Hall, Ethel S. L 14 Broadway 800
Bldgs. 14 Broadway 10,170 10,970
Hall, Mrs. Lona L E/S Rte. 3 490
Bldgs. E/S Rte. 3 1,960
Bell Bldgs. E/S Rte. 3 350 2,800
Hall, Samuel G. &
Berenice L Tenney Mountain 2,850
Bldgs. Tenney Mt. 16,910 19,760
Hall, Samuel G. &
Berenice 715A L Tenney Mountain 16,550
Hammond, Everett F. 10A L Beech Hill Rd. 890
Bldgs. Beech Hill Rd. 11,100 11,990
Hammond, Everett G. &
Norma L Batchelder St. 2,900
Bldgs. Batchelder St. 10,200 13,100
Hammond, Everett G. &
Norma 1 Boat 400
Hampson, Eric W. &
Asta L 40 Russell St. 800
Bldgs. 40 Russell St. 10,000 10,800
Hanaford, Frank 4A L W/S Rte. 3 1,200
Bldgs. W/S Rte. 3 8,370 9,570
Hanscomb, Walter
Est. of 1A L Texas Hill Rd. 350
Hansen, Relma S. L S/S Cummings Hill Rd. 650
Bldgs. Cummings Hill Rd. 6,530 7,180
Hanson, Arthur &
Elizabeth L Thurlow St. 1,400
Bldgs. Thurlow 'St. 27,550 28,950
Harding, Harry H. L Cummings Hill Rd. 110
Harding, Jessie L Cummings Hill Rd. 570
Bldgs. Cummings Hill Rd. 6,440 7,010
Harris Bros. Stock in Trade 16,500
Hart, A. Roger 1 Boat 150
Hartman, Paul E. &
Jane D. L 18 High St. 1,180
Bldgs. 18 High St. 11,770 12,950
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Hartman, Van A. &
Beatrice L Stage Coach Rd. 1,050
Bldgs. Stage Coach Rd. 15,970
L Stage Coach Rd. 1,000 18,020
Haskell Toy Shop, Inc. Stock in Trade 10,200
Haskell, Robert A. &
Joyce L 151 Highland St. 2,950
Bldgs. Highland St. 10,220 13,170
Hastie, W. Glen &
Gladys L 19 Wentworth St. 980
Bldgs. Wentworth St. 9,690 10,670
Hatch, G. Cecil (J8A L Rte. 3A & 25 West 4,830
Bldgs. Rte. 3A & 25 West 12,950 17,780
Hatch, G. Cecil
& Velma L Rte. 3A & 25 West 950
Bldgs. Rte. 3A & 25 West 15,260 16,210
Havlock, Elwood &
Aletea L 60 Pleasant St. 2,750
Bldgs. 60 Pleasant St. 5,870 8,620
Hawes, Linwood A. &
Margaret L 33 Merrill St. 1,670
Bldgs. 33 Merrill St 11,020 12,690
Hawkensen, Virginia L. L 1 Randolph St. 2,570
Bldgs. Randolph St. 19,700 22,270
Heal, Edwin L. & Son L So. Main St. 12,350
Bldgs. So. Main St 35,100 47,450
Heal, E. L. & Son Stock in Trade 38,450
Road Machinery 1,800 40,250
Heal, Edwin L. & Gladys L 140 Highland St. 3,530
Bldgs. Highland St. 17,610
3A L Tamarack Drive 300 21,440
Heal, Edwin L., Edwin
W. & Gladys Lot 3 Smith St. 200
Lot 4 Smith 'St. 200 400
Heinstrom, Edward R.
& Theda 35A L Rte. 3 1,180
Henderson, George F. &
Georgia L Maple St. 1,320
Bldgs. Maple St. 11,780 13,100
Noseworthy, John &
Ruth and Harry &
Edna Herbert L 88 Langdon St. 2,240
Bldgs. Langdon St. 12,480 14,720
Hicks, Vivian L. 5A L Fairgrounds Rd. 780
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 2,210 2,990
Hill, Katherine 2A Rear Fairgrounds Rd. 40
Hillier, Clifford &
Helen M. L 25 Wentworth St. 1,060
Bldgs. Wentworth St. 8,470 9,530
Hinds, Bernard C. L 9 Bayley Ave. 750
Bldgs. 9 Bayley Ave. 11,990 12,740
Hixon, Dawn R. 9A L Cummings Hill Rd. 180
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Hoagland, Hazel L Texas Hill Rd. 500
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 5,120 5,620
Hobart, Hazel 5A L Thurlow St. 3,730
Bldgs. Thurlow St. 4,860 8,590
Hobart, Kenneth A. &
Hazel 3A L E/S Rte. 3 1,250
Bldgs. E/S Rte. 3 9,100 10,350
Hodgkins, Willard H. &
Helen M. L 37 High St. 1,620
Bldgs. 37 High St. 9,710 11,330
Hogan, James J. &
Nancy L 16 Merrill St. 3,020
Bldgs. 16 Merrill 'St. 7,900 10,920
Holland, Raymond B. &
Carolyn L 27 Highland Ave. 2,560
Bldgs. Highland Ave. 12,000 14,560
Holland, Robert C. &
Clarice L 17 Thurlow St. 990
Bldgs. Thurlow St. 6,030 7,020
Holt, Grace L WAS Rte. 3 490
Bldgs. W/S Rte. 3 1,920 2,410
Holt, Woodbury &
Jacqueline L W/S Rte. 3 710
Bldgs. W/S Rte. 3 4,660
L W/S Rte. 3 640 6,010
Homer, Russell S. L 35 Merrill St. 1,880
Bldg. Merrill St. 9,080 10,960
Houghton, Harry B. Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 3,230
Houghton, Harry B.
& Alice L 13 So. Main St.. 1,060
Bldgs. 13 So. Main St 14,640 15,700
Houghton, Herbert W.
& Grace L Pleasant St. Ext. S/S 1,500
L Pleasant St. Ext. N/E 690
Trailer Pleasant St. Ext. 5,400 7,590
Houston, Ellen Jane L 13 Pleasant St. 900
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 5,760 6,660
Houston, Norman J. &
Rose Marie L 4 Gould Terrace 960
Bldg. Gould Terrace 8,220 9,180
Howard, Wesley C. Sr. L 11 Pleasant St. 1,270
& Dora Bldg. Pleasant St. 13,630 14,900
Howe, Margaret L 91 Highland St. 3,680
Bldgs. Highland St. 12,070 15,750
Howes, Forrest C. &
Olive L 28 Winter St. 570
Bldg 28 Winter St. 5,190 5,760
Howes, Forrest E. &
Louis L Texas Hill Rd. 500
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 6,890 7,390
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Hubert, Marilyn &
Conrad L 23 Merrill St. 1,280
Bldgs. Merrill St. 7,910 9,190
Huckins, Charles N. L 107-109 Main St. 15,090
Bldgs. Main St. 26,940 42,030
Huckins, Edith M. L 8 Rogers St. 360
Bldgs. 8 Rogers St. 4,640 5,000
Huckins, Edwin &
Norma 80A L E/S Rte. 3 3,640
1A L W/S Rte. 3 20 3,660
Huckins, Milton W. 15A Land
36A Part Great Horse
1,500
Pasture 720 2,220
Huckins, Stanley H. &
Nina 34A L Dick Brown Rd. 2,150
Bldgs. Dick Brown Rd. 7,580 9,730
Huckins, Stanley &
Nina 3 Cows 450
Other Cattle 650 1,100
Hudson, Marion L 8 Merrill St 2,300
Bldgs. 8 Merrill St. 8,260 10,560
Humble Oil &
Refining Co. L 131 No. Main St. 15,100
Bldgs. No. Main St. 24,480
Pumps & Tanks 2,590 42,170
Hunt, Lawrence L Fairgrounds Rd. 2,020
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 7,580 9,600
Hurme, Veikko 0. &
Eugenia 3A L Thurlow St. 3,650
Bldgs. Thurlow St. 15,940 19,590
Hussey, Harold 0. &
Harriett 38A L Quincy Rd. 3,050
Bldgs. Quincy Rd. 8,690
55A L Quincy Rd. 800 12,540
Hussey, Harold 0. &
Harriett 20 Cows 3,000
Hussey, Robert C. &
Anita L 35 So. Main St. 2,450
Bldgs. So. Main St. 1,500 3,950
Hutchins, Harry R. &
Shirley L 12 Wentworth St. 1,080
Bldgs. Wentworth St. 11,450 12,530
Hutchins, Howard K. &
Beatrice L W/S Rte. 3 950
Bldgs. W/S Rte. 3 6,150
4A L E/S Rte. 3 200 7,300
Hutchins, Royce H. &
Barbara 23A L Fairgrounds Rd. 4,670
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 6,790 11,460
Hyland, Kerwin E. &
Jean 25A L Chaisson Rd. 1,500






Ireland, Chester & Lois
Ireland, Chester & Lois
Ireland Lumber Co., Inc.
Jackson, Stanley W. &
Susan W.









Jenness, John L. &
Clara








Jones, George & Alice
Jones, Newell H. &
Norma M. Gleason
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L Beech Hill Rd. 660
Bldg. Beech Hill Rd. 5,990 6,650
Stock in Trade 50,000
2A L Yeaton Rd. 1,250
Bldg. Yeaton Rd. 15,440
30A L Gibson Lot-Res. Rd. 600
7A L Johnson Lot
Yeaton Rd. 140 17,430
2A L Pike Hill Rd. 100
35A L Fairgrounds Rd. 700 800
Saw Mill 7,310
Stock in Trade 27,300 34,610
75A L Bell Road 1,500
L Cummings Hill Rd. 1,250
Bldg. Cummings Hill Rd. 10,700 11,950
Stock in Trade 3,900
Land Merrill St. 600
100A L W/S Rte. 3 2,400
Bldg. W/S Rte. 3 200
18A L Cummings Hill Rd. 900 3,500
1A Land for TV Tower
Stage Coach Road 2,000
L 34 High St. 900
Bldg. High St. 10,400 11,300
Road Machinery 1,800
Trailer Fairgrounds Rd. 3,800
6 2/3A L 1/3 Int. Rogers Lot
45A L Texas Hill Rd. 2,200
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 3,300
10A L Mitchell & Glynn Lots 200
18A L Atwood & Forbes Land 360
6 2/3A L 1/3 Int
Rogers Lot
Pumps & Tanks
6A L Smith St.
Bldgs. Smith St.
L 7 Crawford St.
Bldg. Crawford St.
55A Land D. W. Highway
L Fairgrounds Rd.
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd.
6A L Cummings Hill Rd.
Bldgs. Cummings Hill Rd.
L Loon Lake
Bldgs. Loon Lake
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Jordan, Albert D. &
Louize L 5 Langdon Park Road 1,360
Bldg. Langdon Park Rd. 12,220 13,580
Jordan, Heirs of Clara 3A L River Rd. 530
Bldg. River Rd. 1,100 1,630
Jordan, Clarence C. &
Mary- Land E/iS Rt. 3 1,000
Jordan, James R. &
Marguerite B. L. Loon Lake 300
Bldg. Loon Lake 3,150 3,450
Jordan, James R. &
Marguerite B. L Loon Lake-Lot 1 500
L Loon Lake-Lot 2 1,980
75A Loon Lake 1,500 3,980
Joyce, Sumner W. & L Smith Bridge Rd. 850
Phyllis E. Bldg. Smith Bridge Rd. 5,450
Trailer Smith Bridge Rd. 300 6,600
Kaiser, Wolfgang W. Trailer on N. Jacques Land 200
Kearney, Marcia L 55 Langdon St. 1,090
Bldg. Langdon St. 6,420 7,510
Keeney, Robert L. &
Jeannette L 55 Pleasant St. 1,100
Bldg. Pleasant St. 8,050 9,150
Kegan, Edith M. 10A L Rte. 3A South 1,330
Bldg. Rte. 3A South 6,400 7,730
Kelley, Henry T. &
Mary 23A L off Rte. 3A & 25 West 2,290
Bldg. off Rte. 3A & 25 West 4,790
1A L off Rte. 3A & 25 West 1,150
Garage 5,050 13,280
Kelley, Henry T. &
Mary Stock in Trade
Stock in Trade
3,500
Plymouth Thrift Shop 500
Pumps & Tank 800 4,800
Kelley, Margaret L Russell Terrace 500
Bldg. Russell Terrace 6,620
Stock in Trade 350 7,470
Kelley, Willis & Carolyn L Smith Bridge Rd. 950
Trailer Smith Bridge Rd. 4,400 5,340
Kelly, Audrey L 83 Langdon St. 1,510
Bldg. Langdon St. 13,160 14,670
Kelsey, Eliza L 8%A Rogers St. 1,080
Bldg. Rogers St. 6,890 7,970
Kendrick, F. W. Co., Inc.L 4B Rear South Main St. 700
Bldg. Rear South Main St. 1,540 2,240
Kendrick, F. W. Co., Inc. Stock in Trade 1,400
Tanks 1,440 2,840
Keniston, Dale F. 1 Boat 100
Keniston, Malcolm L. L 7 Garland St. 1,350
Bldg. 7 Garland St. 9,970 11,320
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Keniston, Martha 25A L Morse Lot 500
1V2A Avery Lot in Quill 150
8A L First Cutter Lot-Pig 160
14A L Kendrick-Cayes Lot 280 1,090
Keniston, Martha 8%A L Russell Lot 170
9A L Second Cutter Lot 180
20A L Pike Hill 400 750
Keniston, Miriam &
Rachel 140A L W/S 8 Thurlow St. 8,630
Bldg. W/S 8 Thurlow St. 16,880 25,510
Kenneson, Guy L Highland St. 2,250
Bldg. Highland St. 13,500
% Int. Lot 3A 500
Road Machinery 21,050 37,300
Kenyon, John & Jeanne 5A L GVToulton Land-Loon Lake 100
Kerr, Earline F. L 19 Maple St. 1,300
Bldg. 19 Maple St. 14,100 15,400
Keyworth, J. Gordon L 6 Maple St. 1,360
Bldg. 6 Maple St. 13,700 15,060
Kidder, Maurice A. 8A L Rte. 3A South 1,130
Bldg. Rte. 3A South 6,060
Stock in Trade 800 7,990
Kidder, Sherwood M. &
Carol 123 V2A L Loon Lake Rd. 4,150
Bldg. Loon Lake Rd. 6,600 10,750
Kilgo, John 5/8A L Tenney Mt. Lot #7 1,950
Bldg. L. Tenney Mt. Lot #7 450 2,400
King, John W. & June 2A L N/6 Cummings Hill Rd. 570
Bldg. N/S Cummings
; Hill Rd. 5,260 5,830
Kingsley, Darwin P. L Fairgrounds Rd. 870
Trailer 5,650 6,520
Kingsley, Chester & Ethel 17A L Tenney Mt. Rd. 720
Bldg. Tenney Mt. Rd 2,140 2,860
Kinsley, Neil Trailer Tenney Mt. Rd. 1,500
Kivi, Eino & Araminta 125A L Rte. 3A South 2,500
Klaybor, Margaret L E/S Rte. 3 Lower Intervale 450
Bldg. Rte. 3 Lower Intervale 1,950 2,400
Klose, Fred W. & Bertha9C 4,250
Bldgs. Old Hebron Rd. 19,100
100A Wescott Lot 2,000 25,350
Knight, Frederick & Nora 3A L Rte. 3A ! 950
Bldg. Rte. 3A South 9,570 10,520
Kochellek, Jessie M. L Reservoir Rd. 380
Bldg. Reservoir Rd. 2,010 2,390
Kruger, Albert & Doris Lot Langdon St. 1,670
Laauwe, William & SadieL E/S Rte. 3
A
600
Bldgs. Rte 3A 10,550 11,150
Lacourse, George A. &
Ethel 6A L Cooksville Rd. 1,350
Bldgs. Cooksville Rd. 6,980 8,330
LaCroix, Lionel & Aldea L 141 Highland St. 920
1 Bldgs. 141 Highland St 6,570 7,490
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LaCroix, Lionel Trailer Highland St 7,050
LaFleur, Osborne W.
& Mildred L 47 Highland St. 2,000
Bldgs. 47 Highland St. 11,790 13,790
LaFontaine, Frederick
& Patricia L 63 Highland St. 2,300
Bldgs. 63 Highland St. 9,100 11,400
LaFontaine, Frederick
& Patricia L 65 Highland St. 2,490
Bldgs. 65 Highland St. 22,410
Lot 65 Highland St. 210 25,110
LaFontaine, Frederick
& Patricia Stock in Trade 3,000
Lamere, Blanche L 69 Langdon St. 1,240
Bldgs. 69 Langdon St. 7,260 8,500
Landry, Geraldine M. L 3 Avery St. 820
Bldgs. 3 Avery St. 8,720 9,540
Lanoie, Emile L 6 Gould Terrace 740
Bldgs. 6 Gould Terrace 8,210 8,950
LaPoint, John A. &
Doris L River Rd. 700
Bldgs. River Rd. 8,750 9,450
LaPoint, Rene & Ellen L Fairgrounds Rd. 950
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 5,200 6,150
Largent, John R. Jr. &
Josephine 12 Cooper St. 1,130
Bldgs. 12 Cooper St. 9,140 10,270
Lasher, J. Gordon &
Claire L 54 Langdon St. 1,290
Bldgs. 54 Langdon St. 9,180 10,470
Lasher, J. Gordon &
Claire Stock in Trade 7,000
Latuch, Marguerite L Avery St. 760
Bldgs. Avery St. 2,400 3,160
Latulippe, Rene 40A L off Rte. 25 800
Learned, Clifford B. &
Hazel 5A L 97 Highland St. 2,660
Bldgs. 97 Highland St. 2,520
4A L off Highland St. 430 5,610
Learned, Hazel L 99 Highland St. 640
Bldg. Highland St. 6,390
L 97 Highland St. 2,260
Bldgs. Highland St. 15,530 24,820
Leduc, Paul D. &
Florence 29A L Chiasson Rd. 1,210
Bldgs. Chiasson Rd. 5,050
Bldgs. Chiasson Rd. 3,600 9,860
Leduc, Paul D. &
Florence L N/S Rte. 25 400
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Lenentine, G. Philip &
Mary L Tobey Rd. 2,500
Bldgs. 6 Tobey Rd. 6,750
Bldgs. 8 Tobey Rd. 10,600 19,850
Lenentine, Guy P. &
Mary L 4 Merrill Terrace 2,500
Bldgs. 4 Merrill Terr. 17,350 19,850
Lenentine, Halston 0. &
Jean L off Stage Coach Rd. 2,250
Bldgs. off Stage Coach Rd. 19,000 21,250
Lenentine, Halston L Rte. 3 2,400
Lessard, Edgar W. Jr. Trailer D. W. Highway 1,820
L 25 High St. 1,860
Bldgs. High St. 13,810
Stock in Trade 15,000 32,490
Lessard, Heirs of
Edgar W. L 117-121 No. Main St. 9,670
Bldgs. No. Main St. 29,010
Bldgs. No. Main St. 6,710 45,390
Levoy, Milan C. & Doris L 31 Merrill St. 2,130
Bldgs. 31 Merrill St. 9,200 11,330
Lewison, Wayne C. &
Opal 3A L Stony Brook Rd. 2,610
Bldgs. Stony Brook Rd. 16,760
iy2A Stony Brook Rd. 150 19,520
Linton, George H. &
Priscilla Land Reservoir Road 750
Little, Henry A. &
Marion L 63-65 Langdon St. 1,150
Bldgs. Langdon St. 9,340 10,490
Little, Robert H. &
Irene L Loon Lake 1,450
Bldgs. Loon Lake 2,550 4,000
Ljunggren, Elvira V. 13A L off Rte. 3A South 740
Bldgs. off Rte. 3A South 1,790 2,530
Locke, Bert D. & Edna L 9 Crawford St. 720
Bldgs. 9 Crawford St. 7,170 7,890
Locklin, Estella L D, W. Highway 3,310
Bldgs. D. W. Highway 7,820 11,130
Logan, Frank A. &
Hilda L 12 Broadway 1,050
Bldgs. 12 Broadway 10,010
L off Hawthorne St. 360 11,420
Logan, Fred & Amanda L 54 Pleasant St. 1,750
Bldgs. 54 Pleasant St. 6,700 8,450
Loizeaux, Suzanne L 70 Highland St. 1,710
Bldgs. Highland St. 15,620
L 1 Summer St. 2,030
Bldgs. Summer St. 16,750 36,110
Loizeaux, Suzanne L 8 Cummings St. 1,230
Bldgs. 8 Cummings St 13,320 14,550
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Loizeaux, Suzanne 69A L Rte. 3A & 25 West 2,530
Bldgs. Rte. 3A & 25 W. 11,570
50A L Rte. 3A & 25 W. 1,000 15,100
Lonergan, Joseph &
Mary L S/S Pleasant St. Ext. 950
Bldgs. Pleasant St. Ext. 9,200 10,150
Long, Harold C. &
Doris L 15 High St. 1,370
Bldgs. High St. 13,070 14,440
Long, Joseph & Emma 5A L off Rte. 3A 2,450
Bldgs. off Rte. 3A 15,200 17,650
Loomis, William T. &
Altha L 44 Langdon St. 1,510
Bldgs. Langdon St. 11,850 13,360
Loomis, William &
Altha I boat 150
Loon Lake Conservation
Assoc. 14A Chiasson Rd. 280
Lopez, Richard Ela &
Leonard 65A L off W/S Rte. 3 1,580
Bldgs. off W/S Rte. 3 1,650 3,230
Lovett, Ralph L 23 Broadway 1,910
Bldgs. Broadway 10,540 12,450
Lower Intervale Grange L E/S Rte. 3 500
Bldgs. Rte. 3 2,810 3,310
Lurie, Samuel & Ruth L 3 Weeks St. 650
Bldgs. 3 Weeks St. 12,840 13,490
Lyon, Marian 5A Old Hebron Rd. 1,150
Bidgs. Old Hebron Rd. 4,790 5,940
MacConnell, William P.
& Shirley L Loon Lake 780
Bldgs. Loon Lake 3,550 4,330
MacDonald, Alan &
Arlene 2A L S/S Cummings Hill Rd.
Bldgs. S/S Cummings Hill
Rd 3,360 3,880
MacDonald, Boyd M.
& Ann L Fairgrounds Rd. 650
Trailer Fairgrounds Rd. 5,670 6,320
MacDonald, John &
Joan 8A L E/S Rte. 3 1,500
Bldgs. E/S Rte. 3 9,110 10,610
MacDonald, William Jr. 15A L W/S Rte. 3 North 10,020
Bldgs. W/S Rte. 3 North 9,750 19,770
MacGregor, Caswell E.
& Mabel 100A L Old Hebron Rd. 5,060
Bldgs. Old Hebron Rd. 14,610 19,670
MacKenzie, Malcolm C.
& Mildred L 59 Langdon St. 1,060
Bldgs. Langdon St. 10,420 11,480
MacLeod, Wendell C.
& June L 15 Langdon St. 700
Bldgs. Langdon St. 6,800 7,500
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MacNeil, Allen K. &
Evelyn L 24 Russell St. 1,350
Bldgs. 24 Russell St 11,300 12,650
MacPherson, Keith &
Phyllis 2A L 100 Tobey Rd. 1,040
Bldgs. 100 Tobey Rd. 15,430 16,470
McAulay, Hazel L off Smith St. 810
Bldgs. Smith St. 8,810 9,620
McCarthy, Constance L 27 Russell St. 780
Bldgs. 27 Russell St. 8,930 9,710
McCarthy, Thomas P. L 22 High St. 1,930
Bldgs. 22 High St. 15,800 17,730
McCormack, Richard S.
& Janet L Pleasant St. 600
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 9,200 9,800
McCrillis, Ruth L 32 Highland St. 2,310
Bldgs. 32 Highland St. 15,050 17,360
McCutcheon, Celia L 29 Langdon St. 1,200
Bldgs. Langdon St. 9,230 10,430
McCutcheon, Stanley 3A Land Beech Hill Rd. 340
McDevitt, William J.
& Faith L Loon Lake 1,550
Bldgs. Loon Lake 3,740 5,290
McElroy, Dorothy W. L Hunt Rd. 1,560
Bldgs. Hunt Rd. 1,720 3,280
McFarland, Ethel L Crescent St. 700
Bldgs. Crescent St. 4,450 5,150
McGill, Sheldon R. &
Miriam L 5 Avery St. 920
Bldgs. Avery St. 6,100 7,020
McGlone, Barbara L 10 Cummings St. 850
Bldgs. Cummings St. 9,960 10,810
Mclver, Frederick D. L 1 Garland St. 1,400
Bldgs. 1 Garland St. 13,560 14,960
McLoud, Charles R. &
Lois L Fairgrounds Rd. 940
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 9,210
Stock in Trade 2,500 12,650
McLoud, Merlond E. Sr. 10A L Fairgrounds Rd. 800
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 4,980
9A L Chiasson St. 310 6,090
McLoud, Merlond E. Sr. Road Machinery 12,130
McWilliams, Norman &
Micheline I. D. W. Highway 1,920
Bldgs. D. W. Highway 13,940 15,860
Mackay, Blanche A. 8A Fairgrounds Rd. 1,550
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 5,140 6,690
Macri, Salvatore & Irene Lot Crescent St. 300
Madore, Percy &
Theresa I, 15 Wentworth St. 920
Bldgs. Wentworth St. 8,380 9,300
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Main, Robert E. &
Dorothy 4A L Rte. 3A 1,850
Bldgs. Rte. 3A 23,000 24,850
Marco, Lena D. SA L Rte. 3A 390
Bldgs. Rte. 3A 890 1,280
Marrer, Kenneth P. &
Mary Jane L 3 Randolph St. 2,910
Bldgs. Randolph St. 15,960 18,870
Marriott, Robert J. &
Freda L Silver Lane 1,560
Bldgs. Silver Lane 16,160 17,720
Marsden, Harold &
Gloria L Cummings Hil Rd. 60
Bldg. Cummings Hill Rd. 100 160
Martel, Alice L 10 Rogers St. 1,160
Bldgs. 10 Rogers St. 8,510 9,670
Martin, Annie L. 100A off Dick Brown Rd. 2,080
Bldgs. off Dick Brown Rd. 1,640 3,720
Martin, R. Preston 42A L Dick Brown Rd. 2,150
Bldgs. Dick Brown Rd. 11,570
L Dick Brown Rd. 500
Bldgs. Dick Brown Rd. 7,310 21,530
Matthews, Harold W. L 43 Pleasant St. 2,320
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 7,620 9,940
Matthey, Gloria G. L Loon Lake 1,140
(Bldgs. Loon Lake 2,660 3,800
Mayhew, James F. &
Eileen L Silver Lane 3,100
Bldgs. Silver Lane 15,430
Lots McLean St. 1,480 20,010
Mayhew, James L Manle St. &
Pleasant St. Ext. 3,960
Mayhew, James Stock in Trade 9,000
Mayhew, James 1 Boat 600
Mayhew, Kelsie W. &
Mabel L Highland St. 2,400
Bldgs. Highland St. 10,250 12,650
Maynard, Evelyn L 3 Keeble St. 1,010
Bldgs. 3 Keeble St. 9,030 10,040
Maynard, William &
Henrietta White Shop — R. R. Square 600
Mayo, Leo J. & Lorraine L 32 Russell St. 1,330
Bldgs, 32 Russell St. 9,460 10,790
Melanson, Roy E. 75A L Plymouth Mountain 1,500
Merrill, Leonard 0. L Highland St. 2,640
Bldgs. Highland St. 9,930 12,570
Merrill, Richard I. 50 A L So. West Plymouth 1,000
Merrill, Russell & Edna L Batchelder St. 1,950
Bldgs. Batchelder St. 16,550 18,500
Merrimack Farmers'
Exchange, Inc. L Railroad Sq. 2,860
Bldg. Railroad Sq. 21,960
Stock in Trade 14,500 39,320
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Merritt, William B. &
Helen L Rte. 3A South 850
Bldgs. Rte. 3A South 5,110 5,960
Miclon, Delphia &
Gertrude 25A L Rte 3 4,420
Trailer 5,500
Trailer 2,100 12,020
Millar, James L 12 Rogers St. 1,540
Bldgs. Rogers St. 8,690 10,230
Miller, Inc. 0. A. L 150 No. Main St. 28,240
Bldgs. & Machinery 75,160
Stock in Trade 152,800 256,200




Stock in Trade 5,000 15,300
Minickiello, Antonio &
Tl AVI C? L 34 Pleasant St. 1,160-L»UI IS
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 9,630
L 167 No JMiain St. 5,250
Bldgs. No. Main St. 9,090 25,130
Minickiello, Dario &
Elizabeth J.





Lot Buckland Ave. 1,230 18,730
Elizabeth J. L 13 Russell St. 830
Minickiello, Faust &
Bldgs. 13 Russell St. 7,090 7,920
Dario L 45 Main St. 2,500
Bldgs. Main St. 30,300
L 43 Main St. 1,500
Minickiello, Faust
Bldgs. 43 Main St.




Bldgs. Russell St. 12,150
3A L Rte. 3 1,050 14,940
Minnon, Howard F. &
Lois L 6-8 School St. 1,330
Bldgs. School St. 11,260 12,590
Mitchell, Heirs of
Leonard 175A L Dick Brown Rd. 3,500
Mitchell, Neal D. &
Viola L 13 Thurlow St. 1,180
Bldgs. Thurlow St. 10,060 11,240
Monroe, Beryl C. L S/S Quincy Rd. 750
Bldgs. S/'S Quincy Rd. 300 1,050
Monroe, Raymond Trailer Quincy Rd. 2,300
Moody, Grace P. L Highland St. 1,960
Bldgs. Highland St. 8,190 10,150
Moore, William T. &
Jane Ellen L 12 Buckland Ave. 2,920
Bldgs. Buckland Ave. 15,770 18,690
Moore, William T. Stock in Trade 7,000
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Morrill, Alice C. L 18 Wentworth St. 920
Bldgs. 18 Wentworth St. 7,500 8,420
Warner Morrill Inc. L Rte. 3 800
Morris, Thomas L. &
Dorothy L 32 Merrill St. 2,030
Bldgs. Merrill St. 9,300 11,330
Morrison, Ivanetta L 78 Highland St. 2,300
Bldgs. Highland St. 11,090
Stock in Trade 1,500 14,890
Morrison, Nyleen 6A 1/3 Int.
Intervale Rogers Lots 130
Morse, Charles H. L 50 Merrill St. 1,360
Bldgs. Merrill St. 1,630 2,990
Morse, Charles H. 1 Boat 300
Morse, Charles H.
& Marion L 52 Merrill St. 1,520
Bldgs. Merrill St. 9,140 10,660
Morse, Horace & Norma L 212 No. Main St. 240
Bldgs. No. Main St. 5,160 5,400
Morse, Tommy & Phyllis L 12 Cummings St. 850
Bldgs. Cummings St. 9,670 10,520
Morton, Eugene D. &
Patricia L 36 Pleasant St. 970
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 7,260 8,230
Morton, Wallace L 19 Thurlow St. 990
Bldgs. Thurlow St. 6,330 7,320
Moses, Harold A. &
Sara L 14 Cummings St. 720
Bldgs. Cummings St. 9,920 10,640
Morton, M. &
Ella Moses L 101 No. Main St. 190
Bldgs. No. Main St. 2,240
Lot No. Main St. 110
Lot No. Main St. 160 2,700
Moses, Roland G. &
Janet L 11 Cummings St. 1,060
Bldgs. Cummings St. 9,660 10,720
Moulton, Clifton R. &
Annie L Cummings Hill Rd. 930
Bldgs. Cummings Hill Rd. 6,380 7,310
Moulton, Clifton R. &
Annie 1 Boat 100
Murgatroy, Bernard B.
& Mabel L 24-26 Merrill St. 1,400
Bldgs. Merrill St. 14,650 16,050
Murphy, Walter L. &
Joan E. L 10 Randolph St. 1,850
Bldgs. Randolph St. 13,650
L Batchelder St. 770 16,270
Muzzey, Maurice H. &
Elva L 1 Foster St. 1,920
Bldgs. 1 Foster St. 8,800 10,720
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Patricia L Foster St. 1,450
Bldgs. Foster St. 11,100 12,550
Nelson, Carl E. &
Beulah L 1 Maple St. 1,310
Bldg. 1 Maple St. 10,080 11,390
Nelson, Hazel L 42 Langdon St. 1,050
Bldg. Langdon St. 4,450 5,500
Newberry Plymouth
Corporation Main St. — Rollins Block 46,790
Newberry Plymouth
Corporation L Main St . 28,700
Bldg. Main St. 241,500 270,200
J. J. Newberry Co. Stock in Trade 123,300
New England Tel. &
Tel. Co. L Cor. High & Langdon St. 2,350
Bldg. High & Langdon St. 70,870 73,220
N. H. Electric
Cooperative, Inc. L 2 Post Office Sq. 7,150
Bldg. P. 0. Sq. 56,800
Electric Property 17,440 81,390
N. H. Electric
Cooperative, Inc. Stock in Trade 490
Wood & Lumber 3,890 4,380
Nielsen, Niels F. Jr. &
Louise L Fairgrounds Rd. 700
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 12,050 12,750
Nims, Raymond 159 A L Fairgrounds Rd. 5,140
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 11,000
20A L Chiasson Rd. 400 16,540
Nims, Raymond 20 Cows 3,000
6 other Cattle 600 3,600
Nine, William G. 25A Land Chiasson Rd. 500
Nolan, Dorothy B. 38A Blake Pasture 760
Lot Rte. 3A 800 1,560
Norco Corp. 197A L Fairgrounds Rd. 8,740
27A L Fairgrounds Rd. 2,700 11,440
Noseworthy, Greta L 25 Merrill St. 1,910
Bldg. 25 Merrill St. 8,510 10,420
Noseworthy, John &
Ruth L Cor. Merrill and
Langdon Sts. 870
Noyes, William E. L Crescent St. 800
Bldg. Crescent St. 7,850 8,650
Noyes, William H. &
Anyce L Parker St. 1,990
Bldg. Parker St. 21,350
L N/S Parker St. 500 23,840
Noyes, William H. &
Anyce L Loon Lake 620
Bldg. Loon Lake 2,190 2,810
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Nutting. Lawrence H. & 80A L Hussey Lot 1,600
Mary E. Moody
Nutting, L. H. 10A L Flynn Lot 200
O'Leary, Dennis L Loon Lake 1,450
Bldg. Loon Lake 3,800 5,250
Oliver, Raymond L Loon Lake 840
Bldgs. Loon Lake 3,480 4,320
Olmstead, Shirley H. L 46 Highland St. 2,410
Bldg. Highland St. 17,330 19,740
O'Neill, Robert E &
Audrey L 17 Warren St. 640
Bldg. Warren St. 1,850
L 6 Rogers St. 1,700
Bldg. Rogers St. 8,510 12,700
Orr, Rosamund S. 52A L Texas Hill Rd. 1,880
Bldg. Texas Hill Rd. 8,960 10,840
Orzano, John 4A Rte. 3A & 25 West 1,300
Bldg. 3A & 25 West 13,910
Land 3A & 25 West 1,150
Machine Shop 3A & 25 W. 20,330 36,690
Orzano, John Stock in Trade 5,500
O'Shea, Mary C. L 23 Langdon St. 950
Bldg Langdon St. 7,550 8,500
Palmer, Harold H.
& Ida L 36 S. Main St. 2,960
Bldgs. S. Main St. 6,600 9,560
Paquette, A. J. &
Charlotte L 1 Merrill St. 2,570
Bldgs. Merrill St. 18,360 20,930
Paquette, Maurice G. &
Sylvia 2A L Parker St. 870
Bldgs. Parker St. 9,690 10,560
Paquette, Maurice &
Sylvia Road Machinery 9,260
Parris, Brian F. & L Crescent St. 650
Marjorie Bldgs. Crescent St. 8,500 9,150
Parrott, Rishard H. &
Beulah L 13 Langdon St. 970
Bldgs. Langdon St. 8,480 9,450
Partain, Leonard Trailer Rte. 2 4,550
Patterson, Robert &
Marilyn L E/S Rte. 3A 600
Bldgs. Rte. 3A 6,200 6,800
Pease, Bessie F. L Main St. 7,360
Bldgs. Main St. 68,510
L 3 Russell St. 4,400
Bldgs. 19,190 99,460
Pease, Bessie F. L 8A Langdon St. 2,100
Pease, Eva L 36 High St. 830
Bldgs. High St. 8,780 9,610
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Pease, Stella L 24 Warren St. 1,320
Bldgs. Warren St. 12,510
L Thurlow St. 1,140
Bldgs. Thurlow St. 12,210 27,180
Pell, Cecelia A. L 83 Highland St. 1,740
Bldgs. Highland St. 9,830 11,570
Pemi Enterprises, Inc. L 18-20 Highland St. 1,970
Bldgs. Highland St. 22,680 24,650
Pemigewasset
Broadcasters, Inc. L High St. 640
Bldgs. High St. 7,840
L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,750
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 1,760 11,990
Pemigewasset National




Savings Bank L 1-3 Highland St. 15,600
Bldgs. Highland St. 140,520 156,120
Pern. Nat. & Plym.
Guar. Savings Bank L Highland <St. Cor. Main 1,000
Perry, Inc., Norman L Railroad Sq. 1,370
Bldgs. Railroad Sq. 29,250 30,620
Perry, Inc., Norman Stock in Trade 62,000
Person, Helen F. L Randolph St. 1,840
Bldgs. Randolph St. 7,470 9,310
Peters, Dianne S. 129A L Rte. 3A & 25 6,310
Bldgs. Rte. 3A & 25 13,000 19,310
Philbrick, Edgar H. &
Lillian L 1 Broadway St. 1,770
Bldgs. Broadway St. 9,310 11,080
Philbrick, Wilbur S. L Reservoir Rd. 930
Bldgs. Reservoir Rd. 5,300 6,230
Phippard, George &
Eileen L N/S Maple St. 1,900
Bldgs. Maple St. 13,750 15,650
Pickering, Ellsworth &
Elvira L Old Rte. 25 750
Bldgs. Old Rte. 25 3,540 4,290
Pierce, Lawson D. L 17 Cummings iSt. 1,780
Bldgs. Cummings St. 10,220 12,000
Pike, Alma L Parker St. 300
Trailer Parker St. 1,030 1,330
Pike, John A. L Parker St . 550
Bldgs. Parker St. 2,180 2,730
Pillsbury, John &
Jane D. L Stage Coach Rd. 2,800
Bldgs. Stage Coach Rd. 20,000 22,800
Pinching, Gladys D. L 50 Pleasant St. 1,530
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 3,460 4,990
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Inc. L 9-11 Russell St. 2,960
Bldgs. Russell St. 17,040 20,000
Pinker, John J. Jr. &
Virginia L 21 Broadway St. 1,090
Bldgs. Broadway St. 9,230 10,320
Piper, S. Scott & Janice 1A L off Rte. 3A 500
2A — y2 Int. L off Rte. 3A 500 1,000
Pittsley, Alva & Velma L No. Main 'St. 430
Bldgs. No. Main St. 3,920
L No. Main St. 230 4,580
Placentino, Guiseppe 35A L Texas Rd. 700
Plantinga, Thurston M. 40A L Reservoir Rd. 2,250
Plume, Bernard L Loon Lake Rd. 850
Bldg. Loon Lake Rd. 5,620 6,470
Plummer, Lillian 3A L Reservoir Rd 1,000
Bldgs. Reservoir Rd. 2,860 3,860
Plymouth's Corner
Atlantic Station
% Fletcher Adams Stock in Trade 4,600
Plymouth Furniture Co. Stock in Trade 46,950
Plymouth Grange 239 L Rear So. Main St. 2,800
Bldgs. So. Main St. 6,000 8,800
Plymouth Lingerie, Inc. Stock in Trade 20,000
Machinery 2,000 22,000
Plymouth Masonic Assn. L 42 So. Main St.. 2,540
Bldgs. So. Main St. 9,770 12,310
Plymouth Tire Co. 7A L Smith Bridge Rd. 1,100
Bldgs. Smith Bridge Rd. 7,830 8,930
Plymouth Tire Co. Stock in Trade 25,000
Poelman, Marjorie W. L S/S Cummings Hill Rd. 650
Bldgs. Cummings Hill Rd. 5,500 6,150
Poley, Pearl L Loon Lake 950
Bldgs. Loon Lake 2,200 3,150
Pollard, Luther J. L 2 Garland St. 1,550
Bldgs. Garland St. 9,030 10,580
Pothier, Robert &
Celine 106A L Bell Rd. 5,750
Bldgs. Bell Rd. 2,410 8,160
Potter, Edward S. Jr.
& Mildred L 6 Garland St. 1,420
Bldgs. Garland St.. 7,330 8,750
Powers, Oscar L 4 Wentworth St. 710
Bldgs. Wentworth St. 9,100 9,810
Prescott Lumber Co. Stock in Trade 10,100
Prichard, Reno W. &
Joy L Highland St. 2,750
Bldg. Highland St. 9,670
Stock in Trade 1,400 13,820
Proulx, Charles J. &
Esther L 5 Court St. 1,330
Bldgs. Court St. 10,510 11,840
Proulx, Harold Stock in Trade 8,000
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Pruneau, Arthur &
Mary 75A L Mountain Rd 1,500
Bldgs. Mountain Rd. 1,000 2,500
Public Service of N. H. Electrical Properties 73,340
Pugh, Robert C. &
Marion L 7 Webster St. 1,320
Bldgs. Webster St. 15,010 16,330
Purvis, John L. & Doris L Tenney Mountain 2,260
Bldgs. Tenney Mountain 14,700 16,960
Putnam, Frances W. L 131 Highland St. 3,340
Bldgs. Highland St. 18,310 21,650
Pyrofax Gas Corp. Stock in Trade 500
Racette, Normand R. &
Priscilla L 5 Bayley Ave. 1,470
Bldg. Bayley Ave. 9,460 10,930
Radcliff, Bert 30A Ciri Lot-Pike Hill 600
Raiche, Mobile Homes Trailer R. F. D. 2 10,650
Ramsay, Ronald G. &
Sandra L 11 Hawthorne St. 1,040
Bldg. Hawthorne St. 6,670 7,710
Ramsay, Sherburn C.
Jr. & Sally L 65 Pleasant St. 2,280
Bldg. Pleasant St. 8,100 10,380
Rand, Olive, Robert, &
Watson & Eleanor
Dolloff L 67-69 Main St 21,750
Bldg. Main St. 87,460 109,210
A. M. Rand Co. L Main St. 9,600
Bldg. Main St. 45,070
L Route 3 6,900
Bldg. Rte. 3 1,400 62,970
A. M. Rand Co. Land Rear of Main St. 1,610
A. M. Rand Co. Stock in Trade 60,000
Rand, Blanche E. L 32 High St. 2,600
Bldg. High St. 16,170 18,770
Rand, Martha A. L S/S Pleasant St. Ext. 1,550
Bldg. Pleasant St. Ext. 17,050 18,600
Rand, Olive L 33 So. Main St. 2,690
Bldg. So, Main St. 7,980 10,670
Rand, Robert H. &
Juliet L Tamarack Dr. 1,770
Bldg. Tamarack Dr. 16,610 18,380
Rand, Robert & Watson 3A L Tamarack Drive 3,500
Rand, Watson A. L 52 Highland St. 2,130
Bldg. Highland St. 14,660 16,790
Rand, Watson & Irma L Highland St. 1,550
Bldg. Highland St. 100 1,650
Ray, Florence M. L 75 Highland St. 1,650
Bldg. Highland St. 7,180 8,830
Ray, George T. Jr. &
Doris L 182 N. Main St. 2,050
Bldg. N. Main St. 14,310 16,360
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Ray, Robert E. & Janice 3A L Rte. 3A South 1,050
Bldg. Rte. 3A South 3,400 4,450
Est. of Chester
Raymond, Sr. 100A Tenney Mt. 2,000
Heirs Frank Raymond 34A L Rte. 3A South 1,700
Raymond, Kenneth 6A L River Rd. 120
The Record Print, Inc. Machinery 20,450
Stock in Trade 4,000 24,450
Recos, Gabriel & 7A L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,700
Virginia Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 6,570 8,270
Reed, Clarence J. L 51 Langdon St. 970
Bldg. Langdon St. 10,900 11,870
Reed, Roger & Charlotte L Loon Lake 1,130
Bldg. 1 Loon Lake 2,690 3,820
R. H. R. Assoc, Inc. 6A L Texas Rd. 850
Richelson, Irwin &
Evelyn L 8 Randolph St. 2,000
Bldg. Randolph St. 16,390
L Randolph St. 1,470
Lots No. 14-15 19,860
Richelson, Julius &
Florence L 14 Rogers St. 2,490
Bldg. Rogers St. 18,060 20,550
Richelson, Louis L 3 Wentworth St. 800
Bldgs. 3 Wentworth St. 8,810 9,610
Richelson Dept. Store L 149 Main St. 3,780
Bldg. 149 Main St. 27,650
Stock in Trade 37,000 68,430
Ritchie, Donald J. &
Virginia L Loon Lake 500
Bldg. Loon Lake 1,960
L Loon Lake 520
Bldg. Loon Lake 550 3,530
Riverside Land, Inc. 62.5A L Fairgrounds Rd. 3,130
51A N/'S Rte. 3A & 25 5,100 8,230
Riverside Land, Inc. 80A L&B Great Horse Pasture
Hazelton Island 3,980
Roberts, Edmund L. &
Rose L Yeaton Rd. 950
Bldg. Yeaton Rd. 7,920
L Yeaton Rd. 100 8,970
Roberts, Jennie 4A L Rte. 3A South 760
Bldg. Rte. 3A South 2,410 3,170
Robertson, Douglas L. &
Phyllis L Rear on Weeks St. 880
Bldg. Rear on Weeks St. 12,220 13,100
Robertson, Paul H. &
Sylvia L Buckland Ave. 1,720
Bldg. Buckland Ave. 14,040 15,760
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Robie, Kenneth E. &
Elaine 46A L S/S Route 25 5,300
Bldg. S/S Route 25 10,480 15,780
Robinson, Evelyn L 4 Pleasant St. 1,770
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 17,970 19,740
Romprey, Alexas P. &
Justine G. 2A L Reservoir Rd. 1,050
Bldg. Reservoir Rd. 8,400 9,450
Ross, Eugene W. &
Constance L 8 Crawford St. 600
Bldg. Crawford St. 8,100 8,700
Roy, Clement Trailer Fairgrounds Rd. 5,150
Roy, Thomas W. &
Carole L Fairgrounds Rd. 710
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 10,120 10,830
Roy, Thomas W. &
Carole E. Road Machinery 1,200
Russell, Alton & Doris L Rte. 3 1,000
Bldg. Rte. 3 4,100 5,100
Russell, Doris Sheltry L D .W. Highway 500
Ryan, Bruce G. &
Roberta L 3 Bayley Ave. 1,590
Bldg. Bayley Ave. 13,860 15,450
Ryea, Harold 1 Boat 180
Ryea, Lawrence H. 3A L River Rd. 600
Bldg. River Rd. 3,670 4,270
Saliba, Moses L 73 Main St. 3,920
Bldgs. Main St. 25,810
L 77 Main St. 4,000
Bldgs. Main St. 24,680 58,410
Saliba, Moses & Mary L Highland St. 2,940
Bldgs. Highland St. 26,880 29,820
Saliba, Moses Stock in Trade 46,300
Samaha, Harleen &
Ardele L 2 Maple St. 1,110
Bldgs. Maple St. 9,950
Stock in Trade 700 11,760
Samaha, Harry G. &
Edna L 55 iMain St. 1,730
Bldgs. Main St. 15,210 16,940
Samaha, Harry G. &
Irene L 16 Highland St. 1,070
Bldgs. Highland St. 17,010 18,080
Samaha, Irene Stock in Trade 5,000
Samaha Store, Louis L 137 No. Main St. 3,080
Bldgs. No. Main St. 20,690
Stock in Trade 12,500 36,270
Samaha, Madeline L 40 So. Main St. 3,240
Bldgs. So. Main St. 8,910
100A Wood Lot 2,000 14,150
Samaha, Madeline Stock in Trade 5,000
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Sanborn, John C. &
Nance L 20 Warren St. 1,660
Bldgs. Warren St. 6,550
Lot off Warren St. 500 8,710
Sanel Realty Co., Inc. L 135 No. Main St. 3,670
Bldgs. No. Main St. 41,780
Stock in Trade 37,830 83,280
Sanford, Roy J. & Etta 5A Hawkins Land 250
Sargent, Heirs of
Benjamin L 26 Emerson St. 1,210
Bldgs. Emerson St. 10,890 12,100
Sargent, Frances L 75 Langdon St. 980
Bldgs. Langdon St. 4,740 5,720
Sargent, Frances L 6 Pleasant St. 930
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 7,740 8,670
Sargent, Kenneth Trailer Fairgrounds Rd. 2,800
Sargent, Leslie B., Jr. Bldg. D. W. Highway 330
Sargent, Romilla L D. W. Highway 1,280
Bldgs. D. W. Highway 8,600 9,880
Sargent, Ruth F. L D. W. Highway 1,080
Bldgs. S. Highway 12,650
L W/S Winter St. 1,050 14,780
Sawyer, Leonard S. &
Caroline L 13 Cummings 'St. 1,180
Bldgs. Cummings St. 9,710 10,890
Schofield, Ray F. L Loon Lake 650
Bldg. Loon Lake 4,800
10A L Loon Lake 500 5,950
Scott, David A. &
Barbara L 6 Winter St. 770
Bldgs. Winter St. 8,480 9,250
Scott, Robert K. &
Virginia D. L 37 Winter St. 960
Bldg. Winter St. 4,240 5,200
Scott, Virginia D. L 33 Winter St. 1,260
Bldg. Winter St. 8,700 9,960
Sears Roebuck Co. Stock in Trade 1,050
Sears, Madison W. &
Natalie L 26 Winter St. 930
Bldgs. Winter St. 6,890
7A Lot Reservoir Rd. 150 7,970
Sears, Madison W. &
Natalie Road Machinery 1,100
Seguin, Henry 14A L Reservoir Rd. 560
Bldgs. Reservoir Rd. 500 1,060
Shanker, Benjamin H. &
Gwendolyn L 7 Rogers St. 2,890
Bldg. Rogers St. 17,820 20,710
Shaw, Est. of Arthur L D. W. Highway 6,000
Bldgs. D. W. Highway 11,660 17,660
Sherburn, Harold G., Jr.
& Ruth L 135 Highland St. 1,390
Bldgs. Highland St. 6,820 8,210
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Sherburn, Harold G., Sr.
& Lavinia 24A L Rte. 25 North 2,230
Bldgs. Rte. 25 North 8,010 10,240
Sherman, Dean F. &
Meredith L 7 Bayley Ave. 1,100
Bldgs. Bayley Ave. 9,000 10,100
Sherman, Leon E. &
Myra L 28 High St. 1,480
Bldgs. High St. 9,400 10,880
Sherman, iMyra L 30 High St. 1,590
Bldgs. High St. 11,800 13,390
Shortt, Leland P. &
Regena L D. W. Highway 3,200
Bldgs. D. W. Highway 9,750 12,950
Silver, Gertrude L 5-7 Summer St 1,910
Bldgs. Summer 'St. 12,760 14,670
Simoneau, Marie L 7 Bridge St. 580
Bldgs. Bridge St. 11,390 11,970
Simpson, Edna P. L 3 Crawford St. 480
Bldgs. Crawford St. 7,540 8,020
Sippell, Edith L D. W. Highway 2,450
Bldgs. D. W. Highway 7,740
Stock in Trade 2,050 12,240
Sirrine, George E. 7 A L Rte. 3A South 1,150
Bldgs. Rte 3A South 5,990 7,140
Slate, Robert J. &
Jocelyn L Loon Lake 1,150
Bldgs. Loon Lake 4,820
20A L Loon Lake 400
Lot Loon Lake 460 6,830
Sleeper, Louis 2A L Texas Hill Rd. 470
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 1,610
L Texas Hill Rd. 580
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 2,380 5,040
Sleeper, Louis L W/S Rte. 3 3,350
Bldgs. W/S Rte 3 2,540
Stock in Trade 6,700 12,590
Sleeper, Wendell 10A L Texas Hill Rd. 1,060
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 1,190 2,250
Sliva, Stanley M. &
Patricia 10A L Holms Lot 200
Smart, John & Barbara L 12 Winter St. 630
Bldgs. Winter St. 6,600 7,230
Smialek, Walter &
Jennie L 42 Russell St. 900
Bldgs. Russell St. 7,790
L 14 Cooper St. 2,070
Bldgs. Cooper St. 7,220 17,980
Smialek, Walter &
Jennie Trailer Avery St. 3,630
Smith, Delbert G. &
Marian L 39 Pleasant St. 1,160
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 7,360 8,520
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Smith, Denzil Trailer Crescent St. 4,180
Smith, Florence L 3 Pearl St. 1,070
Bldgs. Pearl St. 11,260 12,330
Smith, Gertrude L 58 Langdon St. 1,850
Bldgs Langdon St. 7,720 9,570
Smith, Manson & Evelyn 20A L Rte 3A South 400
Bldgs. Rte 3A South 410
90A L Rte. 3A South 1,800 2,610
Smith, Martha Trailer Texas Hill Rd. 2,880
Smith, Richard Lots Ward Hill Sub-Div. 5,200
180A L Various Wood Lots 3,750
55A L Reservoir Rd. 2,580
Bldgs. Reservoir Rd. 8,920 20,450
Smith, Stephen W. &
Dorothy- L 115 Highland St. 3,700
Bldgs. /Highland St. 21,730
5A L Highland St. 3,500 28,930
Smith, Walter P. &
Marylon L 5 Garland St. 1,370
Bldgs. Garland St. 12,750 14,120
Smith, Wendell A. L Texas Hill Rd. 500
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 5,420 5,920
Smith, Est. Winnie L 72 Highland St. 1,580
Bldgs. Highland St. 6,730 8,310
Socony Mobile Oil Co.
Inc. L No. Main St. 7,270
Bldgs. No. 'Main St. 13,170
Pumps & Tanks 3,690 24,130
Sorrell, David W. &
Bessie L Rte. 3 700
Bldgs. Rte. 3 1,500 2,200
Sorrell, David & Bessie 120A L Fairgrounds Rd. 5,580
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 10,880 16,460
Spaulding, Dayton M. &
Conchita L 7 Randolph St. 1,470
Bldg. Randolph St. 17,820 19,290
Spaulding, Philip D. L 4 Armory Rd. 2,150
Bldgs. Armory Rd. 15,030
L 30 Russell St. 1,210
Bldgs. Russell St. 9,320 27,710
Speed, Inc., Fred H. Bldgs. Railroad Sq.
Bldgs. & Tanks
3,260
107 Main St. 11,340
Pumps & Tanks 3,420
Stock in Trade 15,000 33,020
Spencer, Arnold W. &
Evelyn 5A L Rte. 3A 250
Spencer, James C. &
Ilene L Fairgrounds Rd. 650
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 7,350 8,000
Spencer, Shaw J. 17A L 3A South 3,800
Spohrer, Thelma A. 10A L Rte 3A West 1,300
Bldgs. Rte. 3A West 18,250 19,550
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Sprague Electric Co. L Highland St. 6,000
Bldgs. Highland St. 232,560 238,560
Sprague Electric Co. Stock in Trade 175,000
Staples, Beatrice L Quincy Rd. 750
Bldgs. Quincy Rd. 8,450 9,200
St. Clair, Edward J. 2y2A L Loon Lake Rd. 1,000
Trailer Loon Lake Rd. 1,190 2,190
iSt. Cyr, Clauvis E. &
Shirley L 219 No. Main St. 300
Bldgs. No. Main St. 3,050 3,350
Stearns, Joseph &
Marilyn L 1 Keeble St. 880
Bldgs. 1 Keeble St. 5,360 6,240
Steele, George H. L 66 Highland St. 2,300
Bldgs. Highland St. 9,890 12,190
Steinman, Leo L 38 Highland iSt. 1,710
Bldgs. Highland St. 13,830 15,540
Steinman, Leo, Samuel
& Ruth Lurie L 5 Weeks St. 790
Bldgs. Weeks St. 12,830 13,620
Steinman, Leo, Betty
Cowan & Ruth Lurie L Weeks St. 420
Bldgs. Weeks St. 4,240
L 151 Main St. 6,310
Bldgs. Main St. 31,130 42,100
Stetson, Daniel W. &
Margaret L Smith St. 760
Trailer Smith. St. 3,930 4,680
Stevens, Caroline R. 195A L Rte. 3A 7,500
Bldgs. Rte. 3A 14,050 21,550
Stevens, Roland E. &
Edith L Chaisson Rd. 750
Bllgs. Chaisson Rd. 4,260 5,010
Stevenson, Joseph H. &
Elsie L 60 Highland St. 3,420
Bldgs. Highland St. 15,270 18,690
Stewart, Alec W. &
Ellen L Rte. 3 1,150
Bldgs. Rte 3 7,580 8,730
Stewart, Alvin, Jr. L Loon Lake 1,320
Bldgs. Loon Lake 2,300 3,620
St. Germain, Brian Trailer Rte. 3 5,300
Stifel, John & Irene 540A L Huckins Land &
Ply. Mt. Pasture 10,800
Stiles, John F. & Maud 7A L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,140
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 4,720 5,860
Stimson, William H. 55A L So. West Plymouth 1,100
Stone, Philip &
Marguerite L Loon Lake 450
Bldg. Loon Lake 1,660 2,110
Stormont, Donald R. &
Edna L 18 Emerson St. 2,000
Bldgs. Emerson (St. 13,050 15,050
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& Jane 186A L y* Int. Thurlow St. 4,700
Strain, Roger M. & Mary L So. Main St. 1,680
Straw, David E. &
Patricia L 26 Highland Ave. 1,530
Bldgs. Highland Ave. 13,570 15,100
Stuhlmann, Eleanor M.
& Janet Conway L 6 Thurlow St. 1,310
Bldgs. Thurlow St. 5,310 6,620
Sturtevant, Lois L off Merrill St. 200
Suburban Propane
Utility Gas Co. Stock in Trade 1,500
Sullivan, Nora 30A L Loon Lake Rd. 1,100
Bldgs. Loon Lake Rd. 2,810 3,910
Sullivan, Walter P. &
Helene G. L 37 Merrill St 1,000
Bldgs. Merrill St. 7,450 8,450
Sun Oil Co. L 176 No. iMain St. 5,150
Bldgs. No. Main St. 16,340
Pumps & Tanks 990 22,480
Sunshine Laundries,
Inc. L 21 So. Main St. 1,580
Bldgs. So. Main St. 16,120
L 23 So. Main St. 1,320
Bldgs. So. Main St. 7,100 26,120
Sunshine Laundries,
Inc. L 25 Main St 6,600
Bldgs. Main St. 15,260 21,860
Suratteau, Andre L. &
Anne M. L Rte 3A (South 1,750
Bldgs. 3A South 15,910
2A L Rte. 3A South 950
Bldgs. Rte. 3A South 8,850 27,460
Sutherland, Robert E.
& Lucy 2A L Rte. 3 2,200
Bldgs. Rte 3 10,800 13,000
Sutherland, Samuel A. 64 L Fairgrounds Rd. 5,580
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 6,300 11,880
Sweeney, Thomas C. &
Eda M. L 190 No. Main St. 1,300
Bldgs. No. Main St. 8,150 9,450
Sweet, Lester Trailer Rte 3 3,750
Switzer, David C. &
Judith L 8 Maple St. 1,170
Bldgs. Maple St. 13,250 14,420
Sylvestre, Mark &
Katherine L 5 Broadway St. 2,330
Bldgs. Broadway St. 8,720 11,050
Symonds, Kenneth G. &
Jane L 28 Langdon St. 1,410
Bldgs. Langdon St. 14,050 15,460
Tapply, Philip & Ellen L Stage Coach Rd. 2,550
Bldg. Stage Coach Rd. 20,560 23,110
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Tapply, Philip & Ellen L 34 Russell St. 1,130
Bldg. Russell St. 12,030
L 19 Russell St. 1,350
Bldg. Russell (St. 18,440 32,950
Tatara, Walter T. &
Madeline L 6 Maple St. 1,650
Bldg. Maple St. 13,350 15,000
Taylor, Beatrice C. L Cor. Thurlow &
Texas Hill Rd. 1,440
Taylor, Guy Jr. &
Lucille L 3 Maple St. 1,340
Bldg. Maple St. 14,200 15,540
Taylor, Lyman Stock in Trade 1,100
Teacher's Clam &
Dairy Bar 33y2A L Rte. 3 7,670
Bldg. Rte. 3 7,620 15,290
Tear, Carolyn L 2 Gould Terrace 800
Bldg. Gould Terrace 7,810 8,610
Tefft, Harold Est. of L Fairgrounds Rd. 600
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 500
Bldg. on D. W. Highway 400 1,500
Telfer, Ina 72A E/S Rte. 3 South 3,700
Bldg. E/S Rte. 3 South 12,900 16,600
Telfer, Perley 8A L off E/iS Rte. 3 400
Temple, Frederick A. 40A L Thurlow St. 800
Tenney Mountain Corp. Bldgs. & Chairlift
off Rt. 3A South 138,880
Tenney Mountain Corp. Road Machinery 6,840
Thibeault, Armand J.
& Janet L 5 Maple (St. 1,720
Bldg. Maple St. 12,400 14,120
Thomas, Bruce S. &
Constance L 26 Langdon St. 1,210
Bldg. Langdon St. 14,820 16,030
Thompson, Frederick P.
& Ann L 51 Highland St. 3,320
Bldg. Highland St. 17,360 20,680
Thompson, John 0. &
Arberta 2A L E/S Rte. 3 850
Bldgs. E/S Rte. 3 3,120
50A L Dick Brown Rd.. 1,000
5A L Part Burleigh L 250 5,220
Thompson, Joseph D. L D. W. Highway 1,760
Bldg. D. W. Highway 8,300 10,060
Thompson, Rachel L 82 Langdon St. 1,570
Bldg. Langdon St. 10,010 11,580
Thompson, Robert L. 19A L Loon Lake 620
Thompson. Terrence Trailer & Bldg. Avery (St. 2,600
Thompson, Terrence H.
& Caroline L W/S Avery St. 820
L 42 Pleasant St. 1,100
Bldg. Pleasant St. 9,600 11,520
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Thompson, Vesta B. 1A L Quincy Rd. 500
Bldg. Quincy Rd. 2,300 2,800
Thorne, David D. &
Marcia L 32 Emerson St. 1,760
Bldg. 32 Emerson St. 11,950 13,710
Tillotson, Dwight & Lola L Smith Bridge Rd. 650
L Smith Bridge Rd. 8,600 9,250
Titus, Clifford B. &
Geraldine L Highland St. 6,950
Bldg. iHighland St. 25,590 32,540
C. B. Titus, Inc. Stock in Trade 15,000
Tivey, Richard &
Catherine L 4 Edmunds Ct. 750
Bldg. Edmunds. Ct. 11,940 12,690
Tobey, Fred C. & Grace L 50 Tobey Rd. 1,730
Bldg. Tobey Rd. 12,980
4A L Rear of Armory 1,100
Lot Tobey Rd. 740 16,550
Tobey, George H. &
Gloria L 60 Langdon St. 1,850
Bldg. Langdon St. 11,250 13,100
Tomlin, Mrs. Mabel J. L Rte. 3A iSouth 800
Bldg. 3A South 3,650
L W/S Rte. 3
A
500 4,950
Tompkins, Victor L Fairgrounds Rd. 700
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 10,260
60A L Tobey's Motor Ct. 13,550
Bldg. Tobey's Motor Ct. 205,610 230,120
Tompkins, Victor 10A L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,190
Stock in Trade 1,000 2,190
Topham, Arnold L. &
Dorothea L 15 Broadway 1,140
Bldgs. 15 Broadway 8,750
Stock in Trade 4,000 13,890
Topiham, Richard L. &
Patricia L 26 High St. 1,320
Bldg. High St. 11,020 12,340
Townsend, Barbara L Loon Lake 1,000
Trojano, Harold D. &
Marjorie 6A L E/S Rte. 3 1,330
Bldg. E/S Rte 3 8,290 9,620
Trow, Henry G. 125A L Quincy Rd. 7,020
Bldg. Quincy Rd. 6,450 13,470
Trow, Henry 3 Cows 450
Other Cattle 200 650
Tuck, Raymond &
Dolores L Loon Lake 340
Bldg. Loon Lake 1,400 1,740
Turmelle, Leon & Lois L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,010
Bldg. Fairgrounds Rd. 8,470 9,480
Turmelle, Lester E. &
Lucille L 99 Main St. 15,350
Bldg. Main St. 51,420 66,770
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Elsie L 2 So. Main St. 2,060
Bldg. So. Main St. 11,090 13,150
Turner, Paul A. &
Beatrice W. L 4 Russell St. 1,410
Bldgs. 4 Russell St 13,970
Stock in Trade 450 15,830
Tuttle, William A. &
Margaret L 77 Langdon St 1,640
Bldg. Langdon St. 7,770 9,410
Union Grange Fair
Assoc. 30A L&B Fairgrounds Rd. 25,000
Land 1,510 26,510
United Shoe Machinery
Corp. L off Rt. 3 4,000
Bldg. & Machinery 49,000 53,000
United Shoe Machinery
Corp. Stock in Trade 22,500
United Shoe Machine




14 Foster 4,510 22,900
Valliere, Lawrence A.
& Helen L 6 Green St. 500
Bldg. Green St. 6,050 6,550
Valliere, Roy J. &
Rachel 100 A L Rte. 3A South 3,550
Bldg. Rte. 3A South 9,610 13,160
Valliere, Roy J. 50A L Bell Rd. 1,000
L Rte, 3A South 150
L Melvin Land 100 1,250
VanHagen, Charles S.
& Madeline L D. W. Highway 1,000
Bldg. D. W. Highway 9,350 10,350
Veazey, William Trailer RFD 2 5,300
Village Shop Stock in Trade 27,500
Virtue, Frank E. &
Dorothy Trailer, Crescent St. Ext. 4,720
Vittum, Henry E. &
Ethel L 5 Keeble St. 1,000
Bldg. Keeble St. 13,750 14,750
Volpe, Angelo L 47 So. Main St. 2,770
Bldgs. So. Main St. 13,920 16,690
Volpe, Angelo & Doris L 1 Fox St. 13,710
Bldgs. Fox St. 2,150
L 2 Lots Fox St. 2,000 17,860
Volpe, Angelo & Doris L 16 Langdon St. 1,540
Bldgs. Langdon St. 5,260 6,800
Wakefield, Robert G. L Thurlow St. 1,850
Bldgs. Thurlow St. 16,650 18,500
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Walker, Erwin L. & Ina L 63 Pleasant St. 950
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 10,550
1 Boat 250 11,750
Walker, Mary A. L 110 Highland St. 2,220
Bldgs. Highland St. 3,250 5,470
Wallace, Ernest L Old Rte. 3A 200
Bldgs. Old Rte. 3A 50 250
Wallace, Harold G. 6A Rte. 3A & 25 West 880
Bldgs. Rte. 3A & 25 West 4,950 5,830
Walter, Henry & Ruth 437A L Cummings Hill Rd 8,740
Ward, James Trailer Rte. 3 4,550
Warren, Beatrice
Heirs of L 38 Russell St. 1,030
Bldgs. Russell St. 12,000 13,030
Washburn, Claude W.
& Madeline 2A L Fairgrounds Rd. 730
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 5,740 6,200
Washburn, Sherman P.
& Laurie 9A L Rte. 3A South 1,750
Bldgs. Rte. 3A South 4,420 6,170
Watts, John C. &
Marion 14A L Rte. 3 5,060
Bldgs. Rte. 3 38,940 44,000
Wayne, Anthony B. Sr. t
Joan & Anthony B. Jr. L Texas Hill Rd. 200
Webster, John R. &
Anne L 3 Langdon Park Rd. 780
Bldgs. Langdon Park Rd. 11,390 12,170
Weeks Dairy, Inc. Stock in Trade 300
Welch, Harry E. &
Amelia L 23 Highland Ave. 1,110
Bldgs. Highland Ave. 11,960
L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,570 14,640
Welch, Raymond E. Jr.
& Leota 34A L Smith Bridge Rd. 1,950
Bldgs. Smith Bridge Rd. 7,920
L Smith Bridge Rd. 300
Bldgs. Smith Bridge Rd. 1,240 11,410
Welch, Raymond, E. &
Leota 1 Boat 900
Wells, H. E. L 11 Wentworth St. 760
Bldgs. Wentworth St. 7,000 7,760
Wescott, Barry L. &
Casandra L Cummings Hill Rd. 460
Bldg. Cummings Hill Rd. 5,980 6,440
Wherland, Doris M. L Maple St. 520
Wherland, Robert &
Doris L 111 Main St. 2,810
Bldg. Main St. 37,980 40,790
Wherland, Robert E. &
Joan L 3 High St. 1,130
Bldgs. High St. 12,920 14,050
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White Mt. Power Co. Electrical Plant 257,150
Stock in Trade 6,000 263,150
White Mt. Power Co. L Green St. 1,300
Bldgs. Green St. 9,740
L off Fairgrounds Rd. 1,750
L Rte. 3A & 25 500 13,290
White, Nellie Bldg. Rte. 3A & 25 100
Whitehead, Elmer &
Leroy & Alma Sleeper L Texas Hill Rd. 750
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 3,620 4,370
Whitehead, Madeline &
Elmer L Texas Hill Rd. 350
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 680 1,030
Whitehill, Duncan &
Janet L Tenney Mountain 1,950
Whitehouse, Ethel L Fairgrounds Rd. 1,110
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 7,590 8,700
Whitehouse, Stewart L Cummings Hill Rd. 340
Bldgs. Cummings Hill Rd. 100 440
Whitesell, Donald B. &
Hazel L 116 Highland St. 5,720
Bldgs. Highland St. 21,970 27,690
Whittall, Matthew J. II Stock in Trade 2,200
1 Boat 200 2,400
Whittemore, Carl W. L 45 Pleasant St. 870
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 8,210 9,080
Whittemore, Raymond L. 174A L Jet. Rtes. 3A & 25 7,430
Bldg. Jet. Rtes. 3A & 25 8,860 16,290
Whittier, Leon W. &
Lucy L 2 Russell St. 1,400
Bldgs. Russell St. 17,300 18,700
Whitwell, William L. &
Barbara Ann 50A L Texas Hill Rd. 1,730
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 5,980 7,710
Wiggett, Roger I. &
Georgia L Texas Hill Rd. 500
Bldgs. Texas Hill Rd. 4,500 5,000
Wiles, Loys A. & Alice L 20 High St. 1,050
Bldgs. High St. 11,810 12,860
Wilkie, Floyd W. &
Irene L 16 Emerson St. 1,300
Bldgs. Emerson St. 9,900 11,200
Wilkie, Glea B. & Nina L 15 Cummings St. 1,110
Bldgs. Cummir.gs St. 9,080 10,190
Wilkins, Heirs of
Harold E. L 4 Hawthorne St. 840
Bldgs. Hawthorne St. 10,850 11,690
Wilkinson, William I.
& Geraldine L 47 Pleasant St. 2,720
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 11,220 13,940
Williams, Glen Stock in Trade 250
Williams, Glen & Enid L 23 Pleasant St. 1,440
Bldgs. Pleasant St. 10,730 12,170
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Williamson, Marion L 6 Langdon Park Rd. 1,290
Bldgs. Langdon Park Rd. 6,510 7,800
Willoughby, Heirs of
Grace L 74 Highland St. 1,440
Bldgs. Highland St. 9,570 11,010
Winnebluffs Inc. L Highland St. 1,300
150A L Reservoir Rd. 3,000
L 140 No. Main St. 5,100
Bldgs. No. Main St. 13,400 22,800
Wiseman, Douglas C. &
Bonnie L Batchelder St. 2,050
Bldgs. Batchelder St. 17,430 19,480
Witham, Minnie F. L Smith Bridge Rd. 750
Bldgs. Smith Bridge Rd. 6,170 6,920
Witherow, Vivian B. L 20 Highland Ave. 1,240
Bldgs. Highland Ave. 14,230 15,470
Wixson, Eldwin A. &
Rowena L 52 Langdon St. 1,000
Bldgs. Langdon St. 10,300 11,300
Wood, John A. & Marion 100A L New Hebron Rd. 3,320
Bldgs. New Hebron Rd. 11,010 14,330
Wood, John A. Stock in Trade 350
Wood, John R. &
Virginia L Smith St. 1,100
Bldgs. Smith St. 7,250
Lot Smith St. 750 9,100
Wood, John R. &
Virginia L Smith St. 370
Bldgs. Smith St. 3,070 3,440
Wood, John R. &
Virginia 1 Boat 30
Woodbury. Edward F.
& Geraldine L E/S Rte. 3 780
Bldgs. E/S Rte. 3 5,610 6,390
Woodrow, Lyndon &
Myra L 66 Langdon St. 1,990
Bldgs. Langdon St. 12,680
L Rogers St. 1,400
Bldgs. Rogers St. 890 16,960
Woodward, Robert U. L 20 Winter St. 950
Bldgs. Winter St. 7,390
Lot off Merrill St. 200 8,540
Worthen, Bertha 175A L Fairgrounds Rd. 8,530
Bldgs. Fairgrounds Rd. 7,460 15,990
Wright, Nancy 5A L Smith Bridge Rd. 850
Bldgs. Smith Bridge Rd. 3,090 3,940
Yeaton, Dean 66A L So. Plymouth 1,320
Road Machinery 340 1,660
Yeaton Oil Co. Stock in Trade 1,500
Bulk Tanks 800 2,300
Yeaton Oil Co. 3A L off Rte. 3A South 1,300
Pump & Tanks 620 1,920
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Yeaton. Heirs of E. C.
Yeaton, Phillip E.
Yeaton, Inc., R. S.
Young, Earl & Gladys
Young, E. Ashton &
Nellie Young
Young, Emmons A. &
Nellie Young




Young, Fred & Muriel
Youngman, Mary
Zampieri, Angelo R. &
Beverly
Ziane, Joseph M. &
Louis Compos






346A L Yeaton Rd. 12,430
Bldg. Yeaton Rd. 21,800
L Yeaton Rd. 400
40A L Cayes Land 800
14A Clark Land 700
70A L Draper Land 1,400
80A L Blake Lot 1,600
14A L y2 Int.
Knight Field 900
20A Rogers Land
18A L Yeaton Rd. 630
L Yeaton Rd. 1,150
Bldg. Yeaton Rd. 15,900
20A L Blodgett Lane 700
Bldg. Yeaton Rd. 3,410
50A L Ormande Land 1,000
5A L Kendrick Lot 100
L 9 Hawthorne St. 1,750
Bldg Hawthorne St. 7,250
L 9-11 So. (Main St. 1,920
Bldg. So. Main St. 19,700
L 2 Wentworth St. 910
Bldg. Wentworth St. 8,160
L 98 Highland iSt. 830
Bldg. Highland St. 9,150
7A L D. W. Highway 3,400
Bldg. D. W. Highway 22,430
L 18 Russell St. 1,090
Bldg. Russell (St. 8,200
1 Boat
L 11 Broadway 1,260
Bldg. Broadway 12,100
L 5 Webster St. 1,080
Bldg. Webster St. 10,790
L Loon Lake
L 10 Crawford St. 640
Bldg. Crawford St. 7,400
L 40 Langdon St. 1,640
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L 22 Emerson St.
Bldg. Emerson St.









L 68 Highland St. 1,930
Bldg. Highland St. 7,730
T. Cor. Langdon & Cummings 680
T. Cor. Langdon &
Cummings 1,130 11,470
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VETERANS EXEMPTIONS - 1968
Ahern, Henry
Alessandrini, Bernardine
Allen, Romola
Allen, Russell
Ayer, Robert
Avery, Arthur M.
Bagley, Norton
Bailey, Merle
Baker, Lillian
Bartlett, George
Bartlett, Kenneth
Batchelder, Roscoe
Batchelder, William
Bean, Ray
Beaulieu, Albert
Berg, Daniel
Blair, Richard
Blair, Evelyn
Blake, Lester
Blanchard, John
Bontemps, Benjamin
Bowie, Wayne
Bownes, Malcolm
Boyd, Robert
Britton, Carl
Brown, Richard
Bruce, Richard
Buckland, Lee
Cardon, Gabrielle
Chapman, John
Chivell, Joseph
Clapper, Ernest
Clay, Frances
Clifford, Arnold
Clifford, Earl
Clifford, George
Cochran, Elmore
Cochran, Patricia
Cole, Katherine
Coleman, Chalice
Corson, Richard
Covill, Theodore
Crane, Henry
Currier, Preston
Davis, Abraham
Deachman, Harriet
Deming, Lawrence
DeWitt, Phyllis
Downing, Edward
Downing, Louis
Driscoll, William
Dunlap, Laurice
Durand, Otto
Durgin, Charles
Duval, Paul
Eastman, Clifton
Elliott, Donald
Elliott, Malcolm
Evans, Donald
Evans, Josephine
Ewens, Eric
Fauver, Alfred
Feinen, George
Fellows, Francis
Fitzgerald, Gerald
Foley, John
Forbes, Bertram
Fortier, Norman
Fosie, Herbert
Francesco, Dorothy
Francesco, Louis
Franusiak, Walter
Freeman, Harold
Frey, Robert
Geyer, John
Gilbert, Thomas
Gilman, Alice
Glover, Elmer
Goulart, Thomas
Graves. Theodore
Gray, Lewis
Green, Reginald
Hadlev, Stanley
Hall, D. Sheldon
Hall, Ethel
Hammond, Everett G.
Hanson, Arthur
Hartman, Van
Haskell, Robert
Hastie, Glen
Hawkensen, Virginia
Henderson, George
Hillier, Clifford
Hillier, Helen
Hinds, Bernard
Hogan, James
Holt, Woodbury
Houston, Norman
Howes, Forrest E.
Hutchins, Harry
Inkell, Oscar
Ireland, Chester
Jones, Clarence
Kelly, Vernon
Kerr, Earline
Lacourse, George
LaFontaine, Frederick
LaPoint, John
LaPoint, Rene
Largent, John
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Learned, Hazel
Lenentine, Halston
Lenentine, Jean
Lessard, Edgar
Locke, Bert
Locklin, Estella
Logan, Frank
Logan, Fred
Long, Joseph
Lurie, Ruth
Lurie, Samuel
MacKenzie, Malcolm
MacLeod, Wendell
MacNeil, Allen
MacPherson, Keith
McGlone, Barbara
McWilliams, Norman
Madore, Percy-
Main, Robert
Marrer, Kenneth
Martel, Alice
Mayhew, James
Minickiello, Faust
Morris, Thomas
Morse, Horace
Morse, Tommy
Moses, Roland
Moulton, Clifton
Muzzey, Maurice
Muzzey, Wesley
Noyes, William H.
Orr, Rosamund
Parrott, Richard
Person, Helen
Philbrick, Edgar
Philbrick, Wilbur
Pike, Alma
Pinker, John
Pittsley, Alva
Poelman, Marjorie
Potter, Edward
Powers, Oscar
Putnam, Frances
Ramsay, Sherburn
Rand, Robert
Ray, Florence
Ray, George
Recos, Gabriel
Reed, Clarence
Richelson, Irwin
Richelson, Julius
Roberts, Edmund
Robertson, Douglas
Romprey, Alexas
Roy, Thomas
Ryan, Bruce
Samaha, Harleen
Samaha, Norman
Sargent, Romilla
Sargent, Ruth
Sawyer, Leonard
Shanker, Benjamin
Sherburn, Harold Sr.
Sherburn, Harold Jr.
Sherman, Myra
Smith, Wendell
Sorrell, David
Spaulding, Dayton
St. Clair, Edward
St. Cyr, Clauvis
Stearns, Joseph
Steinman, Leo
Stetson, Daniel
Stevens, Roland
Stormont, Donald
Straw, David
Sullivan, Walter
Sweeney, Thomas
Sylvester, Mark
Tapply, Philip
Tatara, Walter
Taylor, Guy
Thompson, Rachel
Tillotson, Dwight
Tobey, George
VanHagen, Charles
Vittum, Henry
Walker, Erwin
Ward, James
Washburn, Sherman
Welch, Raymond
Wescott, Barry
Whitesell, Donald
Wiggett, Roger
Wilkie, Floyd
Wilkinson, William
Wood, John R.
Yeaton, Philip
Young, Fred
Zampieri, Angelo
Zoulias, George
CATTLE EXEMPTION
Barney, Joel
Huckins, Stanley
Nims, Raymond
Trow, Henry
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Notes


